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To Our Readers

Urgent Are Better
South Korea-Japan
Relations
Each of the bilateral relations between the
United States and China, between Japan and
China, and between the two Koreas is changing
fast. The U.S.-Japan alliance has evolved fast under the Shinzo Abe administration, expanding its scope to the Indo-Pacific region. The bilateral relations
between Japan and China are improving, too.
On the other hand, the alliance between the United States and South Korea
is not working well. After the Washington-Pyongyang summit in Hanoi failed
in February this year, the North showed no response at all to South Korean
President Moon Jae-in’s proposal for summit talks while launching shortrange ballistic missiles. Chinese President Xi Jinping also canceled his plan to
visit Seoul next month, which the two governments had pushed with the G20
Osaka summit nearing.
In short, South Korea is in a dire diplomatic situation without crisis control. With inter-Korean negotiations at an impasse and the trade war between
the United States and China posing significant concerns, the relations between
South Korea and Japan are getting worse and worse. Washington is attempting to put more pressure on Beijing and Pyongyang by making use of its close
relations with Tokyo and Seoul. According to the Yomiuri Shimbun, President
Donald Trump called on the South Korean government to improve its relations
with Japan at his meeting with the South Korean president in April.
The Moon Jae-in administration is mentioning two-track diplomacy of
politics and economy with Japan, and yet it is failing to make any step forward. At present, the relations between South Korea and Japan are at their
worst to the point of adversely affecting South Korean companies in Japan,
not to mention government agencies. Under the circumstances, experts point
out that the G20 Osaka summit scheduled for next month needs to be a breakthrough.
In the Federation of Korean Industries’ recent survey, 6.2 percent and 46.9
percent of South Korean companies in Japan answered that the deteriorating
relations are very adversely and adversely affecting their business, respectively. In addition, 67.5 percent of the respondents said that the South Korean
government should make more efforts to improve the bilateral relations.
It is imperative that the government listen to them. Using anti-Japanese
sentiments for political purposes is of no use at all for national interests. If the
relations remain as they are, the present and future losses of South Korea will
snowball. South Korea has grown as a country cherishing universal values
such as freedom, democracy and human rights. Now is the time the South
Korean government should seriously reset its relations with Washington, Beijing and Tokyo. Concerns, however, are rising over how committed and willing it is to do so.

Park Jung-hwan,
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief

focus
Battery Litigation

LG Chem Sues SK Innovation for Infringing
Secondary Battery Trade Secrets
By Jung Min-hee

L

G Chem has taken legal
action against SK Innovation
in the United States, saying
its key technologies related to secondary
batteries have been leaked to SK Innovation.
LG Chem said on April 30 that it has
filed a complaint with the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) and a
local court in Delaware against SK Innovation for "infringement of trade secrets."
LG Chem asked the ITC to ban SK
Innovation from importing cells, packs
and samples into the U.S., and filed a
compensation suit with the district court
in Delaware, where the U.S. subsidiary
of SK Innovation's battery business is
incorporated.
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LG Chem claimed it has found evidence that its secondary battery-related
core technologies have been leaked to
SK Innovation since 2017.
LG Chem said it has sued SK Innovation in the United States because the
discovery procedure of the U.S. ITC
and federal courts makes it difficult for
a litigant to conceal evidence. Discovery is a pre-trial procedure in which each
party can obtain evidence from the other
party or parties by means of discovery
devices such as interrogatories, requests
for production of documents, requests for
admissions and depositions.
LG Chem asserted that SK Innovation pulled 76 key employees from all
areas, including research and develop-

ment, production, quality control, procurement and marketing, of LG Chem's
battery business headquarters for two
years from 2017. They included officials
who participated in the next-generation
electric car project that LG Chem was
carrying out with a specific automaker.
It also said that SK Innovation is hiring more key LG Chem employees who
could leak core technologies. SK Innovation's employment application documents released by LG Chem asks the
applicant to write down details of the
work they carried out at LG Chem and
the real names of the project leaders and
other employees who worked together
for the projects.
For example, applicant A's job appli-

focus

cation documents describe the details of
LG Chem's project related to the electrode manufacturing process, ranging
from the current state, background and
purpose of the project to suggestions to
improve the result.
LG Chem claimed that the applicants colluded in a group to leak LG
Chem's core process technologies, and
downloaded some 400-1,090 documents
related to key technologies per individual from the company system before the
transfer.
In October 2017 and this month,
LG Chem sent a content-certified official document to SK Innovation asking
it to "stop the hiring process for personnel who are highly likely to leak business
secrets and technology information."
It also warned that it will consider
legal action if "any violation of business
secrets is found or there is a risk of leaking business secrets."
“Despite such requests for restraint, it
seems that SK Innovation is using business secrets leaked from the recruitment
process of key personnel to develop secondary batteries and win orders,” LG
Chem said, adding that it has decided to
take legal action because such actions
continue even now.
"This case is beyond the scope of
personal freedom to choose jobs, and
hiring a large number of key personnel
from LG Chem's secondary batteries and
to systematically obtaining trade secrets
constitutes a serious violation of the
law," LG Chem said.
Earlier this year, LG Chem finally
won a lawsuit it filed in 2017 against five
key employees who moved to SK Innovation. The court banned the employees from working for SK Innovation for
two years in recognition of the possibility of business secret leaks and the gap
in technology capabilities between the
two companies, and the verdict was confirmed by the Supreme Court.
Regarding the lawsuit in the United
States, the ITC will make a preliminary
ruling in the first half of next year and a
final ruling in the second half of the year
if it decides to launch a probe this month.
"LG Chem's secondary battery busi-

ness has been achieved through bold
investment and dedication for nearly 30
years since the early 1990s," said Shin
Hak-chul, vice chairman of LG Chem.
"The lawsuit is an inevitable step to
protect core technologies and intellectual property rights secured by long-term
research and huge investments from the
rival companies and to develop a sound
industrial ecosystem with legitimate
competition."
SK Innovation protested the move,
saying that it raised unnecessary issues
about a company's legitimate business
activities.
SK Innovation said its battery business employs experienced workers at
home and abroad through transparent open recruitment methods, and its
employees voluntarily decided to work
for SK Innovation, taking into account
improved treatment and the possibility of
future development.
SK Innovation also expressed regret
for LG Chem taking domestic issues to
the court of the United States, saying that
it could undermine national interests.
"We have been doing business through
fair competition based on transparency
and win-win," said SK Innovation. "We
will clearly identify the issues raised by
LG Chem and clarify them through necessary legal procedures."

Disputes Escalating
The dispute between LG Chem and
SK Innovation is escalating. While LG
Chem's claim is that SK Innovation
infringed on business secrets by pulling

out LG Chem employees, SK Innovation
suspects that LG Chem intentionally raises the issue to pass on the responsibility
for the departure of its employees to its
rival and gain an upper hand in overseas
order competition.
"We have decided not to sit idly by
and take a frontal response to issues
raised by our competitor," said SK Innovation in a statement on May 3. "If our
competitor continues to raise groundless
issues, we will respond strongly, including through legal actions."
LG Chem's offensive did not stop. "If
it is acceptable for a late company to easily utilize its competitors' trade secrets
without investing in technology development, no company will make bold investments for the future," it said in an additional statement on May 2.
Even LG Group, the holding company of LG Chem, is reported to be
drumming up support from the media
for its subsidiary, raising concerns over
the possible escalation of the dispute to
the nation`s third- and fourth-largest conglomerates, SK Group and LG Group.
SK Innovation's second statement
was aimed at responding to LG Chem's
continuing offensive.
"We were refraining from countering
LG Chem’s claims as we thought that it
would be unhelpful to each other and disrespectful to the people. But we cannot
help but respond because the other side
lost its temper and launched an offensive," an official at SK Innovation said.
SK Innovation argues that it does not
need LG Chem’s trade secrets, even if
the competitor officially offers to provide

A battery factory of SK Innovation in Seosan, South Korea.
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them to it, because it already has secured
the world's best technology by investing massively in R&D, and furthermore,
because of the difference in technology
and production methods with LG Chem.
SK Innovation also says that it has
recruited former LG Chem employees
through normal hiring procedures, and that
there is no reason to pull out workers from
a competitor to obtain its technology.
"According to former LG Chem
employees, a large number of officials
have left LG Chem due to poor treatment. Among them, only 76 have joined
SK Innovation," a SK Innovation official
said. "Most of former LG Chem employees who joined SK Innovation were
rank-and-file workers, with only very
few being high-ranking officials. If we
were thinking of taking out LG Chem’s
technology, we would not have pulled
out rank-and-file employees."
SK Innovation suspects that LG
Chem is blaming SK Innovation for the
departure of its employees due to its poor
treatment. An SK Innovation official said
that employees from LG Chem posted
messages on the company's blind advising LG Chem to “improve treatment of
its employees if it has time to file lawsuits against a competitor.”
SK Innovation says it has not been
much concerned about the outcome of
the lawsuits, as there were no problems
with the hiring process and no breach
of business secrets. The problem is that
just the fact that the company is sued can
adversely affect its efforts to win orders.
This is because clients tend to hesitate to
use products from a company that faces
technology-related lawsuits.
SK Innovation also suspects that LG
Chem’s move is aimed at hindering SK
Innovation's order-taking efforts. "If our
competitors continue to attack us, we
have no choice but to respond strongly
because of trust issues with our customers," the SK Innovation official said. "We
hope LG Chem will regain its reason and
return to competition in good faith."

less” LG Chem's claim that SK Innovation stole its trade secrets to win an order
for electric car batteries from Volkswagen.
SK Innovation said on May 12 it
would respond sternly to LG Chem’s
claim that it lost a multi-billion dollar contract with Volkswagen due to SK
Innovation’s infringement upon its trade
secrets. LG Chem made such a claim in a
petition recently filed with the Delaware
District Court in the United States.
“We have successfully landed orders,
including the one from a certain customer, based on our technology and global
business know-how,” SK Innovation
said, referring to the lawsuit filed by LG
Chem. “LG Chem’s claim is groundless, and SK Innovation will prove it by
responding to it legally."
"We say clearly that we will take all
possible measures to address the issues
that our rival company raised, hampeings
our sound business activities," SK Innovation added.
"We still cannot confirm the truth of
foreign media reports in February that a
rival company of SK Innovation threatened SK Innovation’s customers to stop
providing batteries to them if they continued business deals with SK Innovation. Yet in light of LG Chem’s groundless claims, the reports seem to be true,”
SK Innovation said. "If this is true, it is
an absurd and ungentlemanly behavior
that undermines national interests."
In February, some German news out-

lets reported that LG Chem requested
Volkswagen to stop setting up a joint
venture with SK Innovation.
"In particular, LG Chem’s claim
that SK Innovation could win the order
from Volkswagen thanks to the breach
of LG Chem’s trade secrets by its former
employees who currently work for SK
innovation is an act of serious defamation that disparages not only SK Innovation that won the order via normal business activities but the corporate customer
that chose SK Innovation in recognition
of its technology and supply capabilities and former LG Chem workers who
voluntarily moved to SK Innovation to
contribute to the industrial development
of Korea.”
In the meantime, the Delaware District Court recently disclosed the complaint filed by LG Chem. In it, the company claimed that SK Innovation’s win
in the competition for Volkswagen electric vehicle project in the United States is
hampering LG Chem’s business, saying
that it lost not only a supply deal worth
billions of U.S. dollars with Volkswagen
but future corporate customers due to SK
Innovation’s infringement upon its trade
secrets. As a result, it said, LG Chem’s
damage will exceed US$1 billion.

Concerns Growing over Battery
Technology Leakage
The Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Energy (MOTIE) and relevant agen-

Disputes over Volkswagen Deal
SK Innovation dismissed as “ground-
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The Korean government is worried about the leakage of the nation's electric vehicle battery technology due to
the litigation between LG Chem and SK innovation.

cies held a meeting regarding the lawsuit filed by LG Chem with a U.S. court
against SK Innovation over the alleged
trade secret infringement, according to
the government and related industry
sources on May 19. The meeting was
intended to grasp the current situation
and prevent the leakage of Korea’s battery technologies since it is a suit proceeding in the United States.
I n p a r t i c u l a r, t h e g o v e r n m e n t
checked whether the trade secrets and
technologies involved in the litigation
between the two firms in the United
States belonged to the “national core
technology” under the current Act on
Prevention of Divulgence and Protection
of Industrial Technology. If a technology
is designated as a national core technology, information disclosure regarding it
is strictly restricted.
LG Chem filed a complaint with the
U.S. International Trade Commission
(ITC) and a local court in Delaware last
month, accusing SK Innovation of stealing its battery technology. The company
said the main reason why it filed a petition in the United States was that the
U.S. court has the “discovery” system,
which forces a party to a suit to submit
any information and document related to
the litigation when another party makes a
request. This allows litigation representatives of both parties to access evidence
materials and documents. Even when
a party asks for trade secrets, the other
party is obligated to submit relevant documents to the court.
LG Chem will ask the government
to grant approval for national core technology exportation in order to submit its
documents to the ITC. Since the battery
technology is chosen as a national core
technology, the government’s approval
is needed to provide technical content
abroad. The government is planning to
hold an industrial technology protection
committee under the MOTIE and conduct the reviews when it receives LG
Chem’s request.
In this regard, the government is
worried that Korea’s battery technology,
which is among the best in the world, can
be leaked due to an overseas lawsuit. An

official from the legal community said,
“There is a possibility that the technology could be leaked to China through the
law firms hired by the two companies.”
With the government promoting
electric vehicle (EV) battery as a second
semiconductor, it can’t but have a cautious attitude about providing technical
know-how overseas. In fact, the amount
of EV battery orders won by the nation’s
three firms surpassed 110 trillion won
(US$92.01 billion), trailing those of
semiconductors.

Public Battery Fund Project
in Deadlock
Work to establish an investment fund
to help Korean battery companies solidify
their lead in the global market has virtually come to a deadlock. LG Chem and SK
Innovation, which should take the initiative in establishing the fund, are currently
at loggerheads over trade secrets.
In November last year, the Ministry
of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE)
agreed with Korea’s three leading electric vehicle (EV) battery makers -- LG
Chem, Samsung SDI, and SK Innovation – to create an industrial ecosystem
for next-generation batteries. For this,
the government and the three companies
agreed to set up a battery fund amounting to 100 billion won, jointly develop

next-generation battery technology and
nurture promising small-sized businesses
and venture startups.
In particular, the government originally planned to complete the establishment of the battery fund in the first quarter of this year. However, the companies
have been reluctant to establish the fund.
Furthermore, a spate of energy storage
system (ESS) fires broke out, further
delaying the establishment of the fund.
Most of all, a legal dispute between
LG Chem and SK Innovation had a negative impact on the project. LG Chem
claims that SK Innovation stole its core
technologies by recruiting its former
employees. SK Innovation argues that
this litigation could cause leaks of the
two companies’ patented technologies
abroad as the lawsuit will proceed in a
U.S. court. The dispute is expected to
continue until a court ruling.
However, MOTIE says that the project has been somewhat delayed but there
are no big problems. "We are currently
in the process of establishing the fund
and have no major problem," a ministry
official said. "In the past, SK Innovation
and LG Chem filed lawsuits regarding
separators, but then they continued bilateral cooperation. In light of the past case,
the two companies will join hands if they
believe that the fund project will benefit
them."

The government's plan to establish a fund for investment in the electric vehicle battery sector has virtually
come to a deadlock.
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Chinese companies are chasing their South Korean counterparts in various industries.

Ranging from Home Electronics to Cars

China Overtaking South Korea in Growing
Number of Industries
By Jung Min-hee

C

hinese companies are nipping at the heels of their
South Korean counterparts
in various industries, including semiconductor, automobile, electric vehicle (EV) battery, liquid crystal display
(LCD), consumer electronics, and
organic light-emitting diode (OLED).
Their rapid growth is based on their
huge domestic market and full-scale
support from the Chinese government
in the form of tax incentives, subsidies,
and regulations targeting non-Chinese
companies.
Chinese automakers are distinguishing themselves in the EV industry
through a series of M&As. For example,
Geely Auto, the owner of Volvo, and
BYD, the largest EV manufacturer in
China, are aggressively expanding their
EV business these days. BYD, which
began to manufacture cars in 2003 by
taking over a small automaker, has beaten Tesla to become the world’s number
one EV manufacturer.
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In the first quarter of this year,
CATL accounted for 23.8 percent of the
global EV battery market as the largest player in the market. BYD took the
third place with 15.3 percent. The two
companies have improved their technologies for years and now they are
comparable in terms of technological
strength to global leaders such as LG
Chem and Samsung SDI. In addition,
Farasis and many other Chinese EV battery manufacturers are emerging in the
field of pouch battery, which requires
highly advanced technology.
BOE is already dominating the global LCD panel market. The company is
about to put 10.5-generation production
lines into operation, which means South
Korean LCD panel manufacturers are
about to be overtaken even in the market
segment of large LCD panels. The same
thing is going on in the OLED industry,
too. Huawei recently picked BOE as the
sole supplier of flexible OLED panels
for its flagship smartphone P30 Pro and

BOE is currently aiming to supply its
products to Apple.
Chinese consumer electronics manufacturers, in the meantime, are increasing their presence in the high-end consumer electronics market by acquiring
American and European companies. For
instance, Haier took over the household
appliances business unit of GE in 2016
and completed its merger with Italian
company Candy early this year. Midea,
another of the top three in China, has
acquired multiple companies, including
an Italian air conditioner manufacturer
and a German robot manufacturer.
Chinese steelmakers are challenging
industry leaders such as POSCO, ArcelorMittal and Nippon Steel. Baosteel
Group and Wuhan Steel Group, the second- and sixth-largest in China, merged
with each other in 2016 to launch BaoWu
Steel Group with the Chinese government backing. The new company is making a huge investment in R&D of highmanganese steel products and the like.
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More Competition Expected
in High-tech Areas

South Korea and China
in Direct Competition
in 37% of Their Export
Items: KIET
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Korea Institute for Industrial
Economics & Trade (KIET) said
in its report on May 12 that 37 percent of
South Korea’s and China’s export items
are currently overlapping with each other
as China's export industry structure shifts
toward capital- and technology-intensive
sectors.
KIET also said China, unlike South
Korea, increased its global market shares
for the past five years in the consumer
electronics, petroleum product, steel,
automobile and communications equipment markets.
According to the report, the export
similarity index of South Korea and China
rose from 0.367 to 0.391 from 2007 to

2016 and returned to 0.367 in 2017, led
by an explosive increase in memory chip
exports from South Korea. The index that
is closer to 1 means more competition and
a higher level of similarity between two
countries’ export structures.
In spite of the competition with
China, South Korea’s total exports
increased and its global market share rose
from 2.6 percent to 3.2 percent during the
10 years. The institute, however, pointed
out that even more competition is around
the corner with the Chinese government
concentrating its resources on high-tech
industries such as non-memory semiconductor and next-generation display.
Of the two countries’ export items,
31.1 percent are currently showing
an increase in global market share on
China’s part along with a decrease on
South Korea’s part. In addition, China is
showing a more rapid increase in global
market share than South Korea when it
comes to 11.4 percent.
During the past five years, South
Korea’s global market share rose in
a small number of industries such as
shipbuilding and electronic component
whereas it fell in many other industries

KIEP Expects South Korea’s
Exports to Keep Falling

U.S.-China Tariff War
Forecast to Reduce
South Korea's Exports
by US$1.36 Bil.
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP)
said on May 15 that the United States’
and China’s additional 25 percent tariffs are likely to result in a decline of
US$1.36 billion in South Korea’s exports
to the United States and China and that
the value may increase depending on
global economic conditions.
The estimate is based on the premise

The United States’ and China’s additional 25 percent
tariffs are likely to reduce South Korea’s exports by
US$1.36 billion.

that the United States will raise its tariffs
on 5,745 Chinese goods worth US$200
billion in total to 25 percent and China will
get even by imposing 25 percent tariffs on
U.S. products worth US$60 billion.
“South Korea’s exports to China
are estimated to fall by approximately US$1.28 billion in the wake of the
U.S. tariffs and South Korea’s exports
to the United States are estimated to
fall by US$78 million as a result of
China’s retaliatory tariffs,” the institute

South Korea and China are in direct competition in 37
percent of their export items.

such as steel, automobile and communications equipment. Specifically, South
Korea’s global steel market share fell
from 6.5 percent to 6.4 percent from
2012 to 2017 whereas that of China rose
by 2.1 percentage points to 13.5 percent.
Likewise, South Korea’s and China’s
global communications equipment market shares changed from 7.6 percent to
4.7 percent and from 44.7 percent to 45.3
percent, respectively.
“China has enhanced its competitiveness in various industries since 2010
and South Korea and China are currently
competing very closely with each other
in most major export industries other
than information and communications
technology,” the institute explained.

explained, adding, “More tariffs can lead
to steeper drops.”
The institute also said that it lowered
its global economic growth forecast for
this year from 3.5 percent to 3.2 percent.
“The trade disputes between the United
States and China, Japan and Europe are
expanding along with Brexit-related
uncertainties, signaling a slowdown of
the eurozone economy,” said the institute,
adding, “South Korea’s exports are likely
to keep falling under the circumstances.”
It also mentioned that the U.S. government’s decision on tariffs on cars,
which is scheduled to be made in three
days, can be postponed by six months.
“The president of the United States can
postpone the decision by up to 180 days
according to Section 232 of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 although such
postponement is without precedent,” it
explained.
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Trading Conditions Deteriorating

South Korea's Exports
Fall Again in April
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Energy announced on May 1 that
South Korea’s exports totaled US$48.86
billion last month, down 2 percent from a
year ago, and decreased year on year for
the fifth consecutive month. The back-toback decline is the longest one since the
country’ exports fell for 19 months in a row
from October 2014 to July 2016.
South Korea’s exports fell 1.7 percent
year on year in December last year and the
rate of decrease was 6.2 percent, 11.4 percent, 8.2 percent and 2 percent in the following months. Semiconductor exports fell
13.5 percent to US$8.45 billion last month
with the stagnant demand in China and
data center-related inventory adjustment by
global IT companies causing the unit price
of the item to drop 51.6 percent.
The petrochemical product export vol-

Export Price Index of
Semiconductors Continues to Fall

South Korea’s Export
Price Index Rises for
Third Consecutive Month
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Bank of Korea announced
on May 14 that South Korea’s
export price index based on a reference
year of 2010 and a reference value of
100 was 83.48 last month, up 0.5 percent
from the previous month.
The index rose for the third consecutive month after a rise of 0.2 percent in
February. The rise in April is the highest
since July 2018, when it was 2.5 percent.
The rise was led by a simultaneous rise
in won-dollar exchange rate and oil price.
The monthly average exchange rate went
up from 1,130.72 won to 1,140.95 won
from March to April. The Dubai crude
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ume rose 7.6 percent, yet the export unit
price of the item went down 5.7 percent
due to an increase in supply from the United States and a sluggish global demand.
The ministry explained that nine out of
the 20 major export items of South Korea
showed an increase in exports. For example, automobile exports rose 5.8 percent,
led by SUVs and green cars, while ship
exports jumped 53.6 percent mainly by
LNG carriers and very large crude carriers.
General machinery exports edged up 0.3
percent with the U.S. construction market
booming and secondary battery and biohealth product exports increased 13.4 percent and 23.3 percent, respectively.
South Korea’s exports to China
decreased 4.5 percent, falling for the
sixth consecutive month. For reference,
the rate of decrease was 19 percent in
January, 17.3 percent in February, and
15.6 percent in March.
Those to the ASEAN region edged
down by 1 percent with exports from
ASEAN member countries to China falling. Those to the United States increased
3.9 percent, led by automobiles, machinprice per barrel moved up from 66.94 won
to 70.74 won during the same period.
The export price index of manufactured goods rose 0.5 percent in one
month, led by coal, petroleum and chemical products. That of electrical and electronic equipment fell 0.7 percent and that
of semiconductors fell for nine months in
a row, led by DRAM. The latter fell 10.1
percent in January this year and 4.3 percent, 3.4 percent and 5.2 percent in the
following months.
Those of gasoline, diesel, TV LCD
and jet fuel rose 10.7 percent, 3.8 percent, 1.2 percent and 2.5 percent, respectively. On the other hand, DRAM, coldrolled stainless steel sheet and computer
storage device fell 9.9 percent, 3.9 percent and 4.4 percent, respectively. The
DRAM index, which fell 5.2 percent in
March, went down for the ninth consecutive month amid inventory adjustment by
leading global IT companies.
The import price index, in the meantime, went up 1.5 percent to 88.91, ris-

South Korea’s exports decreased in April year on year,
extending the downturn to the fifth consecutive month.

ery and 5G communications equipment,
to rise for seven months in a row.
The ministry explained that South
Korea’s export volume increased 2.5 percent last month. However, the monthly
exports converted into the U.S. dollar
remained negative with trade conditions
deteriorating and the export unit price of
semiconductors falling. The non-semiconductor exports increased 0.8 percent last month. The country’s imports,
which declined year on year for the
first three months of this year, rose last
month, when it posted a trade surplus of
US$4.12 billion to remain in the black
for the 87th consecutive month.

South Korea’s export price index rose for the third
consecutive month in April.

ing for the third consecutive month based
on international oil prices. Raw material
showed a month-on-month increase of
2.8 percent while intermediate, capital
and consumer goods posted an increase
of 1.1 percent, 0.4 percent and 0.6 percent, respectively. Specifically, crude oil
rose 6.9 percent, naphtha 6.6 percent,
bituminous coal 4 percent and methyl
ethyl ketone 6 percent.
The export price index fell 0.4 percent
as compared with the previous month. In
contrast, the import price index rose 4.8
percent. On a contract currency basis, those
fell 0.4 percent and rose 0.7 percent.

U.S. Tariff Bomb on Korean Cars May Become a Reality

AMCHAM Korea Delegation Asks U.S. Government
Not to Apply Trade Expansion Act to Korea
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he American Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM) in Korea
said on April 29 that its delegation
recently visited Washington, D.C. to
ask the U.S. government to refrain from
imposing up to 25 percent of tariff on
cars from South Korea.
"I asked the U.S. government not to
apply Clause 232 of the Trade Expansion Act to Korea," said Jeffrey Jones,
chairman of the board of directors of
AMCHAM Korea. “I hoped to hear that
the U.S. government would not do that
but only heard that it was considering the
matter. In conclusion, President Donald
Trump will decide on the matter. I also
met with a White House official, but I
have not heard any response yet."
AMCHAM Korea explained the outcome of the 2019 Doorknock visit to the
United States to the media on April 29.
AMCHAM Korea sends a delegation

to the United States every year to share
their experiences and understand U.S.
economic trends. This year the delegation visited Washington, D.C. from April
8 to 11 and had 50 meetings with members of Congress and think tanks.
The delegation has delivered three messages –- Korea is a good partner of the United
States that has continuously reduced Washington’s trade deficit; the revised Korea-U.S.
FTA is a good agreement; and the United
States should not apply Clause 232 of the
Trade Expansion Act to Korea.
U.S. President Donald Trump has been
pushing forward with the imposition of a tariff of up to 25 percent on imported cars by
applying Clause 232 of the Trade Expansion
Act. The U.S. Department of Commerce has
been investigating whether imported cars
threaten the U.S. economy and security since
May of 2018 under President Trump's order.
Korea's car exports to the United

James Kim (center), chairman of the American
Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM) in Korea,
explains to the media the results of the 2019
AMCHAM Korea Doorknock visit to Washington, D.C.
at the AMCHAM Office in Seoul on April 29.

States account for more than 30 percent of
Korea’s total exports to the United States
in a year. If customs duties are slapped on
Korean cars, the Korean automobile industry will be placed at a crossroads of demise
or survival. If a 25 percent tariff is imposed
on Korean cars, they will lose their price
competitiveness in the U.S. car market.
"During this visit, we emphasized that
the United States' trade deficit with Korea
dropped to US$17 billion in 2018 from
US$22 billion in 2017,” said James Kim,
chairman of AMCHAM Korea. “We asked
U.S. government officials to exclude Korea
from target countries of Article 232 of the
Trade Expansion Act, stressing a decrease
in the U.S. trade deficit with Korea."

Korean Firms Fear Japan's Export Ban of Key Items

Diplomatic Conflict between S. Korea and Japan
Leading to Economic Concerns
By Jung Suk-yee

S

outh Korean forced labor victims submitted a request to the
Supreme Court on May 1 so that Japanese companies such as Nippon Steel
are forced to sell their assets in South
Korea. Under the circumstances, South
Korean companies’ concerns are growing
over increasing conflicts between South
Korea and Japan with the Japanese government poised to take action once the
asset disposal does occur.
At present, Japanese companies such
as Morita Chemical Industries and Stella
Chemifa are supplying 90 percent of the
hydrogen fluoride used by Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix. “Hydrogen fluo-

ride is an essential material used for wafer
cleaning and etching,” said an industry
source, adding, “The hydrogen fluoride
supplied by the Japanese companies is irreplaceable and the Japanese government’s
import restriction on the item, if any, will
hit the South Korean companies hard.”
Likewise, South Korean OLED manufacturers are heavily dependent on Japanese equipment and expressing concerns.
“South Korea is one of the largest clients
for Japanese OLED equipment suppliers
and, as such, it is rather unlikely that the
Japanese government will ban the export
of the equipment,” said a company in the
industry, continuing, “However, things

South Korean companies are increasingly concerned
about escalating diplomatic conflicts between South
Korea and Japan as the Japanese government is
poised to take action once Japanese companies are
forced to sell their assets in Korea.

may get worse unexpectedly if the conflicts escalate.”
“South Korea and Japan established
their diplomatic relations 54 years ago
and now is the time when their conflict
is at its peak,” private exchange group
Seoul-Tokyo Forum explained, adding,
“The size of their bilateral trade has fallen from US$100 billion to US$80 billion
or so due to the deterioration of the bilateral relations that started in 2012.”
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Employers' Association Opposed to Ratification

Korean Government Preparing for ILO
Convention Ratification
By Jung Suk-yee

A group of civic activists hold a press conference in front of the Blue House on April 9, calling for the ratification of ILO core conventions.

T

he South Korean government
is planning to move ahead with
ILO core convention ratification and
labor law revision at the same time in
order to strengthen workers’ rights to
organize.
Employment and Labor Minister Lee
Jae-kap held a press conference on May
22 and said that the government is making preparations so that discussions can
take place on three conventions and related bills at the upcoming regular session
of the National Assembly. South Korea
is yet to ratify four ILO core conventions
and the three he mentioned are Conventions 87 and 98 on the freedom of association and Convention 29 on forced labor.
The International Labour Organization (ILO) has 189 conventions, including eight core conventions. South Korea
became an ILO member in December
1991 and has ratified four out of the eight
so far, including those related to bans on
discrimination and child labor. The other
unratified core convention is Convention
105 on forced labor.
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Convention 87 is to define the basic
principles of the freedom of association and ensure voluntary grouping and
membership. Illegal unions such as the
Korean Teachers and Education Workers
Union can become legal once it is ratified. Convention 98 stipulates workers’
rights to organize and bargain collectively and protection of trade unions from
anti-union discrimination. Convention
29 is to prohibit forced labor. Alternative military services should be modified
once it is ratified.
“As for law revision for the ratification of Conventions 87 and 98, the government will come up with reasonable
alternatives based on various groups’
opinions including those of the Economic, Social and Labor Council released on
April 15,” the minister explained, adding, “When it comes to Convention 105,
more review is needed in view of domestic penal systems.”
The government’s plan has a bumpy
road ahead with entrepreneurs’ and
workers’ opinions showing a stark con-

trast and general elections scheduled for
next year.
The Korea Employers Federation
released a statement on May 22 and
expressed regrets, saying the government’s plan is biased toward the labor
community. “The community’s demands
for laid-off workers’ and retirees’ labor
union membership, forced labor prohibition significantly undermine industrial
competitiveness and corporate management,” it said, continuing, “Substitute
work during strikes and non-criminal
punishment for unfair labor practices
should be included in the plan as well.”
“We welcome the plan though belated,” the Federation of Korean Trade
Unions said in its statement, adding,
“Those irrelevant to the ratification, such
as substitute work during strikes, noncriminal punishment for unfair labor
practices, and longer effective periods
of collective agreements, should not be
included in the ratification bill the government is working on to submit to the
National Assembly.”

Following WHO Decision

S. Korea to Classify Gaming
Addiction as a Disease
By Choi Moon-hee

The South Korean government has started to take steps to classify gaming addiction as a disease.

A

s the World Health Organization (WHO) decided to
officially classify gaming
addiction as a disease, the South Korean
government has also started the procedure to add it as a disease. The WHO’s
decision-making body approved the
inclusion of gaming addiction in the new
international classification of diseases.
The new classification will be reflected
in the Korean Standard Classification of
Diseases (KCD) of Statistics Korea and
take effect on Jan. 1, 2025.
The Ministry of Health and Welfare
will set up a consultative body to discuss
the classification of gaming addiction
as a mental disorder next month at the
earliest, according to industry sources
on May 26. The consultative body will
consist of relevant ministries, such as the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
and the Ministry of Gender Equality and
Family, game industry officials, civic
groups, parent groups, health experts
and legal experts. Since it is a big controversial issue in society as a whole, the

planned body is expected to continuously
hold public hearings and debates in the
future.
The WHO has defined gaming disorder “as a pattern of gaming behavior
characterized by impaired control over
gaming, increasing priority given to
gaming over other activities to the extent
that gaming takes precedence over other
interests and daily activities, and continuation or escalation of gaming despite
the occurrence of negative consequences. For it to actually count as a disorder
though, this pattern must dramatically
impair personal/occupational life for at
least 12 months. However, the WHO
also made it clear that gaming addiction
should be considered as a disease if the
symptoms are severe, though they did
not last over 12 months.
How to distinguish gaming addiction
from internet addiction and smartphone
addiction, which have similar symptoms,
is also another important issue. Controversy over fairness is expected to grow
as new services which appear with the

advance of information technology (IT)
cause similar symptoms in a greater or
less degree. The WHO’s standards on
defining gaming addiction are continuity,
frequency and control ability, but they
are also applied to internet addiction and
smartphone addiction.
If gaming addiction is categorized as
a disease, there will be controversy over
the coverage of health insurances. As an
increasing number of mental patients are
committing violent crime, the government has recently strengthened countermeasures and significantly expanded the
budgets to treat the mentally ill. Some
say that it can create a game tax on video
games to treat game addicts, like the
tobacco tax.
Meanwhile, the domestic gaming
industry claims that the WHO’s latest
decision to add gaming addiction to the
disease list lacks a scientific basis. The
joint committee to oppose the introduction of the gaming disease code strongly criticized the decision, saying, “The
WHO made the hasty decision to add
the gaming disorder code, though it has
not secured enough scientific basis, such
as research and data. The disease code
designation deprives children’s rights to
engage in playing and cultural and recreational activities as decreed in Article
31 of the United Nation’s Convention on
Rights of the Child.” The joint committee consists of 85 domestic organizations,
including the Korea Game Society.
The gaming industry also expresses opposition to the decision via social
media. NCSoft Corp. and Neowiz Corp.
updated the post on its official Facebook account, saying, “Games are our
friend and a sound recreation culture.”
An official from a game developer said,
“If gaming addiction is defined as a disease, it should be possible to take sick
leave with gaming addiction. It is nonsense that gaming addiction is added in
the disease code list.” He said that lack
of understanding about video games has
led to such a decision.
The joint committee is planning to
hold an inauguration ceremony and press
conference at the National Assembly
building on May 29 to announce future
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strategies and plans.
In addition, the gaming industry
is concerned that the decision will
adversely affect game exports. The
overseas sales of the domestic gaming industry came to US$4 billion
(4.78 trillion won) last year, accounting for 60 percent of the total content exports, according to the Korea
Creative Content Agency (KOCCA)
and the industry insiders. The figure
is 100 times higher than movie contents and 10 times higher than music
contents. Annual sales of the domestic gaming industry stand at 13 trillion won (US$10.97 billion) and 70
percent of them comes from foreign
countries, except for eSports, intellectual property (IP) rights and character business.
The WHO has 194 member
countries. If most member states
introduce the new classification from
Jan. 1, 2022, their governments will
regulate games and it will lead to a
fall in exports of Korean games. The
domestic gaming industry is expected to suffer an economic loss of 5.10
trillion won (US$4.30 billion) to
11.35 trillion won (US$9.58 billion)
for three years from 2023 to 2025,
according to a report submitted to the
KOCCA by the joint academy-industry committee under Seoul National
University at the end of last year. The
figure is about four times higher than
the economic effect from the online
game shutdown policy introduced
in 2011. The measure blocks children under 16 from accessing online
games and console games from midnight to 6 a.m.,
Meanwhile, the domestic public
opinion supports the new classification. With the request of CBS, Realmeter conducted a survey among
6,187 adults over the age of 19 on
May 10 and 45.1 percent of the
respondents supported the decision
to categorize and manage gaming
addition as a disease like alcoholism and gambling and drug addiction, which was 9 percentage points
higher than the opposition.
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At Odds with Health Ministry over WHO Decision

Culture Ministry Opposed
to Classifying Game Addiction
as a Disease
By Jung Suk-yee

A

s the World Health Organization (WHO) has decided
to officially classify gaming addiction as a disease, a conflict has
erupted between the Ministry of Health
and Welfare (MHW), which tries to find
middle ground by forming a consultative body, and the Ministry of Culture,
Sports and Tourism (MCST), which
strongly opposes to include gaming
addiction in the new international classification of diseases. In particular, the
Culture Ministry, which works to promote the domestic game industry, has
officially announced that it would not
participate in the consultative body led
by the Health Ministry. Accordingly,
friction is expected between the two
ministries in discussing the matter in the
future.
The Culture Ministry said on May
27 that the WHO’s decision to add gaming addiction to the disease list lacks a
scientific basis and it would raise objections to the WHO in the future.
The Health Ministry announced on
May 26 that it would set up a consultative body consisting of relevant ministries, civic groups, parent groups, game
industry officials, health experts and
legal experts by the end of June.
The Culture Ministry said that it
opposes the Health Ministry’s decision to establish the consultative body
because it is intended to officially
define gaming addiction as a disease.
But it said it would actively take part in
the consultative body if it is run by the
Office for Government Policy Coordination under the Prime Minister’s Office.
The Health Ministry is planning to
officially ask the Culture Ministry to

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism is
opposed to classifying game addiction as a disease.

participate in the consultative body. It
said, “We are not trying to categorize
gaming addiction as a disease right
away. We will take time to discuss it
until the new classification officially
takes effect in 2022.” However, the Culture Ministry says that it would not even
discuss the inclusion of game addiction
in the disease list. Therefore, the government is expected to have difficulty
in setting up relevant policies if the two
ministries fail to narrow their differences in the future.
At the 72nd World Health Assembly in Geneva, Switzerland, on May
25 (local time), the WHO unanimously
agreed to adopt the 11th revision of the
International Classification of Diseases
and Related Health Problems (ICD-11),
which includes gaming disorder as a
recognized disease. The new classifications will come into effect on Jan. 1,
2022. South Korea, a member country
of the WHO, also needs to abide by the
WHO’s decision unless it is an exceptional case.

Seeking to Develop New Business Models

South Korea and Denmark to Cooperate More in Renewable Energy Industry
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Korea Energy Agency signed an implementation
agreement for renewable energy industry promotion
with the Danish Energy Agency in Seoul on May 21.
According to the agreement, the two agencies are going
to work more closely with each other in the industry by sharing their policies and case studies related to renewable energy development, conducting marine spatial planning together, sharing their policy experiences for more public awareness
of renewable energy, and promoting exchange between South
Korean and Danish enterprises and organizations engaged in
onshore and offshore wind power generation.
Denmark established its first long-term vision for renewable
energy development in 1976. In 2011, it came up with Energy
Strategy 2050 in order to consume no non-renewable energy
from 2050.
The Korea Energy Agency and the Embassy of Denmark in
Seoul held a seminar on energy transition and wind power generation after the signing ceremony. The seminar was attended by
more than 100 persons, including Danish Crown Prince Frederik

Korea Energy Agency President Kim Chang-sup (third from left) and Kristoffer
Bottzau (fourth from left), his counterpart at the Danish Energy Agency, pose for a
photo after signing an implementation agreement for renewable energy industry
promotion at Shilla Hotel in Seoul on May 21.

and Crown Princess Mary, with the topics including the wind
power industry of South Korea and techniques and policies for
more economical renewable energy-based power generation.

Helping South Korean Firms Find Export Opportunities

South Korea and Denmark Conclud Reinsurance Agreement
for Wind Power Projects
By Michael Herh

Korea Trade Insurance Corp. President Lee In-ho (second from the left) and
Eksport Kredit Fonden (EKF) President Kristine Damkjaer (second from the right)
pose for a photo after signing a reinsurance agreement at Shilla Hotel in Seoul on
May 21.

T

he Korea Trade Insurance Corp. signed a reinsurance
agreement with Eksport Kredit Fonden (EKF), the
export credit agency of Denmark, in Seoul on May 21.
Established in 1996, EKF has provided more than 60 percent
of its export credit support for wind power generation projects.
According to the agreement, one of the corporation and EKF
provides comprehensive support for an entire project by trade
insurance and the other shares risks by taking over a part of
the insurance in proportion to the exports from its side. The
agreement is highly significant in that South Korean companies
can export their components to Danish wind power equipment
manufacturers leading the global wind power generation market.
In addition, the agreement allows additional support for projects
by reducing the risks of large-scale and high-risk projects.
“We will do our utmost so that South Korean companies
can find more export opportunities in promising sectors of the
renewable energy industry such as offshore wind power generation,” said Lee In-ho, president of the Korea Trade Insurance
Corporation.
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President Moon Calls for Massive Fiscal Spending

President Moon Rekindles Debate over
Appropriate Sovereign Debt-to-GDP Ratio
By Jung Suk-yee

South Korean President Moon Jae-in rekindled the controversy over fiscal soundness by pushing for massive expansion in fiscal spending.

C

ontroversies on fiscal soundness have emerged following a recent report that South
Korean President Moon Jae-in and Deputy Prime Minister Hong Nam-ki, who
is the head of the Ministry of Economy
and Finance, have different opinions on
a sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio of 40 percent.
Many experts are pointing out that
the government needs to refrain from
excessive fiscal expansion in that it
should prepare for Korean reunification
and rapid aging of the population. They
also note that South Korea’s debt ratio
cannot be directly compared with that of
advanced economies as South Korea is
not a key currency country.
The ministry announced on May 19
that South Korea’s annual budget is likely to exceed 500 trillion won for the first
time in 2020 and that its sovereign debtto-GDP ratio is forecast to top 40 percent
next year. The ratio, which is a typical
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fiscal soundness indicator, rose from 38.2
percent in 2018 to 39.5 percent this year
and is predicted to reach 40.3 percent in
2020 and 41.8 percent in 2022.
The deputy prime minister said on
May 16 that the ratio would be maintained at 40 percent and the president
asked why it should be, mentioning
examples of OECD member countries.
At present, the ratio is 107 percent in the
United States and 220 percent in Japan
and the OECD average is 113 percent.
“South Korea’s debt ratio may appear
rather low with the OECD average
exceeding 100 percent, yet a comparison based on the ratio of senior citizens
shows that South Korea’s current debt
ratio is far from being low,” said Korean
Economic Association Director Lee Inshil. According to the National Assembly Budget Office, the ratio of senior
citizens topped 14 percent last year in
South Korea and its debt ratio was 38.2
percent at that time whereas France’s and

Germany’s debt ratios were 32.6 percent
and 36.8 percent when the same thing
occurred in 1979 and 1972, respectively.
Some even point out that South
Korea’s debt ratio should be below
40 percent given an increase in fixed
expenses related to welfare spending, more government employees, etc.
“Including public institutions’ debts,
the ratio was as high as 60.4 percent in
2017,” one of them explained.
The office of the president explained
that some scholars and the IMF are
regarding South Korea as still having fiscal room and are advocating the president’s expansionary fiscal policy. However, the president’s stance was opposite
when he was the head of an opposition
party. He criticized the government in
September 2015, saying that the sovereign debt-to-GDP ratio topped 40 percent
in its annual budget plan for 2016 and
such a high ratio can undermine fiscal
soundness.
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Capital Expenditure Unlikely to Rebound in Near Future

South Korea at Bottom of GDP Growth Chart of 21 OECD Member Countries
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he OECD announced on May 19 that South Korea
ranked 21st, with negative 0.3 percent, in the first quarter of this year in terms of quarter-on-quarter GDP growth.
Hungary, Poland, Lithuania and Slovakia topped the list,
followed by the United States (0.8 percent). On the other hand,
South Korea, Norway, Mexico and Latvia showed a negative
quarter-on-quarter growth. Specifically, South Korea and Latvia
posted negative 0.3 percent each while Mexico and Norway
posted negative 0.2 percent and negative 0.1 percent, respectively. The average of the 21 surveyed OECD member countries
is 0.46 percent.
The negative growth of South Korea is attributable to the
U.S.-China trade war, Brexit-related uncertainties and domestic
economic factors such as a rapid increase in minimum wage.
South Korean companies refrained from increasing their investment due to those factors and South Korea’s GDP fell as a result.
The problem is that capital expenditure, which has the biggest impact on GDP growth, is unlikely to rebound in the near

South Korea ranked 21st among the surveyed 21 OECD countries in terms of
quarter-on-quarter GDP growth in the first quarter of this year.

future. “South Korean manufacturers are reducing their capital
expenditure and this is likely to continue for a while,” the Hyundai Research Institute said in its recent report.

Under Fire for Omitting Comments on Minimum Wage

Ministry of Economy and Finance Arbitrarily Interprets
OECD Economic Outlook 2019
By Michael Herh

T

he Ministry of Economy and Finance issued a press
release based on OECD Economic Outlook 2019 with
its minimum wage part omitted. It is being criticized for the
seemingly intentional omission.
The OECD released the report on May 21 (local time),
lowering its South Korean economic growth forecast for this
year from 2.6 percent to 2.4 percent. The ministry mentioned
in its abridged press release that the South Korean economy
is likely to slow down this year due to a decrease in exports
attributable to global trade conditions and declines in investment and employment attributable to manufacturing sector
restructuring.
The press release also said that the OECD mentioned labor
productivity improvement as one of the most urgent issues the
South Korean government needs to handle and that the OECD
supports the South Korean government’s expansionary fiscal
policy.
However, the press release mentioned nothing about the
minimum wage part of the OECD report, in which it is written

The Ministry of Economy and Finance is under fire for issuing a press release
based on OECD Economic Outlook 2019 with its minimum wage part intentionally
omitted.

that the 29 percent increase in minimum wage during last year
and this year hampered an increase in the employment of lowskilled workers and that the pace of minimum wage increase in
South Korea is too fast.
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INTERVIEW
Preparing for World Forest
Congress 2021 in Seoul

Korea Forest Service
to Host Global Forest
Meetings in June
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he Korea Forest Service (KFS)
will host the 15th World Forest
Congress in 2021. The congress is the
largest global gathering of foresters
held in every six years to strengthen
international cooperation on forest restoration and combating desertification.
In the Seoul congress, says Minister
Kim Jae-hyun of the KFS, the role of
forests will be ever more highlighted
as 2021 is the year in which the Paris
Agreement on climate change will be
implemented and the achievements
of the Aichi Biodiversity Targets will
be evaluated. As part of its preparations for the congress, the KFS will
host two international events in June -Asia-Pacific Forestry Week 2019 and
the 28th Session of the Asia-Pacific
Forestry Commission. Through these
events, Kim says, the KFS will bolster cooperation with other countries
to achieve the global forest goals and
targets. At the same time, the KFS will
share Korea’s reforestation experience
and programs on forest-based job creation and economic growth. The following are excerpts from an interview
with Kim. – Ed.
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Korea Forest Service Minister Kim Jae-hyun

Asia-Pacific Forestry Week 2019 and
the 28th Session of the Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission are scheduled to be
held in Songdo Convensia next month.
What is the significance of the events
and what is the Korea Forest Service
hoping to achieve at the events?
The Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission holds a session every two years so
that government representatives gather
together to discuss various forest-related
issues. The Asia-Pacific Forestry Week,
meanwhile, is a quadrennial conference
attended by the general public as well
as governments, international organizations and NGOs. This year’s conference

is expected to be attended by more than
1,500 persons, including representatives
from 46 governments, international organizations and NGOs.
This year’s topic is Forests for Peace
and Well-being. Expected to be discussed
are peace implementation with forests
playing a crucial role in troubled, desertified and poverty-stricken regions and forest welfare improvement for leisure, healing and job creation purposes.
The Korea Forest Service is planning
to take advantage of the opportunity for
international-level discussion of forest
industry issues, such as climate change
response, reforestation and biodiversity

interview

preservation, building up the momentum
for World Forestry Congress 2021. At the
same time, we will share our forestation
know-hows and promote our efforts for
enhancing employment opportunities and
related economic growth.
The Asian Forest Cooperation Organization was officially launched in April
2018, led by the Korea Forest Service.
What is the organization’s purpose and
what projects has it been engaged in so far?
We suggested the establishment of the
organization at the special South KoreaASEAN summit in 2009 in order to better
respond to climate change in Asia.
We are expecting that South Korea
will be able to take a bigger international
role for forestation and reforestation in
Asia and lead various negotiations in the
industry by sharing our successful cases
in the organization.
South Korea and the 10 member
countries of the ASEAN concluded a forest cooperation agreement in 2011 as the
first step for the organization’s establishment. Since then, the two sides have collaborated in various projects for forest
restoration, advanced forest management
based on geographic information and
satellite imaging systems, and income
source development for mountain village
residents.
In this context, a regional education
and training center of the organization
was opened in Yangon, Myanmar in July
2018. In addition, the membership of the
organization has been expanded to cover
the entire Asian continent. Collaboration
projects for green Asia will be launched
in the entire continent down the road.

Seoul will host World Forestry Congress 2021. What is its significance and
what preparations are required for it?
Hosted every six years by the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the congress is the largest
conference in the global forest industry.
Governments, international organizations, scholars, experts and enterprises
participate in it to discuss climate change
response, forest restoration, biodiversity
enhancement, and other topics.
The 15th congress is held in Seoul

from May 24 to 28, 2021. Over 30,000
persons from approximately 160 countries are expected to attend the conference.
The upcoming conference is highly
significant in that the Paris Agreement
will be implemented in 2021 and new
biodiversity goals will be set at the conference.
There, we will promote our successful forest policies regarding greening,
climate change mitigation, smart forest
management based on information and
communications technology, forest tourism, and forest job creation.
We have been making thorough
preparations for the 15th congress since
the decision on the venue was reached.
Asia-Pacific Forestry Week 2019 and the
28th Session of the Asia-Pacific Forestry Commission are preliminary events
for the congress. In addition, we are
about to sign a business agreement for
the congress with the Food and Agriculture Organization. Our preparations will
accelerate once the business agreement
is signed.

What are the Korea Forest Service’s
current international cooperation projects?
We are currently engaged in various
bilateral cooperation projects and official
development aid projects in a number of
developing countries.
Our bilateral cooperation is currently underway in 32 countries. We have
built bilateral cooperation networks with
Asian, American, African and Middle
Eastern countries by holding both regular and irregular meetings for policy and
information exchange as well as supporting South Korean companies’ expansion
of their forest businesses abroad.
In 2012, we initiated pilot Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation Plus (REDD+) projects
in Indonesia, Cambodia, Myanmar and
Laos to better respond to climate change
by reducing greenhouse gas emissions
attributable to forest destruction.
The pilot REDD+ projects are
expected to help reduce 700,000 tons of
carbon dioxide a year, which is equiva-

lent to the annual emissions of 50,000
South Koreans.
Also, we set up the Korea-Indonesia
Forest Center in Indonesia in 2011 and
the Korea-Mekong Forest Cooperation
Center in Cambodia in 2016. We have
strengthened our cooperation with Southeast Asia via the centers.
At present, we are moving ahead
with official development aid projects
for peatland restoration, ecotourism and
so on with countries around the Mekong
River. The centers are taking a leading
role in the projects.
As of now, we are engaged in official
development aid projects worth a total of
12.9 billion won, providing 5.3 billion
won for Indonesia and Mongolia through
bilateral cooperation, and providing 7.6
billion won in multilateral projects led
by the seven international organizations
including the Asian Forest Cooperation
Organization and the United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification.

Problems related to particulate matter are becoming more and more serious in South Korea. What are the Korea
Forest Service’s countermeasures?
We are planning to organically interconnect forests inside and outside cities
for ecological health improvement so
that forests’ particulate matter absorption and adsorption capabilities can be
utilized to the maximum extent possible.
Functional forestation and tree
replacement will lead to better ecological
health of forests, which will result in more
fresh and cold air flowing into cities.
Linear wind paths connecting the
inside and outside of cities will be created based on the forest connection and
more forests will be made in and around
particulate matter emission sources,
densely populated living spaces, large
buildings, etc.
We are working on urban forest
management techniques and guidelines
so that urban forests can be expanded in
individual cities.

The Korea Forest Service has planted trees in Mongolian deserts with a
combined area of 3,000 hectares since
21
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est products such as mushrooms and
wood can be brought to South Korean
consumers from the North and forest
ecotourism can gain more popularity
based on the excellent forest resources of
the two Koreas, not to mention job creation in the industry.

South Korea is one of the most
developed countries in terms of forestation. What is the current status of the
Korea Forest Services’ overseas plantation projects?

KFS Minister Kim speaks at a talk concert for young job seekers held at Konkuk University in Seoul on May 23.

2007 to block yellow dust and particulate matter. What is the effect of the tree
planting and to what extent has it been
successful?
The project covers the Gobi Desert in
Mongolia and the Kubuqi Desert in China,
two of the major sources of yellow dust.
In Mongolia, we conducted the tree
planting for desertification prevention
and yellow dust reduction from 2007
to 2016 and are currently transferring
plantations and creating urban forests in
Ulaanbaatar, which will continue until
2021.
Our efforts have improved the public
awareness of the importance of forests
in Mongolia, leading to yellow dust and
particulate matter reduction.

North Korea is one of the countries
where forest destruction is fastest in the
world. What is the Korea Forest Service
planning to do concerning the issue?
The most important prerequisite for
forest cooperation between the two Koreas is their agreement between themselves
and cooperation with the international
community.
Forest restoration in North Korea
supported by South Korea’s experience
and expertise can be smooth only after
the prerequisite is satisfied.
Participation from the private sector is very important for continuous and
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large-scale cooperation. We are continuously building cooperation networks
with entities in the private sector willing
to join our efforts.

How can the South benefit from
reforestation in the North?
The various benefits include unification cost reduction, less particulate matter from the North, more carbon credits
for the South, and many more.
When Germany was unified, 10
percent of the total unification cost of
approximately 1,200 trillion won had to
be spent on environmental restoration
with 54.3 percent of East German forests
damaged. This implies that early reforestation in North Korea can make the same
process in the Korean Peninsula much
more economical.
The particulate matter from North
Korea, in the meantime, currently
accounts for 15 percent of that in Seoul
and its surrounding areas. The National
Institute of Forest Science announced
in 2017 that reforestation in the North
would reduce South Korea’s average particulate matter concentration from 26.5
to 24.9 micrograms per cubic meter. In
addition, the reforestation is expected to
bring South Korea 100.6 billion won of
carbon credits a year.
Even more benefits can be obtained
in the long term. For instance, clean for-

South Korea began to invest in
overseas forests in 1968, starting from
Indonesia, and South Korean companies
boosted the scale of the investment in
1993. Until 2018, the 37 companies and
organizations including the National Forestry Cooperative Federation, LG International, Eagon Corporation and Hansol Home Deco planted trees in 484,000
hectares of land in 14 countries such as
Indonesia, Vietnam, New Zealand and
Paraguay. The area is about eight times
the area of Seoul.
In the long term, the area is slated to
be increased to at least one million hectares by 2050 and more policies will be
prepared for investment diversification
and new business model development.
At the same time, cooperation will be
expanded with Latin American countries,
which have large potential in terms of
forest development, and a series of pilot
projects will be underway along with
consulting and project financing.

How is the Korea Forest Service creating jobs for young job seekers?
We have hosted open forums to better listen to them with the youth unemployment rate on the rise in South Korea.
The open forums are divided into recruitment fairs, personal consulting sessions
for those wishing to get a job or start a
business, and talk concerts where young
job seekers and our executive members,
including myself, have free discussions.
We are providing job experience in
their fields of interest and startup support
programs as well so that they can explore
their career options in the industry with
greater ease.
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Placing Huawei on Blacklist

The U.S. Restricts
Huawei's Access to ICT
Technologies
By Jung Suk-yee
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T

he U.S. Commerce Department has placed China’s Huawei Technologies Co. and 67
of its affiliates around the world on a
blacklist, restricting their access to U.S.
suppliers.
The department said on May 16
(local time) that the restrictions on Huawei and its affiliates would take effect
on May 17. The department said on May
15 it would put Huawei on an “Entity
List,” meaning that any U.S. company
will need a special license to sell products to the Chinese tech giant, which is
the world’s largest telecom networking
equipment maker and second-largest
smartphone manufacturer.
The department’s move came one
day after U.S. President Donald Trump
signed, citing national security concerns,
an executive order to ban U.S. imports of
equipment made by Huawei and another
Chinese technology company, ZTE Corp.
Following the restrictions on Huawei’s
access to U.S. suppliers, the Trump
administration will come up with measures to block U.S. imports of Huawei
products.
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross
said Trump had given his department 150
days to establish a process to screen U.S.
companies’ purchases of equipment from
Huawei and other equipment providers
with which officials have concerns.
Washington has pressured both allies
and foes to avoid using Huawei for 5G
networks as the company poses a significant risk of involvement in activities
contrary to the U.S. national security or
foreign policy interests.
Washington’s action is expected to
disrupt Huawei’s production of telecom
equipment and smartphones. Huawei
is currently purchasing US$67 billion
worth of semiconductor-related parts
from about 92 major suppliers every
year.
If Huawei suffers disruptions in its
operations, it will affect the introduction
of 5G services in many countries around
the world. An employee of Huawei told
Nihon Keizai Shimbun that if transactions with U.S. suppliers become more
difficult, it could have a bigger impact

on telecommunication devices than
smartphones and that implementation of
5G services in other countries could be
delayed due to a delay in supply of Huawei 5G telecommunication equipment.
Analysts say that the U.S. sanctions
on Huawei are not limited to U.S. companies. In principle, the U.S. Export
Administration Act of 1979 applies to all
products that contain more than 25 percent of U.S. products or software.
Washington’s sanctions against
Huawei are also expected to escalate
the ongoing trade disputes between the
United States and China. Commerce Secretary Ross said that his department’s
action against Huawei is not part of
China trade talks. But analysts say that
the Chinese government will use non-tariff barriers to retaliate to protect Huawei.

Major Global ICT Companies
Joining the U.S. Anti-Huawei
Campaign
As the U.S. government has put Huawei on a blacklist to restrict the Chinese
IT company’s access to U.S. suppliers, a
growing number of global companies are
suspending transactions with it.
While Google has decided to stop
allowing Huawei to access updated versions of its popular Android applications,
developers of chipsets for smartphones
such as Intel, Qualcomm and Broadcom
also stopped trading with Huawei.
Google, which provides the Android

operating system (OS) for Huawei smartphones, said in a statement that it was
"complying" with the U.S. order, which
requires American companies to obtain
a license if they ship products to the
Chinese company. This means the Chinese company's smartphones could lose
access to updated versions of popular
Google applications.
In China's domestic market, Huawei
is using a separate OS that is based on
an open source version of the Android
OS due to the Chinese government's policy not to use Google services. Although
Huawei’s own OS is built on Android,
it cannot use Google's various services
such as search engine, YouTube and
application market Play Store. On the
other hand, products that are released in
Europe and other foreign countries are
equipped with Android services.
Following the U.S. Commerce
Department’ action, Google is going
to stop providing Huawei with technical support or cooperation regarding the
Android OS. For smartphones that are
released overseas, Huawei will no longer be allowed to use Play Store as well
as Google's various services that it has
used so far. Services like Netflix will
also be unavailable. In addition, Huawei
will not be able to respond when Google
upgrades its OS to enhance Android
security.
However Google said "Google Play
and the security protections from Google
Play Protect will continue to function on
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A growing number of U.S. and foreign companies are stopping business with Huawei following the U.S. government's sanctions against the Chinese company last week.

existing Huawei devices.”
Huawei has overtaken Apple to be
the world's second largest smartphone
producer after Samsung Electronics in
the January-March period. The U.S.
action against Huawei is predicted to
affect Huawei's smartphone business as
well as its 5G telecommunication equipment business.
Intel and Qualcomm are supplying
modem chipsets that support application
processors (APs) and mobile telecommunication services. Zylinx Technology Corp. and Broadcom are supplying
WiFi and other wireless chipsets. These
chipsets are being used in smartphones,
PCs, tablets, wired and wireless sharing
devices and IoT devices. These companies have stopped doing business with
Huawei, affecting the Chinese company’s entire businesses.
Huawei is using its own chipset
"Kirin" for its products for domestic use
in China, but in overseas markets it is
using Qualcomm's Snapdragon chipsets
to meet demands from mobile carriers.
The impact on Huawei’s server business will also be serious. Because X86
server market CPU is monopolized by
Intel, there is virtually no way Huawei
can bypass this. Huawei ranks fourth in
the global server market with an 8 percent market share, according to market
research firms Gartner and IDC. There
is still a significant gap in market share
with leading companies such as HP, Dell,
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and IBM, but Huawei alone has been
booming alone in the server market in
recent years.
American memory chipmakers
Micron Technology and Western Digital
also stopped shipment to Huawei.
It is not just U.S. companies that are
stopping shipments to Huawei. Companies in Europe and Japan are also following suit. Under the related U.S. law, foreign companies using a certain amount
of American technology for products
sold to Huawei are subject to the same
restriction as that applied to U.S. companies. They risk legal repercussions in the
U.S. if they fail to comply.
For this reason, German chipmaker
Infineon Technologies has suspended
shipments to Huawei, a sign that Washington's sanction on the Chinese tech
giant is beginning to choke off its vital
chip supplies beyond the U.S. The German chipmaker supplies products to
Huawei, including microcontrollers and
power management integrated circuits.
Infineon’s move could influence other
key European and Asian suppliers to take
a similarly cautious approach. ST Microelectronics, another key European chipmaker, is set to have meetings this week
to discuss whether it will continue shipping to Huawei, according to the Nikkei
Asian Review. For now, ST Microelectronics is maintaining deliveries.
Huawei's key Asian chip supplier
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing

Co., the world's largest foundry company, continues to deliver to Huawei but
is conducting due diligence to assess the
potential impact, according to the Nikkei
Asian Review.
Other Asian suppliers such as Japan's
Toshiba Memory, the world's second
biggest NAND flash memory provider,
and Japan Display Inc, the screens supplier, are investigating the implications
for their businesses of the U.S. blacklist
of Huawei, the Japanese media outlet
reported.
Notably, ARM Holdings, a U.K.based semiconductor and software design
company which was acquired by Japan’s
SoftBank in 2016, has told its staff that
it will completely suspend business ties
with Huawei, according to major foreign
media, including the Nihon Keizai Shinbun and BBC, on May 23.
ARM is unrivaled in designing processors. Processors designed by ARM or
by ARM licensees are used in smart TVs,
all modern smartwatches, smartphones,
tablets, laptops, desktops, servers and
supercomputers. If Huawei loses ARM
designs, it will not be able to find alternatives.
In preparation for the U.S. crackdown, Huawei has stockpiled roughly six
months to one year of key components.
"We have already been preparing for
this," said Huawei's founder Ren Zhengfei at the company headquarters in Shenzhen on May 18.
The company says it has been preparing for such a situation for many
years. It has been seeking to reduce its
dependence on Google and diversify
its trading lines for smartphone components. But industry watchers predict that
the Chinese company will not be able to
withstand the blow for more than three
months.

Samsung, LG Smartphones
May Benefit amid Growing
5G Uncertainties
The U.S.’ restriction on Huawei’s
access to American suppliers may benefit Korean companies such as Samsung
Electronics and LG Electronics. How-

ever, analysts note that Huawei is both
a competitor and a customer of Korean
companies, meaning that the development has both favorable and unfavorable
aspects for them.
The U.S. government’s action against
Huawei is expected to spark off a big
change in the global smartphone industry, which is divided into the Google
Android and the Apple iOS platforms.
Industry analysts say that the removal
of Huawei from the U.S. market, high
tariffs, and other U.S. policies will ultimately weaken the influence of Apple
and Google as well as Huawei on the
smartphone industry.
The U.S. action will deal a huge blow
to Huawei, which is the world's secondlargest smartphone maker that closely
trails Samsung Electronics. Huawei originally planned to enter the 5G markets of
China and Europe after launching a 5G
phone in Switzerland early this month.
However, Google’s breakup with Huawei is expected to significantly hinder
Huawei’s 5G expansion strategy. Huawei
set the goal of overtaking Samsung by
the end of next year. But due to Google’s
decision to sever ties with Huawei,
attaining the goal has become a long shot
for Huawei.
Experts say that Europe will be
the first market to face a change from
Google’s breakup with Huawei. Huawei
smartphones will not be able to use typical Google applications such as Gmail
and YouTube, and Google Play itself will
disappear from Huawei smartphones.
The Chinese government has put restrictions on Google services so its effects
will be limited in China, but in Europe
and other regions, it will be a different
story. Consumers outside China will
become reluctant to buy Huawei smartphones due to a lack of applications.
Currently, the European smartphone
market is led by the two frontrunners
-- Samsung Electronics and Apple with
Huawei narrowing its gaps with them
by reaching a market share of 20 percent. However, when the market share
of Huawei smartphones declines, consumers are more likely to move to Samsung Galaxy series powered by the same

Android OS than the Apple iPhone based
on the Apple iOS. LG Electronics is also
expected to enjoy benefits in launching
5G smartphones in Europe. It will introduce the 5G V50 ThinQ smartphone in
Switzerland.
The disappearance of Google applications from Huawei smartphones will
become a big negative factor for Google.
This is because Google has to give up
business with a major smartphone maker
that sells more than 200 million units
a year. In particular, Huawei is already
developing its own smartphone OS.
Apple’s earnings are also forecast to
be sluggish due to the U.S.-China trade
dispute. It has already lost second place
to Huawei in the smartphone market due
to its sluggish business in China, and will
highly likely to face anti-American and
anti-Apple sentiments among consumers
in China. In fact, since the U.S. administration’s decision to kick out Huawei,
an Apple product boycott has been growing among Chinese consumers mainly
via SNS. In Weibo, a Chinese version of
Twitter, Chinese consumers are sharing
an opinion that there is no reason to use
the iPhone because Huawei smartphones
are not inferior to the iPhone.
Apple already suffered the worst
business performance in the first quarter of this year as sales in China plunged
21 percent. At the time of the earnings

announcement, Apple CEO Tim Cook
said that the company's earnings would
recover beginning in the second quarter thanks to improved trade relations
between the United States and China.
But now, a bigger negative factor is facing Apple’s business in China.
In addition, Apple is forced to raise
prices of its products made in China or
lower its profits as the U.S. government
will impose higher tariffs on products
manufactured in China. Apple has relied
on Foxconn and Pegatron in Taiwan for
production of the iPhone in China but
now has to consider moving production
to third countries such as India and Indonesia. This means that cost and risk will
grow for Apple.
Japan's Murata Manufacturing Plant,
which supplies capacitors for smartphones to Huawei, and Taiwan's Hong
Hai Precision Industry Co., which is the
world's largest smartphone producer, are
also expected to suffer.
These factors are expected to give
Samsung Electronics and LG Electronics
good opportunities to expand their presence in the smartphone market. In particular, the two companies will enjoy benefits in the Chinese and U.S. smartphone
markets. However, some experts say that
Korean companies will face bad news
too. If Huawei suffers damage, Korea’s
exports of semiconductors and other

U.S. companies' breakup with Huawei may benefit Korean companies such as Samsung Electronics and LG
Electronics.
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parts will decrease, too. Huawei became
one of the top five customers of Samsung
Electronics last year.
Anyway, mobile carriers in many
countries have also postponed launches
of upcoming Huawei smartphones over
concerns the devices will lose software
support. As the U.S. Commerce Department granted Google a 90-day extension to continue to work with Huawei,
Huawei smartphone users are likely to
be banned from updating the Google
OS starting from Aug. 19. Accordingly,
two British carriers, EE and Vodafone,
said they would not offer Huawei phones
to customers. Two of Japan’s largest
mobile carriers, KDDI Corp. and SoftBank Corp., also said they would delay
the debut of a new smartphone by Huawei. Another major mobile carrier, NTT
Docomo Inc., said that it would stop taking orders for the new Huawei handsets.
Business Insider, an American financial and business news website published
by Insider Inc., recently reported, “If
Huawei sees a dip in smartphone sales as
a result of the U.S. government placing
the firm on a trade blacklist, rivals like
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Apple and Xiaomi would still have a lot
of catching up to do in order to endanger
Samsung's spot at the top.”
Fitch said on May 27, “The loss of
access to Google's Android operating
system would significantly hurt Huawei’s smartphone sales outside China,
thereby giving Samsung Electronics a
chance to improve its market share in
Europe, Asia except for China, and South
America, the regions in where Huawei
has recently shown growth.”
With the developments, the Chinese mobile producer will be isolated
in the telecom equipment market. On
the other hand, Samsung Electronics is
forecast to gain more benefits if the U.S.
extends sanctions against Huawei. Market research firm IHS Markit said that
Huawei has a 31 percent share of the
global telecom equipment market last
year, while Samsung Electronics has a 5
percent share
Meanwhile, global rating agency
Fitch Ratings said that the U.S. sanctions
against the Chinese telecom equipment
manufacturer would be an opportunity
for Samsung Electronics to strengthen its

position in the smartphone market. Fitch
said on May 27, “The loss of access to
Google's Android operating system
would significantly hurt Huawei’s smartphone sales outside China, thereby giving Samsung Electronics a chance to
improve its market share in Europe, Asia
except for China, and South America, the
regions in where Huawei has recently
shown growth.”
The implementation of the anti-Huawei policy is expected to hit Huawei hard
in carrying out its 5G mobile business
activities. In fact, many key components
of Huawei's telecommunications equipment come from U.S. technology companies. "Huawei, the world's largest telecommunication equipment supplier and
the world's second-largest smartphone
maker, bought US$70 billion worth of
parts and equipment from 13,000 suppliers last year," major U.S. media outlets said. "Of the amount, about US$11
billion was spent on buying products
from dozens of companies in the United
States including Microsoft's software and
Google's Android as well as computer
chips from Qualcomm and Broadcom."

As Intel and Qualcomm suspended
transactions with Huawei, Samsung
Electronics, Ericsson and Nokia will
benefit, many experts believe. "It is not
easy to change communication equipment suppliers but if this sanction undermines the stability and quality of Huawei's products, it can be an opportunity
for Samsung Electronics and other competitors," said an industry analyst.
LG U+ is, however, under the negative influence of the sanctions on Huawei. LG U+ has been the only Korean
mobile carrier to use Huawei equipment
for 5G services following LTE services.
LG U+ has to use Huawei products in
Seoul, the northern part of the Seoul metropolitan area, and Gangwon Province.
If LG U+ suffer a problem in receiving
equipment from Huawei in the future,
it may be difficult for the mobile carrier
to attain the goal of improving telecommunication service quality and building
80,000 5G base stations within this year.

S. Korea Caught between
U.S. and China
The United States has demanded several times that the Korean government
take part in and support its anti-Huawei
campaign, the vernacular daily Chosun
Ilbo reported on May 23.
"The United States has steadily
warned the Korean Ministry of Foreign
Affairs through various diplomatic chan-

nels that the use of Huawei products can
risk security breaches," a diplomatic
source in Seoul was quoted as saying.
“The United States requested Korea to
closely cooperate with it in implementing
U.S. policies on China."
The United States has been putting
trade pressure on China and stepping up
efforts to crack down on Huawei products, claiming that the Chinese tech giant
poses serious threats to its security. It is
now pressuring its allies such as Korea to
join its efforts.
A U.S. State Department official
recently met with officials of the Korean
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. "We should
not allow LG U+ to use the network
equipment from Huawei in sensitive
areas in Korea," U.S. State Department
official was quoted as saying. “It is necessary to finally force all Huawei products out of Korea, if not now." LG U+
is the only one of Korea’s three mobile
operators that uses Huawei equipment to
build a 5G network.
The Korean Ministry of Foreign
Affairs shared the United States’ concerns, but did not clarify its position
about the issue. It said, "It is difficult for
the government to intervene in private
companies’ decision-making processes."
Korea is cautious because if it begins to
regulate imports of Huawei products, it
has to brace for retaliation from China.
Among U.S. allies, Japan, Australia, and
New Zealand have sided with the United

The United States has recently demanded that the Korean government take part in and support its anti-Huawei
campaign.

States in cracking down on Huawei products.
If the Korean government puts a ban
on importing Huawei equipment at the
request of the United States, damage to
Korean companies will reach billions of
U.S. dollars, say sources in the telecommunications and IT industries. If China
takes retaliation measures against Korean
companies, the damage can snowball.
The U.S. government also said to
the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs
that Korean companies such as Samsung
Electronics should step up its efforts to
prevent Huawei from expanding its presence in East Asia, the Chosun Ilbo daily
reported. The U.S. Department of State
will hold a closed-door workshop on
how to advance into the telecommunications market in the ASEAN region with
the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Korean companies in Bangkok,
Thailand on May 23.
"I am concerned about the possibility of Korea being caught between the
United States and China again as it did
over the deployment of the Terminal
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD),"
a former Korean diplomat said.
Under the circumstances, South
Korean financial institutions are also
poised to join the U.S. anti-Huawei campaign. In November last year, NH Nonghyup Bank selected KT as the preferred
bidder for its dedicated line construction
project for connecting more than 1,100
NH Bank branches and more than 4,700
branches of the National Agricultural
and Livestock Cooperative Federations
in that KT is the best partner in covering
the nationwide networks. Their contract
is scheduled to be renewed in September
this year. NH Nonghyup Bank, however,
is planning to notify KT that there will be
no renewal if KT continues to use Huawei’s communications equipment in its
banking networks.
Consequently, Huawei’s plan to enter
the South Korean financial market via NH
Bank is being stymied. “With NH Bank
joining the global campaign, no Huawei
equipment is likely to be found for the
time being in the South Korean financial
sector,” said an industry source.
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Money
Due to Appreciation of U.S. Dollars

South Korea's Forex Reserves
Slightly Decrease in April
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he Bank of Korea announced on May 7 that South
Korea’s foreign exchange reserves totaled US$404.03
billion as of the end of last month, showing a month-on-month
decrease of US$1.22 billion.
Korea's forex reserves decreased in February but rebounded in March before edging down in April. “The value of foreign currency-denominated assets converted to the U.S. dollar
decreased last month due to U.S. dollar appreciation,” the central bank explained.
The U.S. dollar index calculated based on six major currencies rose 0.7 percent last month to 97.86. In other words, the
U.S. dollar appreciated against euro, yen, and other currencies.
The euro depreciated 0.4 percent against the U.S. dollar and the
depreciation was 0.9 percent, 0.9 percent and 0.3 percent for

South Korea’s foreign exchange reserves totaled US$404.03 billion as of the end of
April, down US$1.22 billion from March.

pound, yen, and Australian dollar, respectively.
Marketable securities such as government and government
agency bonds and asset-backed securities fell US$3.34 billion
to US$374.16 billion while deposits in foreign central banks and
major global banks increased by US$2.11 billion to US$19.38
billion. The SDR edged down by US$180 million to US$3.18
billion and the IMF position rose US$190 million to US$2.51
billion.

Goldman Sachs Report Adds Fuel to Fire

Korean Won Losing Its Value Fast
By Jung Suk-yee

W

ith the U.S.-China trade disputes showing signs of
lingering, the Ministry of Economy and Finance said
on May 13 that it would take measures for financial market
stabilization and volatility reduction if necessary. The Bank of
Korea also said that it would closely monitor the market situations.
Still, forex market situations continued to deteriorate. The
won-dollar exchange rate, which started at 1,180 won per
U.S. dollar that day, continued to rise and reached 1,188 won
during the trading session, the highest ever since January 11,
2017.
The rise in exchange rate is attributable to the drop in the
value of the yuan due to the trade disputes. The yuan-dollar
exchange rate, which rose for six trading sessions in a row,
topped 6.9 yuan per U.S. dollar in the offshore market that day,
inching closer to a psychological resistance of 7 yuan. Earlier that day, the People's Bank of China fixed its reference
exchange rate at 6.7954 yuan per U.S. dollar, up 0.06 percent
from the previous trading session. The Chinese government is
reportedly considering devaluing the yuan against U.S. tariffs
and the news is being reflected in the market without delay. A
decline in the value of the yuan means won depreciation. The
South Korean currency depreciates faster than the yuan in that
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The won-dollar exchange rate is forecast to top 1,200 won.

the former is a floating currency whereas the latter is controlled
to some extent by the Chinese government.
A Goldman Sachs report added fuel to the fire. “South Korean won, Australian dollar and New Taiwan dollar are the top
three short currencies and buying yen and selling the three currencies can be the best hedge strategy in the event of further
global economic deterioration,” the report said.
The won-dollar exchange rate rose due to disappointing
export indices and uncertainties related to tariffs on South Korean cars as well. The exchange rate rose by more than 10 won per
U.S. dollar that day alone and is forecast to top 1,200 won in no
time.

MONEY

Korea's Open Capital Market Facilitates Capital Outflow

Korean Won Shows Third Largest Drop in
Value Among Emerging Countries
By Yoon Young-sil

The value of the Korean won is falling more sharply than the currencies of other countries as global investors withdraw capital from South Korea.

A

s the global financial market
is rocking due to growing
tensions between the United
States and China, global investors tend
to withdraw capital from South Korea
as its capital market is relatively open.
Accordingly, the value of the won is falling more sharply than the currencies of
other countries.
The won has depreciated by 3.82 percent against the U.S. dollar from April
1 to May 10, according to the Bank of
Korea (BOK) on May 12. Among currencies of emerging countries which
have a certain level of economic scale, it
showed the third largest decline in value
after Turkey’s lira at 10.13 percent and
Argentina’s peso at 4.31 percent,
The currencies of Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Brazil and Thailand as well as
Taiwan have been devalued because of
global capital’s preference of safe assets.
However, they showed a smaller drop in
value than that of the won. The yuan of

China, the country directly involved in
the trade conflict with the United States,
has been weak but the rate of depreciation against the U.S. dollar has remained
at 1 percent. The currency of the Philippines and Mexico has gained value
against the U.S. dollar over the same
period. Considering the fact that Turkey
and Argentina have faced the greatest
challenges, such as the conflict with the
United States and hyperinflation, the won
has shown the biggest decline in value
among currencies of emerging countries.
Market experts say that the won can
surpass the 1,200 won level in the short
term if the trade conflict between the
United States and China continues. Cho
Young-moo, a senior economist at the
LG Economic Research Institute, said,
“Foreign investors believe that the trade
conflict between the United States and
China has relatively great influence on
South Korea because the country is heavily dependent on exports to China. So, the

trade deal between the United States and
China will decide on the direction of the
won-dollar exchangerate in the short run.”
The government is keeping an eye
on the skyrocketing currency exchange
rate. An official from foreign exchange
authorities said, “The accelerating depreciation of the Korean currency is a burden for currency authorities.” However, the government is refraining from a
direct intervention in the market. This
is because the government intervention
in the marketplace will not be so effective as the conflict between the United
States and China determines the global
cash flow. It also believes that foreign
investors still have faith in South Korea
owing to low credit default swap (CDS)
risk premiums, which indicate the degree
of sovereign default risks. Some say that
the government allows the depreciation
of the won since it can have a positive
impact on export as long as it does not
lead to a large-scale capital outflow.
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Increasing Assets in Vietnam, Indonesia

S. Korean Financial Companies Expanding
Presence in Southeast Asian Countries
By Yoon Young-sil

The number of overseas branches of South Korean financial companies totaled 437 in 2018, up six from a year ago.

T

he number of overseas branches of South Korean
financial companies totaled 437 in 2018, up six from
a year ago, according to a recent survey.
The Financial Supervisory Service (FSS) announced on
May 23 that the number of South Korean financial firms’ overseas branches came to 437 in 43 countries last year.
Fifteen more overseas branches were opened, while nine
were closed down. In short, a total of six were added. The new
branches were opened mainly in Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam
and Indonesia.
Woori Bank, Daegu Bank, Nonghyup Bank and Kookmin
Card established a local subsidiary in Cambodia, while the
Industrial Bank of Korea opened an office in that country. In
Myanmar, Mason Capital set up a local subsidiary and Shinhan
Card opened an office.
Among investment banks, Korea Investment & Securities
and Mirae Asset Daewoo established a local subsidiary in Indonesia and Singapore, while Kiwoom Asset Management opened
its office in Vietnam.
In addition, Woori Bank set up a local subsidiary in Germany, Mirae Asset Daewoo in the United States and Rhinos Asset
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Management in Mongolia. Kookmin Bank opened a branch in
the United Kingdom, while the Export-Import Bank of Korea
opened an office in Bangladesh.
Total assets of overseas branches came to US$179 billion
(212.87 trillion won), up US$21.80 billion (25.92 trillion won),
or 14 percent, from a year earlier. The United States had the
highest figure with US$61 billion (72.54 trillion won), followed
by China with US$32.50 billion (38.65 trillion won) and Hong
Kong with US$17.90 billion (21.29 trillion won).
The net profit of overseas branches grew US$349 million
(415.07 billion won), or 37 percent, to US$1.28 billion (1.53
trillion won). This was because financial companies expanded
their business portfolios to investment banking and prime
brokerage based on capital expansion and workforce reinforcement.
An FSS official said, “Overseas branches have increased
operating assets mainly in the Southeast Asian countries, including Vietnam and Indonesia, as profitability is high there. The
return on assets (ROA) was 2.0 percent in Vietnam, 1.4 percent
in Indonesia and 1.3 percent in Hong Kong, surpassing the ROA
of domestic banks at 0.6 percent.”

Foreign ownership of South Korean bonds has reached a new high with 115 trillion won (US$96.52 billion).

Strong Appetite for Won-denominated Bonds

Foreign Ownership of Korean Bonds
Reaches a New High
By Yoon Young-sil

F

oreign ownership of South
Korean bonds has topped
115 trillion won (US$96.52
billion), reaching a new high. Foreigners purchased more than 7 trillion won
(US$5.87 billion) worth of South Korean
government bonds over the past month,
showing strong appetite for Korean
bonds. This is because they can expect
a higher financial gain thanks to a rapid
fall in currency rate swap (CRS) amid
a rise in the won-dollar exchange rates.
Furthermore, the Bank of Korea (BOK)
is forecast to lower the benchmark interest rate. Foreign investors are expected to
continuously buy more domestic bonds
for the time being, but foreign exchange
rates can change the trend.
Foreign investors’ won-denominated
bond holdings stood at 115.09 trillion
won (US$96.59 billion) as of May 21,
according to the Financial Supervisory
Service on May 22. The figure is about 1
trillion won (US$839.28 million) higher
than the previous high of 114 trillion won

(US$95.68 billion) in August last year.
Generally, foreign investors purchase
won-denominated bonds after exchanging U.S. dollars borrowed from overseas
to the won in the domestic CRS market.
The CRS rate is applied when exchanging the U.S. dollar to the won. The greater the difference between the CRS rate
and the domestic bond rate, the higher
the expected return of foreign investors.
This is called financial arbitrage trading.
Given the situation, the CRS rate sharply
dropped due to strong U.S. dollar. Seoul
Money Brokerage Services Ltd. (SMBS)
said the one-year CRS rate fell from
1.29 percent on April 1 to 1.04 percent
on May 21. In short, foreigners are more
attracted by the increased swap spread.
It also strongly reflects the expectations that the BOK will lower the benchmark interest rate. Currently, foreign
investors keep buying bonds, though the
interest rate on bonds has continuously
hit a new low. This is because they bet
on a rise in bond prices as the benchmark

interest rate will go down. Experts also
say that they buy up bonds with expectations that the current weak won against
the U.S. dollar will be leveled off in the
near future. An official who is in charge
of bonds from a securities firm said, “It
seems that foreign investors in bonds predict that the BOK will lower the benchmark interest rate by the end of this year
and the won’s value will not fall further.”
May experts expect that foreigners
will keep up strong appetite for wondenominated bonds for a while. However, the possibility cannot be ruled out
that capital will leave the market because
of concerns over exchange losses if the
value of the won goes down further. A
securities firm official said, “It is the
time that investors withdraw investment
funds from emerging countries with a
stronger preference for risk-free assets.
If Korea’s current account balance posts
a deficit or the won becomes weaker, foreign investors can withdraw capital from
the domestic market.”
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A Move to Strengthen Institutional Investors' Rights

Korea's Financial Authorities Planning
to Relax '5% Rule'
By Michael Herh

F

inancial Services Commission (FSC) Vice Chairman
Kim Yong-beom said on May
20 that now is the time to improve the
so-called 5 percent rule in step with the
times. Companies expressed their objection to FSC's move to strengthen institutional investors’ shareholder rights and
facilitate their participation in corporate
management.
The 5 percent rule was introduced
in 1992 for protection of listed companies’ management rights. According to
the rule, any investor with a shareholding
of 5 percent or more in a listed company has to publicly announce shareholding details within five days in the event
of any change in stock ownership. Informal reporting is allowed in the case of a
change for simple investment whereas
formal reporting is required in the case of
a change for participation in management.
The rule has recently become an issue

as the National Pension Service and many
other institutional investors that own at
least 5 percent of many companies are
taking a bigger part in their management and calling for more dividends with
groups such as civic organizations advocating stronger shareholder rights. This
has led to side effects such as the exposure of those institutional investors’ shareholding details and investment strategies.
The FSC is planning to improve the
rule by applying a narrower definition to
management participation. “The purpose
of shareholding for influencing management rights that is broadly stipulated in
the enforcement decree of the Financial
Investment Services and Capital Markets Act needs to be divided into general
activities for shareholder participation
and activities that can threaten corporate
control,” said researcher Lee Shi-yeon
at the Korea Institute of Finance, which
is conducting a related research proj-

Financial Services Commission Vice Chairman Kim Yong-beom delivers a speech at a hearing on shareholder
rights of institutional investors held in Seoul on May 20.
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ect entrusted by the commission. The
researcher suggested that the 5 percent
rule can be applied without change to
activities affecting management rights
with shareholder activities for corporate
value enhancement no longer regarded as
participation in management and informal
reporting newly applied to such activities.
“It has been pointed out that the
scope of shareholder activities affecting corporate management rights has
been rather wide and ambiguous and
even shareholders’ opinion expressions
related to dividend payment have been
regarded as affecting corporate management rights and, as such, this is the
right time to redefine the 5 percent rule,”
the researcher continued to say, adding,
“Non-PEF foreign institutional investors
are currently banned from holding shares
for management participation in many
cases, which means the current rule hinders their exercise of shareholder rights
as the case may be.”
The FSC vice chairman’s remark
resulted in mixed reactions. Institutional
investors welcomed the remark unlike
the business community. “The improvement will facilitate the application of the
stewardship code,” said one of the investors, adding, “Still, shareholders’ rights
will be actually enhanced only after the
introduction of a 10 percent rule.” The
10 percent rule is for profits within six
months to be returned when the purpose
of shareholding of an investor owning
at least 10 percent of a company has
changed to participation in management.
Meanwhile, a local company complained that the government’s plan is to
allow both South Korean and foreign
institutions to intervene more in companies based on unfair preferential treatment.

Suspicions of Information Leaks Growing

Short Selling Surges before Block Deals, MSCI
Korea Index Rebalancing
By Yoon Young-sil

Short sellers are taking advantage of block deals and rebalancing of the Morgan Stanley Capital International
(MSCI) Korea index.

S

hort sellers are taking advantage of block deals and the
inclusion of certain stocks in
the Morgan Stanley Capital International
(MSCI) Korea index.
Recently, shorting on Celltrion
Healthcare Co. surged before a block
deal carried out by One Equity Partners,
the company’s second largest shareholder. The spike in shorting fueled distrust
in the Korean stock market as suspicions
have risen that undisclosed information
about the deal had been leaked. Market
participants demand that the government
investigate the suspicions and come up
with measures to prevent information
leakage.
One Equity Partners carried out
demand forecasting to sell 6.50 million
shares of Celltrion Healthcare through a
block deal after the stock market closed
on May 20. However, shorting on the

stock increased before the news about
the block deal was released, raising the
possibility that “undisclosed information” was leaked. Short selling accounted for 36.6 percent of the stock’s transactions on May 22, with the value of
shorting transactions reaching 12 billion
won (US$10.07 million). Due to intensive shorting, Celltrion Healthcare’s
stock price dropped 3.4 percent from the
previous trading day and then 9.65 percent the next day. Short sellers earned a
profit as much as stock prices fell.
This is not the first time that short
selling increased before a block deal. On
Oct. 22 last year, Temasek Holdings conducted demand forecasting to sell off part
of its stake in Celltrion Holdings through
a block deal. The ratio of short selling to
the total transactions of Celltrion shares
remained in the 20 percent to 40 percent
range from Oct. 1 to 22.

Short selling also increases when a
certain stock is included in the MSCI
Korea Index. When a stock is newly
added to the benchmark index, its price
goes up as passive funds, which follow
the index, will purchase it.
Recently, Meritz Fire & Marine
Insurance Co. has become the target.
The firm’s short sale ratio increased
after some securities companies released
a report in November last year that the
insurer is highly likely to be included
in the MSCI Korea Index. Its short sale
ratio recorded 35.83 percent on May 20.
In short, one third of the total transactions came from shorting.
LG Uplus Corp. also saw its stock
massively shorted before it was included in the MSCI Korea Index again. The
shorting volume came to 3,833,437
shares on Aug. 31 last year, a day before
it was added to the MSCI, with the value
of the transactions reaching 59.98 billion
won (US$50.32 million), a new record.
A certain stock’s exclusion from the
MSCI Korea Index is also an opportunity for short sellers. There has speculation in the market from the beginning of
this year that KT Corp. and DGB Financial Group could be excluded from the
MSCI Korea Index in May. DGB Financial Group’s short selling ratio remained
below 10 percent at the end of last year
but it rose to 30 percent to 70 percent
from March this year. On April 1, short
selling accounted for 67.92 percent of
the total transactions of the stock.
KT also showed a rapid growth
in short sale from the end of March
and recorded 40.04 percent on May
21. Indeed, MSCI decided to exclude
KT and DGB Financial Group from its
Korea index.
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A Move to Push into Fintech Areas

Samsung Electronics Pushing
for Integration of Cryptocurrencies
to Samsung Pay
By Yoon Young-sil

S

amsung Electronics appears to be moving to integrate
cryptocurrencies to Samsung Pay, which accounts for
80 percent of the South Korean simple payment market. The
company has recently transferred the blockchain task force (TF)
of the mobile business division to the service business division.
The blockchain TF took the lead in loading “Samsung
Blockchain KeyStore” and “Samsung Blockchain Wallet” onto
the company’s strategic smartphone Galaxy S10, which was
released in March. The TF was merged with the service business
division which develops and operates core smartphone services,
including Samsung Pay.
Samsung Electronics put the blockchain TF under the control of Kim Yong-jae, vice president of the service business
division, which is in charge of Galaxy smartphones’ core applications, such as Samaung Pay and Samsung Health, through
a recent internal reorganization. The reshuffle was carried out
when the company announced plans to expand its blockchain

Samsung Electronics has recently transferred the blockchain task force (TF) of the
mobile business division to the service business division, suggesting it is pushing
for integration of cryptocurrencies to Samsung Pay.

and cryptocurrency services.
There has been speculation that Samsung Electronics will be
seeking to expand the business areas of Samsung Pay by using
blockchain technology. When Samsung Pay is integrated with
a blockchain wallet, it can increase users in the global market
because it can reduce various fees for financial transactions.
Users of credit cards that are linked with simple payment
services, like Samsung Pay, need to pay fees to value added
network (VAN) operators and payment gateway (PG) operators
in the online and offline payment process. However, blockchain
technology can reduce fees by allowing person-to-person (P2P)
payments.

Despite Sluggish Semiconductor Market

Foreign Ownership of Samsung
Electronics Reaches All-time High
of 57.33%
By Yoon Young-sil

F

oreign holdings of Samsung Electronics Co. reached a
record high of 57.33 percent on May 7, surpassing the
previous record of 57.30 percent set in 2001.
Foreign stock ownership of Samsung Electronics recorded
57.31 percent on May 3 and 57.33 percent on May 7, according to Korea Exchange (KRX). The figure grew by more than
2 percentage points from the 55 percent range at the end of last
year due to foreign investors’ buying spree from the beginning
of this year.
Foreigners bought 2.34 trillion won (US$2 billion) worth
of shares in January this year alone and 560.30 billion won
(US$479.30 million) in February and 637 billion won
(US$544.91 million) in April, despite the sluggish semiconductor market and an earnings shock in the first quarter.
Market analysts believe that foreign investors betted on
Samsung Electronics with expectations that the semiconductor
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Foreign holdings of Samsung Electronics Co. reached a record high of 57.33 percent, surpassing the previous record of 57.30 percent set in 2001.

market would gradually pick up after hitting the bottom in the
second quarter. Lee Soon-hak, an analyst at Hanwha Investment & Securities Co., said, “Samsung Electronics’ profitability
became worse due to a sharp decline in memory chip prices. But
shipments of DRAM and NAND chips were higher than the earlier guidance amid a gradual recovery of demand and they will
show a steady improvement in the second quarter as well.”
Global credit rating agency Moody's has forecast that Samsung Electronics’ operating profit will decrease by over 50 percent this year. However, it also said that demand for memory
chips is on the rise.
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Hobbled by Regulations on Financing

Korean Insurers Having Difficulty in
Expanding Business Overseas
By Yoon Young-sil

S

outh Korean insurance companies recorded a net profit in
their overseas operations last
year, the first time in eight years. But
overseas business still has a small proportion in their operations compared to global insurance firms. Experts point out that
the government needs to ease regulations,
including financing, in order to vitalize
Korean insurers’ overseas operations.
According to a report from the Korea
Insurance Development Institute (KIRI),
overseas assets of South Korean non-life
insurers that are included in the Forbes
Global 2000 list account for a mere 1.8
percent of their total assets.
Comparable figures for non-life
insurance firms in Canada, England,
Japan and the United States were 66
percent, 51.6 percent, 41 percent and
18.4 percent, respectively. Life insurance companies in Canada, Hong Kong
and the Netherlands are more active
overseas than South Korean insurers,
although they have smaller assets. The
assets of Canadian life insurers stand at
US$192.50 billion (230.04 trillion won)
but overseas business accounted for 65
percent of their assets.
The total assets of overseas branches of domestic insurance firms came to
US$4.59 billion (5.48 trillion won) as
of 2018. The figure is about 0.7 percent
of the total assets (777.70 trillion won
or US$650.79 billion) of the insurers
which have entered the global market.
It saw US$238 million (284.41 billion
won) decrease compared to last year due
to the shutdown of branches and insurance payments. The gross debt decreased
US$116 million (138.62 billion won)
because of a fall in policy reserve compared to a year earlier, while the total
capital dropped US$122 million (145.79

An office of Korea Life Insurance, a subsidiary of Hanwha Life Insurance in Vietnam, located in the main street of
Hanoi, Vietnam

billion won) owing to the liquidation
of branches. However, the net profit
increased US$44.60 million (53.30 billion won) to US$23.70 million (28.32
billion won) from a loss of 20.90 million
(24.93 billion won) a year ago. South
Korean insurers have succeeded in turning a profit for the first time in eight
years after 2010.
Domestic insurance companies prefer
to set up a joint venture or make an equity investment with local financial firms
to solely establish overseas branches and
subsidiaries due to stronger solvency
regulation and lower profits. The problem is that they have difficulty in financing because of the government’s strict
regulations. Experts point out that South
Korean firms face greater restrictions on
the purpose and the size of bond issuance
compared to other major countries, such
as the United States, Japan and the United Kingdom. Japan has relaxed restrictions on the type of business of acquired

firms and has no restrictions on the purpose of subordinated bond issuance for
financing.
However, South Korea allows insurance companies to issue bonds only
when they meet the financial stability
standards or intend to maintain the suitable liquidity. It also restricts bond issuance limits to equity capital as of the end
of the previous quarter. Jeon, Yong-sik,
a KIRI analyst said, “The government
needs to ease restrictions on financing
of insurers in order for them to make an
equity investment and merge and acquire
local insurance and financial firms. It
also needs to consider ways to reflect the
effect of diversification of risks into solvency margin when insurance companies try to geographically spread risks by
expanding overseas business. In addition,
it is needed to exceptionally allow offshoring when insurers seek to go abroad
by reforming regulations on offshoring
of financial institutions.”
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US$520 Mil. Invested in Korean Fintech Firms in 2018

Fintech Industry Growing Fast
in South Korea
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he Financial Services Commission and the Fintech Center of Korea announced on May 20 that the total fintech
investment in South Korea reached US$520 million last
year based on a rapid increase in investment in the industry.
The fintech investment in South Korea began to increase in
2016 after a concentrated investment in related venture firms
in 2015. For reference, the total fintech investment in Australia
was US$580 million last year, when it was US$500 million,
US$380 million and US$330 million in Hong Kong, Japan and
Singapore, respectively.
At present, more and more South Korean fintech companies
are entering overseas markets. As of 2017, 34 South Korean
fintech companies were doing business abroad. Those doing
business in Southeast Asia account for 39 percent of the total,
followed by those in the United States (17 percent), Europe (15
percent), China (10 percent) and Japan (9 percent).
As of August 2017, Samsung Pay posted 34 million and ranked
fifth in the world in terms of the number of payment and settlement
service users. The top four are WeChat Pay (600 million), Alipay
(400 million), PayPal (210 million) and Apple Pay (87 million).
The number of cases of global fintech investment, in the

The amount of investment in fintech companies in Korea reached US$520 million
last year.

meantime, rose from 366 to 2,966 from 2009 to 2018 with an
average annual growth of 26.2 percent. During the same period,
the total investment increased by an annual average of 46.5 percent from US$4.05 billion to US$125.7 billion.
In 2018, the number of investment cases decreased by 239
from the previous year but the annual investment showed a
growth of 148 percent with Ant Financial and Worldpay attracting no less than US$14 billion and US$12.9 billion in investment, respectively.
Payment and remittance are currently the sector where the
largest investment is made. The volume jumped from US$7.8
billion to US$60.1 billion from 2013 to 2018. The sector represented 41.2 percent of the entire fintech industry last year.

Companies’ Performance Expected to Get Worse

S. Korea’s Top 10 KOSPI Firms’
Q1 Operating Profit Plunges 47%
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he combined operating profit of the top 10 companies listed on the benchmark KOSPI market in terms
of operating profit plunged 47.3 percent in the first
quarter of this year compared to a year earlier. Seven firms,
excluding Hyundai Motor Co., Kia Motors Corp. and Hyundai
Mobis Co., all saw their operating profit fall from the same
period last year.
The combined amount of operating profits from the top
10 KOSPI-listed companies in terms of operating profit came
to 14.28 trillion won (US$11.95 billion) in the first quarter of
2019, down 12.82 trillion won (US$10.72 billion) from a year ago,
according to the data announced by Korea Exchange (KRX) and
the Korea Listed Companies Association (KLCA) on May 17.
Considering the fact that the combined operating profit of 540
firms increased 0.32 percent to 157.18 trillion won (US$131.47
billion) at the annual closing results in 2018 announced in April,
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The combined operating profit of the top 10 KOSPI companies in terms of operating
profit plunged 47.3 percent in the first quarter of this year compared to a year earlier.

it seems that companies’ business performance will get worse.
Last year’s annual operating profit dropped 4.73 trillion won
(US$3.96 billion), or 4.6 percent, excluding Samsung Electronics which took up most part. Samsung Electronics propped up
the results last year, but this year, major conglomerates, including
Samsung Electronics, showed a poor performance.
The operating profit of 573 companies fell 16.25 trillion
won (US$13.62 billion), or 36.88 percent, to 27.80 trillion
won (US$23.26 billion) in the first quarter compared the same

period a year earlier, and their financial
indexes got worse. The debt rate stood
at 112.36 percent at the end of the first
quarter, up 6.84 percentage points from
105.552 percent at the end of last year.
This is because the total capital grew
only 1.54 percent to 1,336.18 trillion
won (US$1.12 billion), while the total
debt increased 8.12 percent to 1,501.32
trillion won (US$1.26 billion). However, the total operating profit of 910
firms listed on the KOSDAQ market

came to 2.12 trillion won (US$1.78 billion), up 3.4 percent from a year ago,
showing better performance than KOSPI-listed companies. Experts point out
that the present government’s business
regulations serve as the barrier of major
firms’ business activity and are one of
the factors that drag down business performance. The minimum wage system,
52-hour maximum working week and
regulation on unfair trade acts are considered main unfavorable factors.

Stock Market Volatility Growing

into domestic bonds alone in the public
offering fund market as well. The interest
rate of corporate bonds and bank bonds
dropped compared to the past, but they
were sold at a faster pace once they were
issued. In addition, foreign investors have
recently been net purchasing 3-year and
10-year bond futures in the futures market for four weeks in a row.
Some say that the demand shows
a growth even with a lower yield rate
because the market has great expectations
that the BOK will lower the standard interest rate. Bonds have an inverse relationship to interest rates – when interest rates
rise bond prices fall, and vice-versa. It
means that the current bond prices, which
have a clear fall in interest rates on bonds
to such an extent that the interest rate on
some bonds falls below the benchmark
interest rate, are much higher than those in
the past. In a nutshell, investors can make
a profit when bond prices go up and the
base rate is lower than the market interest.
This is why the market strongly bet on the
BOK lowering the base rate.
Bond-type fund operators are having
more difficulties in making new investments because of higher interest in bonds.
Bond-type funds are required to have at
least 60 percent of proportion of bonds.
However, there is lack of bonds to buy
in the market, though money flows into
funds. An official from an asset management firm said, “Since bond prices have
increased now, there are not many bonds
to purchase unlike the past. If bond prices
go up, we can make a profit by selling the
bonds we own. But, we can have difficulty

Preference for Riskfree Assets Pushes up
Bond Prices
By Yoon Young-sil

B

ond prices are rising as stock
market volatility is growing
due to the heightening trade
tensions between the United States and
China. Interest rates are on the decline due
to a rapid increase in demand for bonds and
the interest rates of some treasury bonds
are hitting the yearly low every day.
The 10-year government bond yield
rate closed at 1.670 percent last week,
hitting the lowest point of the year,
according to the Korea Financial Investment Association on May 19. The figure went down from the previous low of
1.675 percent on May 16 just in a day.
In particular, it fell short of the 1.75 percent base rate set be the Bank of Korea
(BOK). The 3-year treasury bond yield,
the indicator of long-term monetary market rates, was oddly lower than the base
rate of the central bank. The 1-year treasury bond yield also closed at 1.707 percent last week, remaining at a yearly-low.
Bond yield rates have decreased
owing to the burgeoning demand for
bonds as there are growing concerns over
the economic slowdown and growing
uncertainty in the stock markets at home
and abroad. Approximately 5.60 trillion
won (US$4.68 billion) of money flowed

An official from the business community said, “We can’t say that the government’s policy is solely responsible for
major companies’ worsening performance.
But, it is clear that entrepreneurship has
been adversely affected after the present
government came to power. Businesses
think that it would be better to go abroad
as the government has been strengthening
regulations in addition to the fact that the
home market is small and the domestic
economy is slowing down.”

Bond prices are rising amid growing stock market
volatility.

in managing the rate of return if the base
rate does not go down in the future.”
As the corporate bond market continues to boom, a considerable number of
companies, which had poor business performance, are issuing corporate bonds.
Notably, more and more individual
investors have been participating in the
corporate bond market due to the recent
bearish stock market. They are having a
greater proportion of investment in firms
with poor performance. However, there
is growing concern that it can lead to a
bad investment, though individual investors are making more investment.
Experts expect that investors will continue to have high interest in bonds because
there are still concerns over the economic
doldrums as the trade dispute between the
United States and China will be drawn out.
Furthermore, the monetary policy at home
and abroad, which will affect the bond
market, attract attention. The United States
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
minutes to be announced on next week and
the Monetary Policy Board meeting to be
held at the end of this month are expected
to become market variables.
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To Facilitate Financial Innovation

FSC Chairman Says Rules on ‘Chinese Wall’
Will Be Eased
By Yoon Young-sil

Financial Services Commission Chairman Choi Jong-ku speaks about financial regulation reform at a meeting held at
the Korea Financial Investment Association's headquarters in Yeouido, Seoul, on May 9

S

outh Korea’s financial authority will ease rules on
“Chinese wall” for investment banks, Financial Services Commission Chairman Choi Jong-ku said on

May 9.
Chinese wall is a business term meaning an information
barrier within an organization, especially an investment bank,
which is set up to prevent exchanges of information that could
lead to conflicts of interest.
“South Korea’s rules on the Chinese wall tend to restrict a
company’s autonomy in terms of organizational and personnel
management as they do not take into account the size of the
company and the nature of its business in prescribing the targets and the regulatory method,” Choi said at a meeting on “the
revitalization of financial investment banks’ innovative finance”
at the Korea Financial Investment Association's headquarters in
Yeouido, Seoul, on May 9.
Choi also said, “The regulations on the Chinese wall often
hinder a timely introduction of new products and services. We
will improve the regulations across the board as they tend to
undermine the capital market dynamics.”
Choi suggested a shift from the present method of setting
up Chinese walls at investment banks based on their businesses
to a new approach based on blocking data exchanges among
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“information units.” Under the new approach, only two types
of information would be blocked among information units:
“undisclosed critical information” and “information on customer
asset management” which is obtained from the management
and operation of customer assets. At the same time, the cases
where information exchanges should be prevented will be more
broadly defined to increase flexibility.
Choi added, “We will also ease regulations that ban executives of a parent company from holding an office in affiliates
and abolish perfunctory regulations, including obligation of
physical block.” Instead, he said the FSC will strengthen monetary sanctions by imposing a fine on financial investment companies when they use information which is restricted to distribution and cause damages on investors or disturb the market
system.
The FSC has decided to allow outsourcing core businesses, which is currently banned to entrust to a third party,
when companies receive approval and complete registration. In
particular,it will enable them to entrust the registration, delivery, execution and confirmation of purchase and sales orders
to information technology (IT) companies and change the prior
reporting principle on trust business and collateral business to
the post reporting principle.

SK Hynix Makes 97% of Sales Overseas

Overseas Sales Account for Two-thirds of
Top 10 Corporations' Total Sales
By Yoon Young-sil

Overseas sales account for two thirds of total sales of South Korea's top 10 companies.

A

local think tank said on May 6 that
two thirds of all sales posted by
South Korea's top 10 companies came from
overseas last year. These firms paid 19 trillion won (US$16.24 billion) in corporate
taxes in Korea for their overseas sales.
The combined sales of the country’s
10 largest companies in terms of sales
came to 695.60 trillion won (US$594.53
billion) last year, with overseas sales
accounting for 65.9 percent, or 458.40
trillion won (US$391.8 billion), according to the Korea Economic Research
Institute (KERI).
By company, SK Hynix Inc. showed
the highest reliance on overseas sales
with 97.9 percent, followed by Samsung Electronics Co. at 86.1 percent, Kia
Motors Corp. at 66.9 percent, LG Electronics Inc. at 63.5 percent and Hyundai
Motor Co. at 62 percent.
KERI added that 64 of the nation’s
100 largest firms in terms of sales saw
55 percent of their sales come from over-

seas, with the percentage higher among
companies with larger sales. Among
the 54 companies that can be compared
with their performance in 2014, 35
firms, or 65 percent, had a higher percentage of overseas sales. Their average
ratio of overseas sales increased by 9.2
percentage points from 41.4 percent to
50.6 percent. By company, the figure
for Samsung Electronics dropped by 3.8
percentage points in five years from 89.9
percent in 2014 to 86.1 percent last year.
The figures for Hyundai Motor and Kia
Motors grew by 6.7 percentage points
and 4.5 percentage points, respectively,
over the same period.
By industry, electrical and electronic
engineering had the highest percentage
of overseas sales at 82.6 percent. SK
Hynix and LG Display Co. saw their figures exceed 90 percent, while Samsung
Electro-Mechanics Co., Samsung SDI
Co. and Samsung Electronics saw their
figures surpass 80 percent. By region,

Asia had the highest percentage at 43.7
percent, followed by the Americas at
31.5 percent and Europe at 18.7 percent.
In addition, KERI said the combined
amount of corporate taxes paid by the
top 10 companies in terms of sales in
South Korea stood at 18.90 trillion won
(US$16.15 billion) last year. Samsung
Electronics and SK Hynix paid 11.60
trillion won (US$9.91 billion) and 5.60
trillion won (US$4.79 billion) of corporation taxes, respectively.
KERI added that 64 companies
which sort sales into domestic and overseas employed 5.6 percent, or 592,000,
of workers who were subject to the
earned income taxes, with their combined amount of wages taking up 9.3
percent of the total at 49.10 trillion won
(US$41.97 billion). Based on the data, the
combined earned income taxes paid by
these employees were estimated at 4.50
trillion won (US$3.85 billion) as of 2017,
accounting for 12.8 percent of the total..
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Real Estate Funds, Private Equity Funds Lead Growth

S. Korea’s Asset Management
Market Exceeds 2,000 Tril. Won
By Yoon Young-sil

The domestic asset management market topped 2,010 trillion won (US$1.72 trillion) in terms of assets entrusted
by customers at the end of last year.

T

he domestic asset management market topped 2,010 trillion won (US$1.72 trillion) in
terms of assets entrusted by customers at
the end of last year, up 9.1 percent from
a year earlier, according to the Financial
Supervisory Service (FSS) on May 1.
The asset management market has
grown by more than 50 percent after the
government eased regulations on private
funds in October 2015. The rapid growth
was led by private equity funds and alternative investments. The market expanded
by 695 trillion won (US$595.54 billion),
or 52.9 percent, from the end of 2014,
with funds gaining 174 trillion won
(US$149.10 billion). Out of the 174 trillion won (US$149.10 billion), 160 trillion won (US$137.10 billion) came from
private funds and 14 trillion won (US$12
billion) from public offering funds. The
ratio of private funds to public offering
funds was 4.6:5.4 at the end of 2014 but
it has changed to 6:4 now.
By type of assets, alternative investment assets, such as real estate and special
assets, showed a rapid rise. The assets of
real estate funds increased from 30 trillion won (US$25.71 billion) in 2014 to
76 trillion won (US$65.12 billion) at the
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end of last year and the ratio also rose
from 7.9 percent to 13.7 percent. Special
asset funds also grew from 32 trillion
won (US$27.42 billion) to 71 trillion won
(US$60.84 billion) during the period and
the ratio went up from 8.5 percent to 12.9
percent. The combined amount of the two
types of assets reaches 26.6 percent. In
short, one fourth of the total funds is alternative investment assets.
investment also surged. Overseas
investment funds amounted to 149.50
trillion won (US$128.11 billion) at
the end of last year, up 86.80 trillion
won (US$74.38 billion), or 138.4 percent, from four years ago. In particular,
the ratio of equity-type overseas funds
decreased from 60 percent to 38 percent,
while that of alternative investments
increased from 25 percent to 45 percent.
In a nutshell, half of overseas investments is alternative investment.
By type of investors, the amount of
individual investments in private funds
skyrocketed. The figure more than
doubled from 10 trillion won (US$8.57
billion) in 2014 to 23 trillion won
(US$19.71 billion) at the end of last year.
On the other hand, individual investments
in public offering funds fell by 10 trillion

won (US$8.57 billion) from 94 trillion
won (US$80.55 billion) to 84 trillion won
(US$71.98 billion). The drop in public
offering funds flowed into private funds.
In addition, the amount of entrusted
assets to investment service companies
rose by 194 trillion won (US$166.24 billion) from 392 trillion won (US$335.90
billion) at the end of 2014 to 586 trillion
won (US$502.14 billion) at the end of
last year. However, financial companies
took up 64 percent, or 376 trillion won
(US$322.19 billion), of the investment
service market, followed by pension fund
associations with 21.6 percent, or 127
trillion won (US$108.83 billion), ordinary corporations with 10 percent, or 59
trillion won (US$50.56 billion) and individuals with 4.5 percent, or 26.30 trillion won (US$22.54 billion). The ratio is
similar with that in 2014.
Investment trusts increased by 327
trillion won (US$280.21 billion), or
59.9 percent, from 546 trillion won
(US$467.87 billion) at the end of 2014
to 873 trillion won (US$748.07 billion)
at the end of 2018. The trusts with banks
grew by 174 trillion won (US$149.10
billion), leading to the increase in the
total investment trusts. Trusts with
securities firms stood at 53 trillion won
(US$45.42 billion) and insurance companies 19 trillion won (US$16.28 billion).
Real estate trusts had a sharp growth
among property trusts. The real estate
trusts grew by 98 trillion won (US$83.98
billion) to 251 trillion won (US$215.08
billion), while the monetary claim trusts
rose by 80 trillion won (US$68.55 billion)
to 180 trillion won (US$154.24 billion).
The FSS said, “The size of the asset
management market has grown to 113
percent of the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP). However, risks are
mounting as a whole due to the recent
changes in the market structure and asset
portfolio.” As the rate of traditional asset
return, such as stock and bond, stays in
doldrums, the ratio of high risk assets,
including private fund and real estate,
has increased. The FSS said, “We will
check on potential risk factors that
adversely affect the fund soundness,
including real estate funds.”

More Investors Likely to Buy Overseas Stocks

S. Korean Investors Increasingly Purchase Overseas Stocks
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he number of South Korean
investors directly buying overseas stocks is rapidly increasing. Korean
investors have been purchasing nearly
2 trillion won (US$1.70 billion) worth
of foreign stocks every month from the
beginning of this year.
The total amount of direct and indirect investment in overseas stocks by
domestic investors stood at US$6.44
billion (7.59 trillion won) from January
to April this year, according to the data
from the Korea Securities Depository
(KSD). The figure reaches US$1.61 billion (1.90 trillion won) a month on average, hitting a record high.
The investors are buying mainly U.S.
stocks. The United States accounted for
67.4 percent of the total overseas stock
trading last month, followed by Hong
Kong with 16.1 percent, China with
7.9 percent, Japan with 6.1 percent and
Europe with 0.1 percent. The amount of
U.S. stock transactions came to US$2.07
billion (2.44 trillion won) last month, up

29.9 percent from US$1.59 billion (1.87
trillion won) a year earlier. The amount
of transactions include both purchases
and sales. However, the purchase amount
shows a steeper rise of 38.8 percent to
US$1.12 billion (1.32 trillion) from
US$860 million (1.01 trillion won) in
April 2018.
By company, four companies called
“MAGA” – Microsoft, Amazon, Google
and Apple – attract most attention from
South Korean investors. In addition,
NVIDIA, Tesla and Netflix ranked seventh to ninth in terms of investors’ interest, while Walt Disney, AMD and Alibaba took 11th to 13th place. For Disney
which owns Marvel Studios, investors
have become more interested in the firm
after it released “Avengers: Endgame” in
late April and the film became a big hit.
When it comes to the amount of stock
transactions, Disney moved up three
notches from ninth to sixth, excluding
ETF, as of April 24 when the Avengers
was released.

An increasing number of South Korean investors are
directly buying overseas stocks.

Experts say that an increasing number of South Korean investors is seeking
for alternatives overseas as they do not
feel drawn toward the local stock market. A CEO at an investment consultancy
said, “Many say that only a handful of
companies are expected to grow in the
future in South Korea. Since there are
more companies with high growth potential in the global market than the local
market, more and more investors are
highly likely to invest in overseas stocks
in the future.”

A High-risk, High-profit Investment

Individual Investors Rushing to Overseas Futures
By Yoon Young-sil

T

he Korea Financial Investment
Association announced on April
30 that South Korean investors’ annual
global futures trading volume soared
from 44.5 million transactions in 2015
to 193.04 million trades last year. The
annual volume increased by approximately 10 percent each year and then
jumped more than three-fold last year.
This has to do with the three global
stock index plunges that occurred last
year to add to volatility. Last year, the
global stock market was jolted in February, July and October due to factors such

as an interest rate hike by the Fed and the
Turkish foreign exchange crisis. Under
the circumstances, profit seekers using
leverage trading flocked into the market.
In October last year, individual investors’
global futures trading volume soared
54.5 percent from the previous month.
This is likely to continue this year
with issues such as the U.S.-China trade
war and Brexit still going on. In addition,
the South Korean stock market’s current sluggish movement is adding to the
charm of overseas futures.
Individual investors are increasing

South Korean investors’ annual global futures trading
volume has soared amid a sluggish domestic stock
market.

their investment in Hang Seng Futures
in particular. The Hang Seng Futures
trading volume rose from 27th to ninth
from March 2018 to March 2019. It is a
particularly high-volatility and high-risk
item and even a 1 percent change leads
to substantial profits. KOSPI and Hang
Seng Index rose 8 percent and 14 percent
this year, respectively.
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Unveiling New Technology in Foundry Forum

Samsung Electronics
to Apply Game-changing GAA Technology
to 3-nm Process
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics is one
year ahead of TSMC and two
to three years ahead of Intel
in gate-all-around (GAA) technology, a
next-generation non-memory semiconductor manufacturing technology that is
regarded as a game changer in the foundry industry, foundry consulting firm IBS
announced on May 15.
Samsung has been assessed to be
already ahead of TSMC, the world’s
largest foundry company, in the FinFET
process, which is currently the mainstream non-memory semiconductor manufacturing process.
This means Samsung is ahead of its
rivals in both current and next-generation
foundry technology.
Samsung announced in the Samsung
Foundry Forum 2019, which was held in
Santa Clara of the United States on May
14 (local time), that it would complete
GAA process development next year and
start volume production based on the
process in 2021.
The GAA process is expected to
change the landscape of the foundry
industry. Currently, competition in the
foundry industry is based on miniaturization of semiconductors. Yet there is a
limit in making semiconductors smaller.
Hence, the GAA technology changes
the structure of semiconductors to make
them more powerful. All chipmakers are
now bent on securing this technology.
"Since the start of the 10-nanometer
chip era, the FinFET process has been
the mainstream technology in the foundry industry. But the FinFET process has
its limit in miniaturizing semiconductors.
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Samsung Electronics unveiled GAA technology in the Samsung Foundry Forum 2019 held in Santa Clara of the
Unitend States on May 14 (local time).

GAA is intended to overcome this limits
of the FinFET process,” said an industry
insider. “GAA technology can become a
secret weapon of Samsung Electronics,
which aims to claim the first spot in the
non-memory sector in 2030.”
"Samsung has already overtaken
TSMC from the 7-nm product era and
completed the development of a 5-nm
FinFET process," another analyst said.
"As Samsung is ahead of the competition in GAA technology, it will be able
to take the lead in future competition,
although it is currently behind TSMC in
market share.”
Last year, Samsung Electronics
announced that it would apply GAA
technology to its 3-nm process. While
accelerating technology development,
the company is also active in publicizing
its new technology. Samsung Electronics is making good use of the Samsung

Foundry Forum 2019, which kicked off
at Santa Clara Marriott Hotel, to promote
its technological advancement. In this
forum, Samsung distributed a 3-nm GAA
process design kit to fabless customers
such as Qualcomm and Apple.
The process design kit is a data file
that helps fabless companies design chips
optimized to foundry companies’ manufacturing processes. This allows fabless
companies to easily design their products and realize a shorter time-to-market.
In particular, Samsung's GAA process
can reduce chip sizes and power consumption by 45 percent and 50 percent,
respectively, compared with a 7-nm FinFET process.
Meanwhile, Samsung's Foundry
Forum will also be held in China in June,
in Korea in July, in Japan in September,
and in Europe, the Middle East and Africa in October.
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Samsung Suffers Sharpest Drop in Sales

Samsung Loses Top Spot in Chip Sales
to Intel for 2 Consecutive Quarters
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics recorded the sharpest drop in sales
in the first quarter of this year among the major semiconductor companies in the world. As a result, Samsung Electronics ranked second after Intel in the United States in semiconductor sales for the second consecutive quarter.
Total global semiconductor sales hit US$73.55 billion in the
first quarter of this year, down 16 percent from US$87.82 billion in the same period of last year, said IC Insights, a global IT
market research company on May 17.
Samsung Electronics came in second with sales of
US$12.86 billion, down 34 percent from US$19.41 billion a
year ago and the largest drop among the top 15 companies.
The first ranked company was Intel which focuses on non-

Samsung Electronics ranked second after Intel in the United States in semiconductor sales for the second consecutive quarter.

memory semiconductors. Intel saw the smallest decline in sales
among the top 10 companies with US$15.8 billion in sales,
nearly the same as the US$15.83 billion last year.
Taiwan's TSMC, the third-largest chipmaker, posted US$7.1
billion in sales, down 16 percent from a year ago, while SK
Hynix’s sales fell 26 percent to US$6.02 billion. Micron of the
United States posted US$5.47 billion in sales, down 27 percent.

Samsung Focusing on Automotive Chip Market

Samsung Electronics Working
with FCA and Google for Connected
Car Platform
By Kim Eun-jin

F

iat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA), Google, and Harman
International Industries of Samsung Electronics are
planning to launch their connected car platform in the second
half of this year. The platform will be applied to every FCA car
by 2022.
The platform incorporates Harman Ignite, which is Harman’s automotive IoT technology for real-time information on
vehicle repair and maintenance, nearby gas and charging stations, traffic situations, and nearby restaurants.
The connected car platform supports 5G as well as 4G and
provides remote electronics control based on interworking with
SmartThings, Samsung Electronics’ IoT platform. Up-to-date
services based on over-the-air software update are available
with just the click of a button.
The connected car platform is compatible with Android
smartphones, too. FCA is going to keep improving the system
by means of network-based update, remote electric vehicle battery management, cooperation with car insurers and interworking with car sharing solutions.
Earlier this year, Samsung Electronics supplied Audi with
Exynos Auto V9, which is an automotive application processor
for next-generation infotainment. As such, the same application

Samsung Electronics vice president Park Jong-hwan, who is in charge of the company’s automotive electronics division, demonstrates its Digital Cockpit 2019 automotive infotainment system at Consumer Electronics Show 2019 held in Las Vegas early
this year.

processor is likely to be incorporated into FCA vehicles.
Samsung Electronics vice chairman Lee Jae-yong has maintained a very close relationship with FCA and, as such, the two
companies are expected to work even more closely with each
other in developing self-driving cars. The vice chairman had
been an outside director of Exor, the holding company of FCA,
until 2017.
Experts predict that Samsung Electronics will increasingly
focus on the automotive system-on-chip market, which is in
a formation stage. The World Semiconductor Trade Statistics
recently announced that the global automotive semiconductor sales totaled US$53.9 billion last year with a year-on-year
growth of 18.6 percent.
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Samsung Set to Unveil Sub-3 Nano Technology Roadmap

Samsung’s Big Push for Non-memory
Business Ruffles a Few Feathers in Taiwanese
Semiconductor Industry
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics’ aggressive move to become a leader
in the foundry business seems
to be ruffling a few feathers in the semiconductor industry in China and Taiwan.
Samsung Electronics is planning to
present an advanced micro-processing
roadmap in a foundry forum to be held
in the near future and further strengthen
its ties with fabless companies including
Qualcomm.
Yet Samsung’s plan appears to be
making Taiwanese semiconductor business leaders nervous, as Samsung is
threatening the dominance of Taiwan’s
TSMC in the global foundry business.
According to reports from Chinese
media outlets, Rick Tsai, CEO of MediaTek, a Taiwanese fabless company,
said that it would take more time for
Samsung Electronics to catch up with
TSMC.
MediaTek holds the second largest
share of the AP market in the United
States after Qualcomm. It has grown
rapidly by virtue of its connection with
TSMC, the world’s largest foundry company.
"Samsung Electronics has more
complex relationships with its customers (fabless companies) compared to
TSMC," Tsai was quoted as saying by
local media outlets on May 8.
He pointed out that although Samsung recently put forward a large-scale
investment plan and secured considerable competitiveness, its operation
model differs from that of foundry specialist TSMC. Tsai also noted that China
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has great potential to develop niche markets in the semiconductor industry.
The foundry market is dominated by
TSMC with a market share of about 50
percent. Yet Samsung Electronics has
narrowed its gap with TSMC by boosting its market share to 19.1 percent at
the end of the first quarter of this year
from 6.72 percent at the end of 2017.
Industry watchers say that Tsai’s
comments suggest that Taiwanese and
Chinese companies are nervous about
Samsung's aggressive expansion of the
non-memory business.
Chinese and Taiwanese companies are pulling out all the stops to win
in their competition with Samsung
Electronics. When Samsung Electron-

ics announced the development of
a 5-nanometer foundry process last
month, TSMC immediately responded
by announcing its plan to begin massproduction of 5-nm semiconductors in
the first quarter of 2020.
As Samsung Electronics also plans
to start mass-production of 5-nm chips
next year, competition between the two
companies will escalate in the future.
Samsung Electronics is scheduled to
present a sub-3 nm technology roadmap
at the Samsung Foundry Forum 2019
which will kick off at Silicon Valley in
the United States on May 14. Therefore,
its gap with TSMC will be further narrowed, semiconductor industry watchers
say.

Samsung Electronics’ aggressive move in the foundry business seems to be making Taiwanese semiconductor firms nervous.

Competition Expected to Intensify

Semiconductor Wafer Producers Expand
Production Despite Weaker Demand
By Kim Eun-jin

C

ompetition in the global
semiconductor wafer market is expected to intensify
as it is experiencing an excess supply
and a weaker demand at the same time.
Wafer supply is expected to increase in
the long term as a result of manufacturers’ continued expansion of production
facilities. Yet the recent downturn of the
upstream industry will lead to a decrease
in demand in the short term.
Industry watchers say that the semiconductor market has been slowing but
the supply of wafers is forecast to gradually expand as Chinese companies are
expanding their production capacity.
Global research firm IC Insights says
nine new 300-mm wafer fabs will go into
operation this year. Six more 300-mm
wafer manufacturing plants are expected
to start operation next year as well. The
number of 300-mm wafer production
plants is forecast to increase to 130 in
2021 and 138 in 2023 from 112 last year.
The global semiconductor industry
focused on 150-mm and 200-mm wafers
in the past. However, 300-mm wafers
have taken up most of the market as an
increasing number of companies built
300-mm wafer production facilities. The
expansion of 300-mm wafer manufacturing plants means an increase in wafer
supply.
SK Siltron Co., a South Korean
wafer manufacturer, is aggressively
investing to expand supply and strengthen competitiveness. The company has
been expanding its production capabilities after it was acquired by SK Group
in 2017. It is also planning to invest 900
billion won (US$757.26 million) over
the next two years.
SK Siltron plans to execute a total

Competition in the global semiconductor wafer market is expected to intensify as wafer producers are expanding production facilities.

of 595 billion won (US$500.63 million)
of investments this year. It will invest
440 billion won (US$370.21 million) to
expand its wafer production capabilities
at the Gumi plant in North Gyeongsang
Province and reinforce R&D. It is also
investing 155 billion won (US$130.42
million) to strengthen its manufacturing prowess. The company is investing
aggressively to chase Japan’s Shin-Etsu
and Sumco, which are the industry leaders.
Industry watchers say that production
expansion can be a burden on the market
as a whole. “Semiconductor manufacturers decreased the volume of orders.
Demand has slowed compared to a year
earlier but there has not been much
change in supply,” an analyst said.
As the volume of orders from semiconductor producers declined, the global

wafer shipments slightly dropped in the
first quarter. The global wafer shipments
recorded at 3.05 billion square inches in
the first quarter of this year, down 5.6
percent from 3.23 billion square inches
in the fourth quarter of last year, according to a recent report released by Semiconductor Equipment and Materials
International (SEMI).
Wafer manufacturers are expected to
face intensifying competition as orders
from semiconductor producers are falling. Recently, M&As are taking place in
the wafer industry due to keen competition. ON Semiconductor signed an agreement last month to buy GlobalFoundries'
300-mm fab located in New York.
The prevailing forecast is that wafer
production will continue to grow as the
semiconductor industry’s growth will
continue in the medium and long term.
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Montreal AI Lab to Focus on Fundamental AI Technologies

Samsung Electronics to Develop AI Applicable to
System Semiconductors
By Michael Herh

Simon Lacoste-Julien, director of the Montreal AI Lab of the Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology delivers
a welcoming speech in a ceremony marking the lab’s relocation to a bigger building on May 1.

S

amsung Electronics will rev up
research activities on key technologies of artificial intelligence (AI)
that can be applied to next-generation
system semiconductors.
Samsung Electronics announced on
May 2 that it moved its Montreal AI Lab
of the Samsung Advanced Institute of

Technology to the Mila Institute building in Montreal, Canada on May 1 (local
time). The move is aimed at strengthening research in fundamental technologies
of the future artificial intelligence field.
The Mila Institute is a worldclass deep-learning research lab where
researchers from the University of Mon-

A Highly Integrated NAND Flash Chip

SK Hynix Develops 1 Terabit Quadruple Level Cell Chip
By Kim Eun-jin

S

K Hynix has developed a oneterabit (Tb) quadruple level cell
(QLC) chip based on 96-layer 4D NAND
technology. The high-integration product with a larger data storage capacity
signals the initiation of SK Hynix’s fullscale NAND memory business.
SK Hynix announced on May 9 that
it supplied samples of the new product to
solid state drive (SSD) controller manufacturers. The product can be defined as
a combination between existing 96-layer
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charge trap flash (CTF) 4D NAND and
the company’s QLC design technique.
QLC is to store four-bit data in a
NAND cell, the minimum unit of data
storage. NAND flashes are divided into
SLC for one-bit storage per cell, MLC
for two-bit storage per cell, TLC for
three-bit storage per cell and QLC for
four-bit storage per cell. In other words,
QLC’s data storage capacity is four times
that of SLC of the same area.
QLC allows a higher degree of inte-

treal, McGill University and global companies work together under the guidance
of professor Yoshua Benjio, one of the
world's three greatest scholars in the
deep learning field. Samsung Electronics became the first Korean company to
move into the Mila Institute building.
Samsung Electronics brought in
Simon Lacoste-Julien, a professor of the
University of Montreal and a member of
the Mila Institute and appointed him as
head of the Montreal AI Lab.
Samsung Electronics plans to concentrate on researching innovative technologies such as new deep learning algorithms
and on-device AI based on unsupervised
learning and generative adversarial networks (GANs) at the Montreal AI Lab. In
addition, the company will use the Montreal AI Lab as a training center for leading
artificial intelligence researchers.
"The Samsung Advanced Institute
of Technology will concentrate on artificial intelligence research applied to
system semiconductors," said Hwang
Sung-woo, deputy director of the Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology. “Through the Montreal AI Lab, we
will reinforce fundamental innovation
research on artificial intelligence theories
and next generation deep learning algorithms among others that will shape our
future in the next ten years."

gration at the same area and, as such,
high-capacity products can be realized
in a cost-saving manner. However, it is
hard to make because it requires a very
high level of cell integration in a chip
as small as a nail. One Tb QLC requires
274.8 billion integrated cells. SK Hynix
succeeded in stacking the chips in 96 layers this time.
In addition, SK Hynix applied a fourplane structure by utilizing the merit of
4D NAND, that is, a small plane. The
plane is an assembly of cells independently operating within a single cell and
their peripheral circuits. The new product
of SK Hynix simultaneously processes
64 KB data with four planes whereas
existing products simultaneously process

32 KB data with two planes.
Silicon Motion CEO Wallace Kou
said that the engineering sample of SK
Hynix sufficiently satisfies the reliability
and performance required for SSDs for
general consumers. Silicon Motion is a
Taiwanese company developing and selling SSD controllers and NAND storage
devices.
SK Hynix is planning to develop
QLC software algorithms and controllers based on the new product in order
to come up with solution products soon.
Market research firm IDC recently
reported that the ratio of QLC in the
global NAND flash market is expected
to rise from 3 percent to 22 percent from
this year to 2023.

SK Hynix's 96-layer 4D NAND-based 1 Tb QLC product

Determined to Nurture Sensor Business

Samsung Electronics Unveils Industry's Best
Image Sensor
By Kim Eun-jin

Samsung's 64 Mp ISOCELL Bright GW1 (left) and 48 Mp ISOCELL Bright GM2

S

amsung Electronics has unveiled
the industry's highest-resolution image sensor for smartphones. The
company introduced on May 9 two new
0.8-micrometer (μm) pixel image sensors
– the 64-megapixel (Mp) Samsung ISOCELL Bright GW1 and 48 Mp ISOCELL
Bright GM2.
The two new products expand Samsung’s 0.8 μm image sensor lineup, the
smallest pixel size currently available in
the market, from existing 20 Mp to ultrahigh 64 Mp resolutions.

“Over the past few years, mobile
phone cameras have become the main
instrument for recording and sharing our
everyday moments,” said Park Yong-in,
executive vice president for samsung’s
sensor business. “Samsung ISOCELL
Bright GW1 and GM2 will bring a new
level of photography to today’s sleekest
mobile devices that change the way we
record our daily lives.”
The launch of the new image sensors
followed the company’s announcement
last month of an ambitious 133 trillion

won investment plan for non-memory
semiconductors. The sensor chip business is considered one of the key markets
for system semiconductors.
"Although we presented our goal of
becoming the No. 1 player in the system
semiconductor sector in 2030, we don't
want to wait that long in the sensor market," Park said.
Park said Samsung’s sensor business
has barely started but its sales can grow
to the level of memory semiconductors
in the future. Noting that Samsung Electronics' sales in its memory semiconductor business grew 4.5 times from $1.9
billion in 1992 to $8.6 billion in 2002,
Park said he expects the company’s
image sensor sales, which currently stand
at $2.46 billion, to grow at a similar pace.
"We are already making money with
visual and auditory sensors. Yet it is technically difficult to develop tactile and
olfactory sensors. We are currently working on them,” Park said. "The market for
sensors is in its initial stage but it will
grow fast” he added.
Samsung Electronics is planning to
mass-produce the two latest products in
the second half of this year. Currently,
the global image sensor market is dominated by Japan’s Sony, which has a 50.1
percent share. Samsung is following
Sony with a 20.5 percent market share.
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Chip Producers Preparing for Rebound in Demand

Semiconductor Equipment Shipments
on the Increase
By Kim Eun-jin

Semiconductor equipment shipments have begun to increase, suggesting that the slumping semiconductor market would enter an upward trend.

S

emiconductor Equipment
and Materials International
(SEMI) recently announced
that the value of semiconductor equipment shipments in North America totaled
US$1,910.80 million in April this year,
up 4.7 percent from the previous month.
The value showed a month-on-month
increase for the first time since December last year, when it rose 8.3 percent.
Still, the April value is 29 percent less
than that of April 2018.
“It is still early to say that the global
semiconductor industry is likely to enter
an upward trend soon, yet the recent
improvement does reflect investments
for new technological road maps,” SEMI
explained. “New semiconductor produc-
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tion line operation requires a couple of
years of preparation, including equipment ordering and setting that takes
about a year,” said an industry expert,
adding, “An increase in equipment shipments means that semiconductor manufacturers are preparing for an increase in
demand.”
The optimism is supported by market
research firm IC Insights’ recent report.
“In the 60-year history of the global
semiconductor industry, semiconductor market sales have never fallen for
more than three quarters in a row since
the mid-1970s,” said the report, adding,
“The downtrend that started in Q4, 2018
is expected to end in Q2 this year.” The
market research firm also said that the

ongoing trade war between the United
States and China is a factor of unpredictability in semiconductor market growth
scenarios, the most dramatic turnaround
in history is not unlikely in Q3 this year,
and yet this year’s market growth is estimated at negative 13 percent in view of
the 18 percent shrinkage in Q1, 2019.
In South Korea, Samsung Electronics and SK Hynix are expected to
rebound in Q3. Specifically, the operating profit of Samsung Electronics is
predicted to rise from slightly over six
trillion won to approximately eight trillion won from Q2 to Q3 and that of SK
Hynix is estimated to increase from 900
billion won to 1.3 trillion won during
the same period.

Making Home Appliances
Smarter

LG Electronics
Develops Its
Own AI Chip
for Home
Appliances
By Michael Herh

LG Electronics Inc. has developed its own artificial intelligence (AI) chip applicable to various household appliances.

L

G Electronics Inc. has developed its own artificial intelligence (AI) chip applicable
to various household appliances. The
company is looking to expand its business portfolio to include electronic components for autonomous cars.
LG Electronics said its AI chip can be
used for various products, such as robot
vacuum cleaners, washing machines,
refrigerators and air conditioners. The
tech giant said its AI chip is equipped
with the LG Neural Engine, which is
an AI processor that imitates the human
brain neural network and features significant improvement in the processing performance of deep learning algorithms.
A company official said, “The fact
that we can use our own AI chip means
that we are now able to strengthen our
product competitiveness and go a step
ahead in the AI competition.”
The chip features “image intelli-

gence” that can recognize space, location,
objects and users; “voice intelligence”
that can recognize the characteristics of a
user’s voice or noise; and “product intelligence” that strengthens a product’s original functions by detecting physical and
chemical changes. It deep learning ability
processes video and audio data to provide
tailored AI services for customers.
In particular, the chip is capable of
performing on-device functions with
which it can learn and infer on its own
even when there is no network connection and protecting personal information.
Unlike other AI chips placed in external
cloud or servers for deep learning, the
new chip can be installed inside products
for an increase in speed and efficiency,
LG Electronics said.
In addition, it has a strong security
engine to protect personal information
and to fend off cyberattacks. The chip
physically protects the security by per-

forming a task which does not need the
security in a general area inside and a
task which needs the security in a separate security area realized as hardware.
Other features include the ability to
correct the distortion of wide-angle lenses and to obtain bright and clear images
even in dark places and to tridimensionally recognize space and create a map.
A foreign foundry company will be
commissioned to produce the AI chip and
LG Electronics will roll out robot vacuum cleaners, washing machines, refrigerators and air conditioners embedded with
the chip in the near future.
The company said it will continue
cooperation with other companies, universities and research institutes to bring
more AI solutions to the market. LG
Electronics is expected to expand its business areas in a number of different ways,
including semiconductor ship for driverless cars and smart buildings.
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Looking to Expand Business with Global Automakers

Samsung Electro-Mechanics Develops
Ultra-Slim Optical 5x Zoom Camera Module
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electro-Mechanics has
developed an ultra-slim optical
5x zoom camera module. The company
announced on May 20 that it will massproduce the new camera module, which
establishes 5x zoom at a lower height
than the conventional optical 2x zoom,
from this month.
Optical zoom allows a user to zoom
in on a distant object and take a picture by moving the lenses in the camera module. The larger the distance
between the image sensor and the lenses,
the higher the magnification of optical
zoom. However, the optical 5x zoom
requires a 2.5x longer focal length than
the optical 2x zoom. In order to establish
high magnification optical zoom, the
height of the camera module has to be
increased, causing protrusion of the rear

camera.
Samsung Electro-Mechanics has
established high-magnification optical
zoom without increasing the height by
using the periscope structure instead
of the conventional method of stacking sensors and lenses vertically. By
refracting the incoming light at right
angles and placing sensors and lenses in
the horizontal orientation, the developers lowered the height of the 2x optical
zoom camera module, while securing
2.5x longer focal length. In addition, the
developers changed the shape of lens,
which is usually circular, in the camera
module to further reduce the height.
As a result, the company succeeded
in developing a 5 mm 5x optical zoom
camera module, which is superior to
typical mid-6 mm 2x optical zoom.

An ultra-slim optical 5x zoom camera module from
Samsung Electronics

"This product can solve the problem
of camera protrusion, which is a big disadvantage of the high-resolution, highmagnification optical zoom smartphone
camera," said Cho Jung-kyun, head of
Samsung Electro-Mechanics camera
module team.
Since 2003, Samsung ElectroMechanics has entered the camera module market by developing the world's
first optical image stabilizer (OIS) dual
camera module and variable aperture
camera module after. Based on the technology accumulated in the mobile devices, the company plans to expand business with global automakers with differentiated camera modules for vehicles.

A Business with High Growth Potential

Samsung Electro-Mechanics Focusing on MLCCs for Vehicles
By Kim Eun-jin

Samsung Electro-Mechanics is focusing on multilayer ceramic capacitors (MLCCs) for vehicles as
they have high growth potential.

S

amsung Electro-Mechanics is
focusing on multi-layer ceramic
capacitors (MLCCs) for vehicles to fill
the vacuum to be left by the planned
transfer of its highly lucrative panel level
package (PLP) business to Samsung
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Electronics.
PLP is an advanced chip packaging
solution that packages a large number of
chips at one time in a large panel state.
Samsung Electro-Mechanics is
planning to hold a briefing session on
MLCCs for analysts from securities
firms at its MLCC plant in the Noksan
Industrial Complex in Busan on June
12. The Busan plant is equipped with a
dedicated production line for MLCCs for
vehicles. Samsung Electro-Mechanics
plans to introduce the growth potential of
the MLCCs for automobiles to the stock
analysts.
Samsung Electro-Mechanics has
been stepping up its efforts to publi-

cize its automobile MLCCs as they will
replace its PLP business, which will be
transferred to Samsung Electronics this
June. MLCCs are the cash cow for Samsung Electro-Mechanics. Last year, they
boosted the company’s operating profit
to 1 trillion won.
Currently, most of the company’s
MLCCs are for information technology (IT) devices. Sales of MLCCs for
IT represented about 80 percent of the
company’s total MLCC sales. Although
MLCCs for automobiles account for less
than 10 percent of the total sales now,
they have huge growth potential. In particular, electric cars need MLCCs about
five times more than current oil-powered

vehicles. Samsung Electro-Mechanics
is also eyeing the market for automobile
MLCCs. "We will shift the focus of our
MLCC business from MLCCs for IT to
MLCCs for automobiles and other industrial sectors this year, and raise sales of
MLCCs for the non-IT sector to one third
of our total MLCC sales," the company
said in an earnings conference call in
January. .
New investment in production lines
for MLCCs for vehicles is also expanding. Samsung Electronics's component
solution business which operates the
MLCC business, has invested 911.2
billion won in production facilities,
more than twice the investment made
last year. Most of the funds were used
to build a new vehicle MLCC plant in
Tianjin, China and expand the Busan
plant.
In addition, some experts speculate
that Samsung Electro-Mechanics may
seek to acquire promising companies in
the near future. This is because the company secured 785 billion won from the
sale of its PLP business unit to Samsung
Electronics. "I understand that Samsung
Electro-Mechanics is considering making M&A deals internally," an industry
analyst said.

YouTube Usage Time Jumps 50% on Year

YouTube Ranks First in Application Usage
in All Ages
By Kim Eun-jin

Korean Android smartphone users spent a total of
38.8 billion minutes on YouTube in April, a 50 percent
increase from a year ago.

K

orean Android smartphone users
used the YouTube application
for a total of 38.8 billion minutes in April,
a 50 percent increase from a year ago,
according to a report from Wise App, an
application analysis service provider.
Korean smartphone users spent the
most time on YouTube out of all smartphone applications. The overall application
usage time has dramatically increased with
the increase in YouTube usage time.
The average YouTube usage time

was the longest for teenager smartphone
users with 1,895 minutes per person (31
hours 35 minutes per month), followed
by people in their twenties with 1,652
minutes per person (27 hours and 32
minutes per month), and people over fifties with 1,045 minutes per month (17
hours and 25 minutes per month). The
total usage time of people over fifties
was the highest among all age groups,
showing 10.1 billion minutes.
In addition, people in their thirties (988
minutes) and forties (781 minutes) used
YouTube the most on their smartphones.
Next to YouTube, KakaoTalk (22.5
billion minutes), Naver (15.3 billion minutes) and Facebook (4.2 billion minutes)
were the most popular applications used
by Korean Android users.
The survey was conducted by Wise
App on 33,000 Android smartphone
users across the country over the past
month, and Internet browser applications
and game applications were excluded.

For Failure to Comply with Facebook Policy

Facebook Files Lawsuit Against Analytic Firm
Rankwave for Data Misuse
By Kim Eun-jin

F

acebook, the world's largest
social media company, filed
a lawsuit against CJ ENM subsidiary
Rankwave with a U.S. court, saying that
Rankwave has abused Facebook data for
marketing and advertising.
Rankwave is an analytics company
that provides social network services
(SNS) data solutions. It analyzes SNS
data to figure out the interests and tendencies of users and recommends accurate target products and provide market-

ing services to advertisers.
Facebook made an announcement
on May 10 (local time) saying that
"Facebook has analyzed data practices
of Rankwave in terms of advertising
and marketing services and Rankwave
did not cooperate in our investigation
on compliance with Facebook's policies."
According to the accusation, Facebook estimates that Korean company
Rankwave uses the Facebook platform to

Facebook has filed a lawsuit against CJ ENM subsidiary Rankwave with a U.S. court for abusing its data.

operate more than 30 applications. Facebook claims that Rankwave's misconduct
has harmed Facebook's reputation, trust
and goodwill.
Meanwhile, Rankwave, headquartered in Samseong-dong, Seoul,
was acquired by CJ E&M in 2017 and
became a CJ subsidiary.
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Focusing on Technologies That Maximize Handset Performance

Smartphone Makers Enter Patent Competition
for Next Generation Displays
By Michael Herh

S

martphone makers have entered a
technological competition to take
the lead in the next generation smartphone market that will follow the firstgeneration foldable phone market.
Major smartphone producers including Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, and Sony have entered a patent competition to develop display technologies
that maximize the performance of handsets. Most companies started applying
patents for new technologies two or three
years ago and have received approvals
within the last six months.
Samsung Electronics received a patent approval from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) on April 25
for a product that covers the front and
back side screen with a single display.
The patented display covers the smartphone screen from the front to the top
edge and to the back. In other words, the
display covers both sides of a phone and
the top edge.

This display allows the other party
on the opposite side to see the screen the
user sees. The display extended to the top
edge can show text messages and call history, which means that a user can check
them without taking out the phone if it is
put upright in a pocket inside the bag.
Meanwhile, LG Electronics considers applying the transparent display
technology to smart phones. On April
10, it received a patent approval from the
USPTO three years after filing an application under the patent name “mobile
terminal.”
This display becomes transparent
when folded or opened, and only about
a quarter of the transparent screen is
obscured, which is where the battery and
major parts are. This product is in a normal smartphone size, but it becomes a
tablet when unfolded. Transparent displays are highly useful in many ways. A
user can see their own fingers that hold
the product and operate the phone from

A transparent display

the back by touching the screen. The
touch sensor on the rear display turns on
when the transparency increases by more
than 20 percent. The user can operate the
terminal while looking at his or her own
hand on the back side of the product.
This product is equipped with cameras
on both front and back, where it also has
a 3D laser sensor.
Sony received a patent approval from
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) under the name "display
device and electronics" last year. This
product has displays on both sides and
can operate six different screen modes. It
can also make the screen partially transparent and can be applied to foldable
phones and rollable phones.
Chinese smartphone maker Oppo has
patented an extra projecting screen on the
smartphone. It projects from the phone to
display additional information.

Uniloc Targets Some 70 Galaxy Models

Patent Infringement Suit Filed Against Samsung
Electronics' Galaxy Fold, Galaxy S10 5G
By Kim Eun-jin

U

niloc, a patent troll, has filed
a patent infringement lawsuit
against Samsung Electronics’ latest Galaxy models, including the Galaxy Fold
and Galaxy S10 5G.
Uniloc is a representative non-practicing entity (NPE) that has strengths in patents on computer electronics and mobile
communication devices. It filed a total of
52 lawsuits against Samsung Electronics
and LG Electronics last year alone.
The patent troll filed a suit against
Samsung’s latest products with the Texas
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District Court on April 16, according to
sources in the smartphone industry on
April 29.
Uniloc’s patent claims are related to
two functions: exchanging pictures and
videos using Android Beam, and wireless
network telecommunications. Android
Beam is a feature that allows users
to share content between two Android
smartphones by putting them close
together using near field communication
(NFC), a technology that allows devices
in a close range to exchange data.

Patent troll Uniloc has filed a patent infringement lawsuit against Samsung Electronics’ latest Galaxy models, including the Galaxy Fold and Galaxy S10 5G.

"When a user sends photos using
NFC, once device authentication information is exchanged, it is possible to
send and receive data via Bluetooth without any subsequent authentication process, even if the devices are put beyond
the NFC range," Uniloc said.
Devices in Uniloc's cross hairs are
approximately 70 recently released Gal-

axy models including the Galaxy S10 5G, the Galaxy S10, the Galaxy
S9, the Galaxy S8 and the Galaxy S7 and the Galaxy Fold that has not
gone on sale yet. "Our target list includes all of the devices that have
the Android Beam function to exchange data such as photos and video,"
UniLock said.
The Galaxy Fold was originally scheduled to be released in the United States on April 26, but the launch was postponed due to problems such
as the display blackout.
Industry experts say that Samsung Electronics is increasingly becoming a target of patent trolls as the Korean smartphone giant has been
expanding its influence in the global smartphone market not as a fast follower but as the first mover.

A Move to Promote 8K TVs

Samsung Electronics Lowers
Price of 98-Inch QLED 8K TV
by 30%
By Kim Eun-jin

Demonstrating 8K TV Technology in Europe

Samsung Electronics Successfully
Demonstrates 8K TV Satellite
Broadcasting in Europe
By Kim Eun-jin

S

amsung Electronics
has succeeded in satellite broadcasting of ultra-highdefinition 8K TV for the first
time in Europe.
Samsung Electronics
announced on May 16 that it
demonstrated satellite transmission of a 8K video to an 8K
TV in Luxembourg with EuroSamsung Electronics models introduce the 2019
pean satellite broadcasting
edition of the company’s QLED 8K TV lineup at the
Samsung Forum Europe 2019 held in Portugal in
company SES Astra on May
February.
15 (local time). In the demonstration, which was held for
the first time in Europe, an ultra-high-definition 8K video was transmitted to a Samsung QLED 8K TV via SES Astra's satellite network.
In particular, Samsung Electronics offered the demonstration without using additional equipment for 8K TV broadcasting. The company
explained that the demonstration was meaningful because it used existing
satellite broadcasting transmission equipment, a dish antenna, and a basic
receiver (tuner) built in the QLED 8K TV.
Receivers in Samsung QLED TVs basically support the DVB-S2
transmission standard widely used for HD and 4K UHD TV satellite
broadcasting in Europe and Korea. Samsung Electronics believes that if
this method is officially adopted in the future, it will significantly slash
the cost of building 8K broadcasting infrastructure.
In addition, the 8K content used in this demonstration was powered
by HDR technology that naturally expands the range of brightness, making bright areas brighter and dark areas darker. The 8K content shows 50
frames per second, smoothly expressing pictures.

Samsung Electronics models introduce the 2019 edition of the company’s QLED 8K TV lineup at the Samsung Forum Europe 2019 held
in Portugal in February.

S

amsung Electronics has lowered the price of
a recently launched new 98-inch quantum
dot QLED 8K TV model by nearly 30 percent to promote 8K TVs.
Samsung Electronics lowered the price of the
98-inch QLED 8K TV launched in the United States
last month to the US$70,000 level. The price is about
US$30,000 off from the originally announced price
of US$100,000. The model is expected to go on sale
in Korea with a similar price at the end of this month.
Samsung Electronics significantly cut the price of
the TV model only one month after its launch order
to rev up the 8K TV market. The price of an 85-inch
8K QLED TV which Samsung Electronics put on the
market last year, is 25.9 million won. The initially
announced price of the new 98-inch QLED 8K TV
model was about four times as much as the 85-inch
8K QLED TV model, a level that consumers may
feel too expensive. Taking this into consideration,
Samsung Electronics significantly lowered the price.
In addition, Sony, a rival of Samsung Electronics,
set the price of an 8K LCD TV to be released next
month at US$70,000. Experts say that Sony’s decision may have compelled Samsung Electronics to
cut the price. Although Sony's influence in the global
TV market has shrunk significantly compared to the
past, it still has competitiveness in premium markets
such as North America and Europe. Samsung Electronics could not disregard the pricing policy of the
influential competitor as it was stepping up its efforts
to penetrate the premium market through 8K TVs.
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Opening Way for Korean Nuclear Plant Exports to U.S.

United States Certifies Korean Nuclear Reactor
By Jung Suk-yee

T

he U.S. nuclear regulatory
institution has finally certified
Korea’s nuclear reactor, Advanced Power
Reactor 1400 (APR1400), paving the
way for exports of Korean nuclear power
plants to the United States and other
overseas markets.
Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power
(KHNP) said on May 1 that the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
announced in its website on April 30
that it “will issue a direct final rule certifying Korea Electric Power Corporation and Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power’s Advanced Power Reactor 1400. The
certification, valid for 15 years, will
state that the NRC finds the design fully
acceptable for U.S. use. Absent adverse
comments, the rule will become effective 120 days following publication in
the Federal Register.”
KHNP applied for the certification

of the APR1400 standard design on Dec.
23, 2014. The NRC commenced a review
in March 2015. KHNP received the standard design approval from the NRC in
September of last year.
The NRC said “the APR1400 features
enhanced systems to safely shut down the
reactor or mitigate the effects of an accident.” It added, “Full certification allows a
utility to reference the design when applying for a Combined License to build and
operate a nuclear power plant.”
A standard design is a design for the
entire nuclear power plant, except for
some areas where the characteristics of
the construction site should be reflected,
for the purpose of repeated construction
of the same nuclear power plant. Design
certification, which is valid for 15 years,
is carried out by the NRC examining
the standard design at the request of
the applicant, and it is legislated in the

The U.S. nuclear regulatory institution has finally
certified Korea’s Advanced Power Reactor 1400
(APR1400) nuclear reactor.

Annex to the Federal Regulations once
safety is proven. When a power operator
in the United States wishes to obtain a
license for the construction and operation
of a design certified nuclear power plant,
the portion to which the standard design
is applied is exempted from examination.
The APR1400 is a pressurized water
reactor with a capacity of 1400 megawatts and a design life of 60 years. In
Korea, it is applied to eight units, including Shin-Kori 3 to 6 and Shin-Hanul 1
to 4. In particular, the APR1400 has
been selected as the first export model
of Korean nuclear power plant and four
nuclear power plants are under construction in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
based on it.

Investigation of Fires Taking Too Much Time

Energy Storage System Suppliers on Edge of Precipice
By Jung Min-hee

T

he growth of the South Korean
energy storage system (ESS)
industry is slowing down in the wake
of the 20 or so mysterious fire accidents
that occurred within the past two years.
The profits of major ESS manufacturers
dropped in the first quarter of this year
and a number of small firms are on the
verge of going under. Out of the 1,490
related facilities in South Korea, 522
stopped their operation until April 30 at
the request of the government.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry
and Energy announced on May 2 that it
would come up with its final investigation result early next month after completing its investigation without delay
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and the result would come with how to
enhance the safety of the systems and
how to help grow the industry.
The South Korean ESS industry has
shown an unprecedentedly rapid growth.
The government applied a 500 percent
renewable energy certificate (REC)
weighted value to such systems based
on solar power in 2017, and then a large
number of workplaces began to adopt
those systems. South Korean companies
accounted for approximately 80 percent
of the global ESS market last year. In the
first half of 2018, the total ESS installation capacity in South Korea reached
1.8 GWh with a year-on-year growth of
more than 2,000 percent. According to

The government's prolonged investigation into recent
fires are slowing down the growth of the ESS industry.

the United States Department of Energy,
the United States and South Korea came
in first and third in the world at the end of
2016 with 452.6 MWh and 142.4 MWh
in ESS installation capacity, respectively.
Some experts pointed out that the
South Korean government’s investigation
is taking too much time. “Energy storage
systems are characterized by burning up
in fires and our ongoing investigation is
covering multiple systems manufactured
by multiple companies,” the government
said in response.

Industry

Red Flag Raised for Korean Automakers

Korea’s Automobile Exports Fall 6%
in April on Year
By Jung Min-hee

A

red flag has been raised for
Korea's auto exports. The
five automakers in Korea -Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors, GM Korea,
SsangYong Motor and Renault Samsung
Motors -- suffered a setback in auto
exports in April.
Hyundai, SsangYong and GM Korea
recorded a double-digit growth in domestic sales on the strength of new car
launches and sales promotions, but that
was not enough to offset their sluggish
exports.
The five automakers sold a total of
661,191 units in April, down 6.11 percent from the same month last year,
according to their sales reports released
on May 2.
Their poor performance was blamed
on sluggish sales in overseas markets. In
April, Hyundai and Kia’s overseas sales
fell 9.3 percent and 2.5 percent year on
year to 297,512 units and 185,773 units,
respectively. SsangYong Motor (-28.5
percent), GM Korea (-1.2 percent) and
Renault Samsung (-53.4 percent) suffered a drop in overseas sales as well.
Hyundai, SsangYong and GM Korea
continued to enjoy their double-digit
growth in the domestic market with promotions for new models and interestfree installment programs, but sluggish
exports weighed them down. Hyundai
expanded its domestic sales 12 percent
to 71,413 units thanks to the strong sales
performance of the large SUV Palisade.
SsangYong posted a 26.5 percent
increase in sales by attaining monthly
sales of 10,000 units for the second consecutive month thanks to the popularity
of new models such as the Korando and
the Rexton Sports.
GM Korea recorded a 19.6 percent
increase in sales based on an interest-free

installment program without down payment, which was introduced at the end
of April. GM Korea's domestic sales
have been growing for two consecutive
months since March.
The automakers have a gloomier
future for car exports. U.S. President
Trump will announce in the middle of
May whether the U.S. government will
apply Clause 232 of the Trade Expansion Act to automobile imports. The
clause can levy a tariff of up to 25 percent on imported cars. Currently, Korean-made automobiles exported to the
United States account for more than 30
percent of Korea’s total annual exports
to the United States. When the hefty tariff becomes a reality, Korean cars will
lose price competitiveness in the U.S.
market.
Even in the height of growing external uncertainties, an unfavorable mood
has been facing the automobile industry
this year. The labor and management of

Renault Samsung have failed to conclude
wage and collective agreements for 11
months since last year. Apart from strikes
that the labor unions have gone, the situation has deteriorated to a point where
the management shut down the factory.
The labor union of Hyundai Motor is
also showing a sign of walking out this
summer. There are a number of issues
that cannot be easily addressed between
the labor and management of Hyundai
Motor such as ordinary wages and the
creation of new-type automotive jobs in
the Gwangju area. The labor and management of GM Korea has failed to agree
on the issue of a new corporation’s succession of a collective bargain agreement. The two sides are head to head
against each other over whether or not
they will keep the collective bargain
agreement unchanged. The GM Korea
Labor Union has already secured the
right to go on a strike so can walk out
legally at any time.

The five automakers in Korea -- Hyundai Motor, Kia Motors, GM Korea, SsangYong Motor and Renault Samsung
Motors -- suffered a setback in auto exports in April.
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Gap with Mexico Widens

South Korea's Automobile Production
Drops 0.6% in Q1
By Michael Herh

Korea’s automobile production fell 0.6 percent on year in the first quarter.

K

orea’s automobile production stood at 957,402 units
in the first quarter of this
year, down 0.6 percent from 962,803
units in the same period of last year, said
the Korea Automobile Manufacturers'
Association (KAMA) on May 19.
Korean carmakers’ domestic sales
and exports edged up 0.6 percent and 1.4
percent, respectively, in the first quarter
of this year. However, automobile production shrank due to production disruptions and inventory adjustments at some
automakers. The labor union of Renault
Samsung Motors went on 62 partial
strikes for about 10 months during the
wage and collective bargaining process
in 2018.
As a consequence, Korea continued
to stay at seventh place among the glob-
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al auto producing countries in the first
quarter of this year as in 2018 but its
production gap with Mexico, the sixthplace car producer, widened. The production gap between Korea and Mexico
was 44,800 units in the first quarter of
last year but it grew to 72,200 units this
year.
Korea had ranked fifth in the world
until the end of 2015, but was overtaken
by India in 2016 and by Mexico in 2018.
However, industry experts forecast
that domestic automobile production
will recover in the second quarter thanks
to the normalization of production
facilities and the effects of new models. The labor dispute at Renault Samsung Motors which has lasted since last
year is expected to be settled on May
21 at the earliest. The export volume is

also on the rise. The Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Energy said that Korea's
exports increased 3.0 percent while production rose 5.0 percent on year in April.
In the meantime, in the first quarter,
automobile production by the world’s
top 10 automobile powerhouses -China, the United States, Japan, Germany, India, Mexico, Korea, Brazil, Spain
and France -- saw their output fall by
4.6 percent year-on-year to 18,491,000
units.
While China and the United States
posted drops in car production volume,
Japan, Mexico and France recorded an
increase. Especially, Japan and Mexico
expanded their car production thanks to
an increase in their car export volume
despite decreases in domestic consumption.

Korean Automakers Heave a Sigh of Relief

U.S. to Exempt Korean Automobiles from
Any Future Tariffs: Bloomberg
By Jung Min-hee

T

he United States will exempt
South Korean automobiles
from any future tariffs because
South Korea renegotiated the U.S.-Korea
Free Trade Agreement (KORUS) last
year, Bloomberg reported on May 16.
Bloomberg said it has obtained a
draft executive order which is expected
to be signed by U.S. President Donald
Trump this week. According to the order,
automobiles from South Korea will be
exempted from punitive tariffes, along
with those from Canada and Mexico.
According to Bloomberg, Trump will
delay new auto tariffs for 180 days for
the EU and Japan, during which they are
expected to agree to a deal that would
“limit or restrict” imports of automobiles
and their parts into the U.S. It means that
Trump will push back the decision date
to Nov. 14.
Trump was facing a May 18 deadline
to make a decision on auto tariffs. Passenger cars are now subject to a 2.5 per-

Data Includes Parts Procurement Costs

South Korean
Automakers Provide
Confidential Data to
U.S. to Avoid Tariffs
By Jung Suk-yee

South Korean automakers submitted the data
related to their component value chains to the
United States government to avoid tariffs.

cent U.S. tariff but Trump has threatened
to raise that to 25 percent, arguing that
the EU and other countries have higher
barriers to U.S. auto exports.
Bloomberg News reported on May 15
(local time) that Trump will refrain from
imposing tariffs for up to six months as
trade negotiations with the EU and Japan
are underway.
The U.S Department of Commerce
submitted a report to the White House
in February this year on the threats that
imported autos and auto parts poses to
U.S. national security.
Previously, South Korea, Canada and
Mexico settled an automobile trade dispute through a trade agreement with the
United States. South Korea has finished
revising the KORUS and the amended
agreement went into effect earlier this
year. Mexico and Canada have signed
the new United States-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA), which replaces
the North American Free Trade Agree-

A

high-ranking government
source said on May 19 that the
United States Department of Commerce
told automakers in target countries to
submit data related to their component
value chains in initiating its investigation for application of Section 232 of
the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Every
South Korean automaker submitted the
data in order to avoid additional tariffs,
he said.
A South Korean automaker also
said that it submitted the data directly to
the U.S. government, not via the South
Korean government, on condition of nondisclosure and that the data includes the
names of auto parts suppliers working
with it and parts procurement costs.
Component value chain-related data
is classified as confidential data for

Korean automobiles will be exempted from any future
U.S. tariffs, Bloomberg reports based on a draft
executive order to be signed by U.S. President Donald
Trump this week.

ment (NAFTA), and they are pushing
ahead with the ratification of the new
agreement.
The Trump administration is pushing to increase tariffs on cars based on
Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act,
which is designed to immediately restrict
imports when foreign products pose
a threat to national trade security. The
United States has concluded in the executive order that imported automobiles and
automotive parts pose a threat to national
security as they harm the domestic industry and investment in new technology.
The United States imported
US$191.70 billion (228.12 trillion won)
worth of passenger cars and light trucks
last year, with more than US$90 billion
(107.10 trillion won) worth of imports
coming from Canada and Mexico.
companies in that it can expose their
business strategies. The same applies
to procurement costs. “We asked companies to submit that type of data with
regard to FTAs and industrial strategy
planning, yet the companies refused to
do so,” said the South Korean government, adding, “This is the first time that
South Korean companies provided the
data to the outside.”
The U.S. government said in making
the request that the submission of the data
is necessary for it to determine whether
foreign companies threaten the security of
the United States. Its stance is that largescale auto parts procurement from countries other than the United States leads to
significant losses on the part of American companies and the losses can result in
national security infringement.
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No Signs of Rebound in Sight

Hyundai and Kia Suffer 30% Drop
in Sales in China in April
By Michael Herh

H

yundai Motor and Kia Motors continue to suffer from
sluggish sales in China.
In April, Beijing Hyundai, Hyundai Motor's joint venture in
China, sold 46,000 cars, down 34 percent from a year ago, while
Dongfeng Yueda Kia, Kia Motors' local joint venture, posted
24,000 units in sales, a drop of 19 percent. Accordingly, Hyundai and Kia's April retail sales in China totaled 70,000 units,
down 30 percent from the same month of 2018.
Although specific sales figures were not disclosed, auto
industry watchers speculate that the two Korean carmakers suffered drops in sales of most of their models in China.
“Beijing Hyundai’s shipments of the small sports utility
vehicle ix25 grew during the first quarter of this year but since
then, has switched into negative growth,” said Kang Sung-jin,
an analyst at KB Securities.
Kia shipped 4,385 units of the Kona's Chinese model Encino
when it was launched in China in April of last year, but Encino
shipments hit only 2,907 units in April, Kang added. Shipments
of the Kia Lafesta, which sold more than 8,000 units a month
on average in the first quarter of this year, slid to 5,830 units in

Hyundai Motor and Kia Motors saw their sales in China drop 30 percent on year in
April.

April.
In addition, sales of Kia’s sedan lineup including the K2,
the K3 and the K4 were sluggish in April, and three new models
-- the Yipao, the NP and the Pegas -- went through a slowdown
in sales.
Auto industry observers put the blame on a decline in
demand for cars in China and the weakened competitiveness of
the two Korean carmakers. In fact, Beijing Hyundai closed Beijing Plant 1 last month due to a drop in operating rates triggered
by sluggish sales and environmental policies of the Chinese
government. Dongfeng Yueda Kia is also planning to put a halt
to the operation of Yancheng Plant 1 in Jiangsu Province, China,
this month.

Competitive in Terms of Performance, Price

Hyundai Sports Sedan Genesis G70
Outrunning BMW and Mercedes
Benz Models
By Jung Min-hee

T

he Genesis G70 is setting a new record in the Korean
premium sports sedan market. The domestic and global
sports sedan market has been dominated by the BMW 3 Series,
the Mercedes-Benz C-Class and the Audi A4. Yet in Korea and
the United States, G7 sales volume has surged, outclassing
sports sedans from other brands.
The Genesis sports sedan G70 sold 1,662 units in Korea in
April, up 50.7 percent from the same month a year ago, said
the Korea Automobile Manufacturers Association and Hyundai
Motor on May 6. In March, the company sold 1,757 units of the
G70, up 42.5 percent year on year, setting a new monthly sales
record since its launch in 2017.
Average monthly sales of the Genesis G70 are 1,534 units,
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The sports sedan G70 of the Hyundai Genesis brand was selected as the "2019
North American Car of the Year" by MotorTrend, the most prestigious car magazine in
the United States.

eclipsing German brands’ entry-level sports sedans. The BMW
3 Series, which has enjoyed a solid position in the global D segment market, sold about 600 units a month in the Korean market
this year. In particular, sales reached a mere 624 units in April
despite the launch of the 7th-generation new 3 Series in the
Korean market. The Mercedes-Benz C-Class, which boosted its
marketability through a partial change (facelift) last December,
has also been limited to 700 cars in monthly sales.
The Audi A4 was not sold in Korea due to a certification
issue this year, while the Jaguar X sold about 60 units a month.

BMW has not been aggressively
selling the 7th-generation new 3
Series due to a small volume allocated to the Korean market. The
facelifted C Class being sold in
the Korean market is mostly diesel
models whose popularity is on the
decline in Korea. These factors also
contributed to the rise in G70 sales.
The G70 is ahead of German
sports sedans in terms of performance and prices in the Korean market, car experts say. In December
of last year, MotorTrend named the
G70, a Korean car brand, as the Car
of the Year for the first time since
its foundation in 1949. The G70
was also honored as the Car of the
Year at the Detroit Motor Show. The
model has proved its competitiveness
through evaluations in the market. Its
sales started to rebound at the end of
2018 and reached the 1,500 unit level
of monthly sales this year. Its dealership network has been organized not
only in the Korean market but in the
North American market. Its monthly
sales have risen to 1,600 units this
year from 200 units last year in the
North American market.
Hyundai’s sales strategy for the
G70 has paid off handsomely as
well, automobile industry sources
say. The 2.2-liter gasoline turbo
G70 model has a maximum output
of 255 horsepower and can be purchased for 40-plus million won even
with luxury options. The price of the
7th-generation BMW 330i model,
a rival model with similar output
to the G70, can rise up to 65 million won. Most of all, the 3.3 turbo
G70 model has an output of up to
370 horsepower and costs 50-plus
million won. Its competitors are the
BMW M340i and the Benz C 43
AMG which will be launched in the
second half of this, but each of the
two models will cost over 70 million
won. Even if a consumer gets a discount, they will be more expensive
than the G70. The G70 is receiving
good reviews for its interior design
as well.

Pushing Boundaries for Success in E-mobility

4 Major Korean Business
Groups Begin a Race to
Preempt E-mobility Market
By Jung Min-hee

Korea’s top four business groups -- Samsung,
Hyundai Motor, SK, and LG -- have started a race to
preempt the "e-mobility" market.

C

ompetition is heating up among
Korea’s top four business groups
-- Samsung, Hyundai Motor, SK, and LG
-- to preempt the "e-mobility" market.
SK Innovation, a major affiliate of
SK Group, said on July 27 that it was
discussing cooperation with various business partners to expand its electric vehicle
(EV) battery manufacturing business to
other areas including leasing, charging,
recycling and energy management. "We
will create new value by cooperating with
OEM partners and service providers," said
Kim Joon, president of SK Innovation.
SK Innovation is presenting a new
business model by expanding manufacturing to services through joint ventures
or acquisitions. In addition, the company announced that it would develop
new markets by applying EV batteries
to electric aircraft, ships, and robots, and
develop various downstream businesses
such as virtual power plants and energy
management systems (EMS) based on
energy storage systems (ESS).
SK Group affiliates have been investing in a wide array of e-mobility projects,
including SK Telecom's 5G autonomous
vehicle business and investment in Grab,
a car hailing service in Singapore, since
SK Hynix launched the Automotive
Strategy Team in 2016. Industry experts

say that the group’s strategy is aimed at
making a "fundamental change" emphasized by group chairman Chey Tae-won.
Samsung, Hyundai Motor and LG
groups have also chosen e-mobility as a
new growth engine and have been investing in it. Samsung Electronics has picked
electronic devices for automobiles as one
of its four major growth business items.
It has been investing in semiconductors
for automobiles, infortainment systems
for vehicles, EV batteries and security.
The company’s strategy is to build an
e-mobility platform by expanding its
expertise in hardware to software.
Hyundai Motor Co. is also pushing
boundaries to enter the e-mobility business. The company is determined to go
beyond its traditional vehicle manufacturing business to embrace such emerging
businesses as software for autonomous
vehicles and vehicle sharing services. It is
baldly transforming itself from a finished
car manufacturer to a company that provides total e-mobility solutions.
LG Group is also developing a variety of business items ranging from electronic devices for automobiles to lightweight materials by combining the capabilities of LG Electronics, LG Display,
LG Chem, LG Innotek and LG Hausys. Besides, LG U+ is developing the
5G-based autonomous navigation platform business. The group is creating total
solutions for future car parts.
Meanwhile, a Samjong KPMG survey of 907 auto industry executives from
43 countries around the world in 2018
said respondents cited hydrogen electric
vehicles, connectivity, and electric vehicles as the key trends that would shape
the automotive industry by 2025.
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China has excluded EVs with South Korean batteries from its subsidy list again.

China Continues Discriminatory Policy Against Korean Firms

South Korean EV Battery Manufacturers
Excluded from Chinese Subsidies Yet
Againat a Crossroads
By Jung Min-hee

L

G Chem and Samsung SDI failed again to receive
electric vehicle (EV) battery subsidies from the Chinese government. This has continued for three years
since the THAAD deployment in South Korea in 2016. On the
contrary, Chinese EVs and EV batteries are receiving subsidies
in South Korea.
The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of
China has recently decided to provide no subsidies for EVs
equipped with batteries supplied by the South Korean companies. The vehicles are four Dongfeng Renault and one Chongqing Jinkang models, which received type approvals last month
as a step prior to the subsidies. The subsidy per vehicle is
approximately 10 million won and competition in the local market is nearly impossible for those without it. Beijing Benz EVs
equipped with SK Innovation batteries received a type approval
in May 2018, yet no subsidy has been provided for the vehicles
so far.
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The Chinese government has never explained why. Experts
point out that its intention is to protect the Chinese EV and EV
battery industries by taking advantage of the THAAD deployment.
Before the THAAD deployment, LG Chem used to supply
its EV batteries to Great Wall Motors, SAIC Motor, FAW Group
and Changan Automobile, while Samsung SDI used to supply
its EV batteries to Yutong, Foton and JAC. The South Korean
companies built battery manufacturing plants in China for the
supply, too. However, their local EV battery sales have dropped
since the deployment.
Yet Chinese companies are still enjoying subsidies in the
South Korean market. According to the Korea Automobile Manufacturers Association, 40.4 percent of last year’s total electric bus sale subsidies went to Chinese companies. Under the
circumstances, BYD, the largest EV company in the world, is
planning to enter the South Korean EV parts market.

Global Shipbuilding Orders on the Decline

Chinese Shipbuilders Outdo Korean
Dockyards in Order Receipt
By Michael Herh

T

he Korean shipbuilding industry is faltering due to sluggish
global shipbuilding orders.
Korean shipbuilders are lagging behind
their Chinese rivals in landing orders in
the second quarter after losing first place
to China in the first quarter.
Global shipbuilding orders continued to shrink in April year on year after
the first quarter. Shipbuilding orders
amounted to 5.73 million compensated
gross tons (CGTs) in the first quarter of
2019, a 42 percent drop from 9.96 million
CGTs in the same period last year. Of
the total, Korean shipbuilders won 1.62
million CGTs, placing second to China’s
2.58 million CGTs. The downturn in
shipbuilding orders is believed to have
continued into April.
According to Clarkson Research, a
British shipbuilding and marine market analysis agency, shipbuilding orders
reached 1,210,000 CGTs (40 vessels)
in April. Of this, Korean shipbuilders accounted for 280,000 CGTs (seven
vessels or 23 percent), falling behind
China’s 770,000 CGTs (28 vessels or 64
percent). China's order receipts included
the 16 units of 210,000 DWT bulk carriers ordered by Chinese clients. Japan
recorded 60,000 CGTs (three vessels or
5 percent).
A CGT is a weight unit calculated in
consideration of the added value of vessels and difficulties in shipbuilding work.
The unit is calculated higher for high
value added vessels such as liquefied
natural gas (LNG) carriers, which are a
specialty of Korean shipbuilders.
In cumulative order receipts until
April of this year, China came in first
with 3.34 million CGTs (140 vessels or
45 percent), followed by Korea with 2.02
million CGTs (45 vessels or 26 percent),

Italy with 1.11 million CGTs (14 vessels
or 14 percent) and Japan with 710,000
CGTs (39 vessels or 9 percent).
Global shipbuilding orders are on
the decline. In April, shipbuilding orders
totaled 1.21 million CGTs (40 vessels), a
drop of 1.67 million CGTs from 2.88 million CGTs (90 vessels) in March. A total
of 7.69 million CGTs were ordered in the
January-April period, down 37 percent
from 12.17 million CGTs in the same
period of 2018.
The global order backlog is also falling. As of the end of last month, Korea's
order backlog slid by 250,000 CGTs to
20.98 million CGTs (26 percent of the
global order backlog). China posted
29.96 million CGTs (37 percent), down
by 20,000 CGTs. Japan recorded 13.97
million CGTs (17 percent), a drop of
480,000 CGTs from March.
Among the Big 3 Korean shipbuilders, Samsung Heavy Industries has
achieved about 33 percent of its order
goal for 2019, the highest among the
three, while Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering (DSME) posted 28
percent and the Hyundai Heavy Industries Group 10 percent.
Korean shipbuilders are pinning
hopes on large-scale LNG projects and
offshore projects that are expected to start
in the second half of this year. Qatar is
expected to place orders for 60 to 100
LNG carriers. Qatar Petroleum recently sent a request for proposal to major
shipbuilders in China, Japan and Korea.
Korean shipbuilders are planning to send
a reply by the first half of this year.
The Mozambique project which
requires 10 or more LNG carriers is
expected to start on a full scale in the
first half of this year. Russia is expected
to select a shipbuilder within the first

Korean shipbuilders are lagging behind their Chinese
rivals in landing new orders.

half of this year that will supply the first
of 15 or so icebreaking LNG carriers
needed for the Yamal project, an Arctic
development project.
However, even if Korean shipbuilders succeed in winning orders from these
projects, some experts say that it will be
difficult to calculate them as orders landed
this year. They say that the Yamal project
will probably place an order for the first
unit within this year, and the Qatar project
can be delayed until next year.
Last month, Samsung Heavy Industries received a big offshore plant order
worth 1.1 trillion won, raising expectations offshore projects among Korean
shipbuilders. Projects such as the Marzan
project of Aramco in Saudi Arabia, the
Barossa Project in Australia, the Bonga
Southwest project in Nigeria, and the
Rosebank project in the United Kingdom are highly likely to take shape this
year. Hyundai Heavy Industries is reportedly interest in Marzan, Samsung Heavy
Industries in Barossa and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering in Rosebank. Offshore projects normally cost
over one trillion won so can greatly contribute to a rise in shipbuilders’ earnings.
In the meantime, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering announced
on May 14 that it received an order for
a 170,000-cubic-meter LNG carrier from
an Oceania shipowner. It will be delivered to the shipowner in the second half
of 2021 after being built at the Okpo
Shipyard on Geoje Island in Korea. Up to
now, the shipbuilder has posted US$2.5
billion in new orders, about 30 percent of
its 2019 order target of US$8.37 billion.
It landed orders for 14 vessels –- five
LNG tankers, six very large crude oil carriers (VLCCs) and three submarines.
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Additional Support Needed to Keep HMM Afloat

HMM’s Worsening Capital Erosion Puts
KDB in a Dilemma
By Jung Min-hee

A

s Hyundai Merchant Marine
Co. (HMM) has been struggling with losses for 15
quarters in a row, creditors, including
Korea Development Bank (KDB), are
paying keen attention to the firm’s Q1
earnings results to be announced in the
middle of this month. The ailing shipping
company is expected to post a net loss
again and if its loss reaches 200 billion
won (US$171.38 million) as it did in the
previous quarter, it needs an additional
financial support as its capital impairment ratio will surge to 50 percent.
HMM’s capital impairment ratio
stood at 34 percent as of the end of
last year, according to the creditors
on May 1. The company's capital was
expected to be fully impaired in the third
quarter of last year but KDB and the
Korea Ocean Business Corp. (KOBC)
acquired 1 trillion won (US$856.90 million) worth of perpetual bonds issued
by HMM in October last year to help it
avoid a full capital erosion. KDB has a
13.05 percent stake in HMM, while the
KOBC has a 4.42 percent stake.
If HMM records a large loss in
the first quarter of this year, its capital
impairment ratio can reach 50 percent.
The company will be designated as an
administrative issue by Korea Exchange
at the end of this year when market conditions fail to pick up and the current
trend continues.
HMM is highly likely to keep posting a loss until it receives ultra large
vessels in the second quarter of 2020
since the firm has no clear plans to
improve its business capability. In fact,
the company’s Shanghai Containerized
Freight Index (SCFI), which relates to
business performance, fell by 19.17
percent from 948.6 in January to 766.8
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in March this year. Its fuel expenses
(Singapore Bunker-C fuel oil), which
accounted for 30 percent of the total
operating costs, also increased by 10
percent from US$388.30 (453,150 won)
per barrel to US$428.70 (500,290 won)
over the same period. It is positive that
freight rates on routes to the Americas,
which take up half of its total container
sales, are on the rise. However, the absolute value is still low.
Accordingly, the creditors, who have
provided 3 trillion won (US$2.57 billion) of financial support until now, are
facing the worst scenario of having to
offer an additional support again. KDB
injected 2 trillion won (US$1.71 billion) of public funds into HMM in 2017
after the bankruptcy of Hanjin Shipping Co. and jointly spent 1 trillion
won (US$856.90 million) on acquiring
the perpetual bonds with the KOBC in
October last year. In particular, the staterun bank will also need to provide about
3 trillion won (US$2.57 billion) to help

HMM finance the acquisition of 20
ultra-large ships ordered to strengthen its
sales capacity until 2023.
The creditors are asking HMM to
take highly intensive measures for survival. However, some point out that tension is falling off inside of HMM as the
government’s five-year plan to revive
the country's ailing shipping industry
announced last year is interpreted as a
sign of its intention to save HMM whatever it takes. An official from the financial industry said, “It seems difficult for
HMM to improve performance until the
first half of next year because of high
charter costs and a growing burden
from fuel expenses on higher oil prices.’
Especially, global leading shipping firms
are playing a chicken game on freight
rates as well. Therefore, some market
experts say that HMM will not be able
to survive without the creditors’ additional financial support as it is difficult
for the company to recover in the short
term.

Hyundai Merchant Marine's worsening capital impairment has put its creditors, including Korea Development
Bank, in a dilemma.

Sluggish Demand Cutting into Profitability

Petrochemical Companies Pushing for
Business Diversification
By Jung Min-hee

S

luggish demand due to China's
economic downturn and the
U.S.-China trade war is cutting into the profitability of Korean oil
refining and chemical industries.
Industry sources forecast on May 26
that the operating profit of major oil refiners and chemical companies such as SK
Innovation, LG Chemical, S-Oil, Lotte
Chemical and Hanwha Chemical would
drop 30 percent to 40 percent in the second quarter compared with last year.
In particular, analysts say that second quarter earnings will be lower than
those forecast at the beginning of the
second quarter as margins for major petrochemicals and chemicals will plunge
due to sluggish demand. "Refining margins rebounded but slowed down and
is now staying below the break-even
point," said a researcher at Mirae Asset
Daewoo. "China's domestic demand is
weak. Under these circumstances, growing uncertainties stemming from trade
disputes has dampened export demand."
In fact, the Singapore gross refining margin (GRM), an important benchmark of profitability for refining companies, sank below US$3.1 per barrel this
month. Last week, it fell to the US$2
level. It rose from US$2.50 to US$4 a
barrel earlier this year, boosting anticipation for a recovery in demand, but it
has been trending downwards since last
month. Refining companies say that margins must exceed US$4 per barrel to generate a profit in the refining business. If
this situation holds, oil refineries will be
forced to sell petroleum products such as
gasoline at a loss.
Margins of petrochemical products
such as naphtha have been on the decline
recently. Paraxylene (PX) had been a
cash cow for petrochemical companies in
recent several years but its price has been

The profitability of Korean oil refining and chemical companies is expected to worsen in the second quarter due
to China's economic downturn and the U.S.-China trade war.

falling recently. Although the International Maritime Organization (IMO)’s IMO
2020 regulations on sulfur content in vessel fuel are expected to set off an uptake
in demand for environment-friendly fuel
oil for vessels in the second half of this
year, its impact on margins is expected to
gradually decrease after 2021.
Industry experts forecast that the
Korean oil refining and chemical industries will face some difficulties for the
time being due to protectionism and
Middle East countries’ moves to expand
their oil refining and chemical business.
In fact, Aramco of Saudi Arabia has been
accelerating vertical integration from
crude oil supply to processing.
These developments are compelling
the Korean refining and chemical industries to accelerate the diversification of
their business areas. For instance, LG
Chem lowered the proportion of basic
materials sales from 67.1 percent in 2017
to 59.4 percent in the first quarter of this
year. On the contrary, the proportion of
battery sales increased from 17.8 percent

to 24.9 percent during the same span.
SK Innovation is also turning its eyes
to batteries after chemical products. The
company will invest more than 3 trillion
won in its battery business this year with
the goal of generating a profit in 2021.
Hanwha Chemical is pinning its hopes
on reviving the solar energy business
which accounts for half of its total sales.
On the other hand, Lotte Chemical,
which has adopted a strategy to pursue
economies of scale rather than diversify
into new areas, is suffering more from
market deterioration. Financial information company WiseFn projected that
Lotte Chemical’s operating profit would
plunge by 46.4 percent in the second
quarter, worse than LG Chem’s 29.6
percent and SK Innovation’s 33.1 percent drop. "As Lotte Group Chairman
Shin Dong-bin is seeking to make Lotte
Chemical as the group’s key exporting company, Kim Kyo-hyun, head of
the group’s chemical business unit, will
spend more sleepless nights," an industry
official said.
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New Support Plan for Bio-health Industry

Korean Government to Reduce
Biopharmaceutical Approval Period to Half
By Choi Moon-hee

T

he Korean government plans to reduce by half the current one and a
half years of time required for examination and approval of new biopharmaceutical products.
The government will announce its innovation strategy to foster the biotech and healthcare sector this week. The plan will include a 2 trillion won
investment in R&D in 2019, relaxation of KOSDAQ listing conditions for
biotech and healthcare companies, improvement of exit processes for investors, expansion of the scope of technologies eligible for R&D tax credit, and
development of the Osong national industrial complex.
The global healthcare market is booming due to rapid population aging
and the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In this context, President Moon Jae-in
named the bio-health industry as one of the three promising future industries
along with system semiconductor and future car industries.
Market research firm Markets and Markets said that the global healthcare
market is expected to grow at an average annual rate of 4 percent to 5 percent
and reach US$11.5 trillion by 2020. However, the size of the Korean healthcare industry is still small. In the pharmaceutical industry alone, the global
market size reached US$1,104 billion as of 2016, but Korea accounted for
US$15.8 billion, which is only 1.4 percent.
To cultivate the bio-health industry as a growth engine as powerful as the
semiconductor industry, the government decided to increase the workforce
for new medicine screening process at the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety,
thereby reducing the approval and review period. At present, the number of
cases per one employee in charge of reviewing and evaluating new drug applications in Korea is six times higher than that in the United States. The number
of biomedical device examinations done by one examiner is 11 times as many.

The Korean government plans to reduce by half the time required
for review and approval of new biopharmaceutical products.

Government-level of R&D investment in the
bio-health industry is expected to increase to 2
trillion won annually. The government also decided to increase tax support for new technologies in
the biotechnology and pharmaceutical fields. An
industry official said, "The total amount of R&D
investment in the pharmaceutical industry combined with the private sector was less than 2 trillion won per year in 2017. The R&D investment
should be further expanded at the national level."
The government plans to ease the requirement
to maintain listing on the KOSDAQ in light of the
characteristics of the bio-pharmaceutical industry.
Considering that drug clinical trials take an average of six to seven years, a KOSDAQ listed biopharmaceutical company will be exempted from
designation as an issue for administration for up to
seven years. Currently, if annual sales after listing
are less than 3 billion won or if there is an operating loss for four consecutive years, it is designated
as an issue for administration.

No Intention of Easing Restrictions on Telemedicine

Telemedicine Not Included in Korean
Government’s Latest Package for
Bio-Health Industry
By Choi Moon-hee

T

he Korean government recently announced a package of measures to
foster the bio-healthcare industry, but it failed to address the healthcare
industry’s long-standing demand that regulations on telemedicine be eased.
Currently, telemedicine products and services cannot be commercialized
in Korea due to regulations. They can only enter the market after their telemedicine functions are taken out. As a result, domestic companies that have
developed telemedicine technologies are forced to look for overseas markets
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The Korean government's latest package for the bio-healthcare
sector had no initiatives regarding telemedicine.

as their business opportunities are blocked in the
domestic market.
The Ministry of Health and Welfare seems to
have sided with the medical community, which
is opposed to telemedicine. The Korean Medi-

cal Association has been against
telemedicine due to concerns about
patient diversion to large hospitals,
the bankruptcy of hospitals and
clinics, and quality deterioration of
medical practices. There has been
no serious discussion on the introduction of telemedicine for more
than 10 years.
Lim In-taek, director of health
industry policy at the Ministry of
Health and Welfare, said, "We did
not include telemedicine in the
package because we decided that
it is not necessary to cause controversy."
The basic policy of the Health
Ministry is to utilize telemedicine as a means to expand public
health care. In August last year,
the Health ministry formulated the
revision of the Medical Law, saying, "We are reviewing a plan to
introduce telemedicine for patients
who are unable or have a hard time
to receive a face-to-face treatment."
The government initially
intended to apply telemedicine to
four cases -- military bases, overseas fishing boats, correctional
facilities, and isolated areas with
no medical personnel. However, this plan was not included in
the latest package. Director Lim
explained, "We are currently evaluating telemedicine pilot projects,
and we will try to review the areas
that have room for improvement
and expansion."
However, the industry was
disappointed. An official from
the healthcare industry said, "An
important aspect of the bio-health
industry is smart healthcare, which
is a field that telemedicine can be
widely used. It is disappointing
that Korea prevents introduction of
telemedicine even to areas where
access to medical services is limited, whereas the United States and
other medically developed countries support companies to develop various business models in the
advanced telemedicine market."

Lured by High Growth Potential

Korean Biopharmaceutical Firms Betting on
Blockbuster Cancer Immunotherapies
By Choi Moon-hee

Domestic biopharmaceutical companies are betting on
blockbuster cancer immunotherapies.

D

omestic biopharmaceutical companies are putting more efforts
into research and development (R&D) to
advance into the rapidly growing immune
cancer drug market.
Boryung Pharmaceutical started on
April 23 the operation of a new production complex in the Junggok industrial
complex in South Chungcheon Province.
The company has set up a large-scale
facility for production of an immune cell
therapy under development by its subsidiary, Vigencell. Vigencell entered Phase
II clinical trial of the blood cancer treatment VT-EBV-201 last year and plans to
complete the trial and launch the product under conditional approval in 2021.
In addition, the company plans to conduct Phase 1 clinical trial of blood cancer immunotherapy BR2002 in the United
States and Korea this year.
Industry leader Yuhan Corp. is working on development of cancer immunotherapy through Immuneoncia, which is
a bio-venture it jointly founded with U.S.
Sorrento Therapeutics in 2016. In March,
Yuhan Corp. completed Phase I clinical
trial of cancer immunotherapy IMC-001,
which targets protein PD-L1 on the surface of cancer cells, and plans to verify its
therapeutic effect on rare cancers from the
middle of this year.
Meanwhile, DongA-ST licensed out
its cancer immunotherapy MerTK inhibitor to AbbVie of the United States for

US$48 billion in 2016 and signed a joint
research agreement with AstraZeneca for
R&D of cancer immunotherapy in the
beginning of last year. DongA-ST has
acquired global monopoly rights for two
dual antibody drugs under development by
domestic bio-venture company ABL Bio.
Immune Cell LC, which was launched
by GC Green Cross subsidiary GC Green
Cross Cell in 2007 in Korea, is also gaining attention in the global anti-cancer
treatment market. In September 2018,
Immune Cell LC was selected as a rare
drug for liver cancer, brain cancer, and
pancreatic cancerby the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). GC Green
Cross Cell is also spurring the development of CART-T, an immune cell treatment that takes out immune cells and
puts them back into the body after genetic
transformation.
Domestic company Sillajen, which
is conducting a global phase III clinical
trial on new anti-cancer virus drug PexaVec, is considered to be closer to the new
drug launch than any other domestic company. Sillajen presented study results on
the removal of tumor cells by intravenous
administration at the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) Annual
Meeting 2019 held in Atlanta on April 1.
Domestic pharmaceutical companies
are focusing on development of cancer
immunotherapies because of the market’s high growth potential. According to
market researcher Grandview Research,
the global cancer immunotherapy market is expected to grow at compound
annual growth rate of 9.6 percent from
US$581 billion (67 trillion won) in
2018 to US$202.6 billion (147 trillion
won) in 2026. Kitruda, which is known
as a blockbuster cancer immunotherapy, reported sales of 70.3 billion won in
Korea last year and is expected to make
global sales of 14 trillion won in 2024.
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Genetic Testing Areas Greatly Expanded

DTC Genetic Testing Gets
a Big Boost from Deregulation
By Choi Moon-hee

D

irect to customer (DTC)
genetic testing companies
are expanding their testing
areas to diseases and diverse wellness
fields on the back of the government’s
“sandbox” deregulation initiative.
The Ministry of Trade, Industry, and
Energy designated three additional companies, DNA Link, Theragen Etex and
Medizen Humancare, as DTC genetic
testing companies on April 29.
As a result, a total of four genetic
testing companies, including Macrogen,
which was selected as the first beneficiary of the deregulation initiative, will
apply DTC genetic testing to disease prevention, which was not possible within
the current regulatory framework.
Currently, Korea permits genetic testing agencies, which are not a medical
institution, to carry out genetic testing for
only 12 items, including body mass index

and hair loss. They are not allowed to
use genetic testing for any disease-related items. Although the testing approved
within the regulatory sandbox is limited to
research purposes, the companies can nevertheless improve customer service based
on customer feedback and expand their
business to overseas markets.
Macrogen, which received approval in
February, plans to carry out a customized
health promotion service through DTC
genome analysis on 13 diseases for 2,000
adults in the Incheon Free Economic Zone
for two years. The 13 diseases include six
chronic diseases, including coronary artery
disease and atrial fibrillation, five carcinogenesis, including prostate cancer and
colorectal cancer, and two geriatric diseases, including Parkinson's disease. The
company plans to carry out the testing
from the second half of the year.
DNA Link was approved for a total of

32 items, including six types of cancer, 14
diseases and 12 types of wellness (excluding 12 types of existing DTCs). The company will carry out the testing for 2,000
applicants at the Dementia Prevention
Center in Gwangju Metropolitan City.
Medizen Humancare was approved
for 13 items related to athletic ability,
such as kinesthetic ability, exercise drive,
and heart rate recovery. The company
plans to conduct a study on a total of
2,800 people, including students from the
College of Physical Education of Kyunghee University and Konkuk University,
people who were diagnosed with obesity
in the hospital and the general public.
In particular, the company is preparing for the exercise genome analysis project through Sichuan Biological
Technologies Limited., a joint venture it
established with the China Athletic Association. As a part of the training program
for professional athletes, it aims to analyze the genes related to the athletic ability of Chinese athletes.
Meanwhile, Theragen Etex has been
granted approval for 24 items in the wellness field, including obesity and nutrition management. It plans to develop its
products by matching the differentiated
solutions based on the results of genetic
testing in each field.

The government’s “sandbox” deregulation initiative has allowed direct to customer (DTC) genetic testing companies to expand their testing areas to diseases and diverse wellness fields.
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Kolon Life Facing Criminal Investigation

Korea’s Drug Ministry Cancels
Kolon Life Sciences' Invossa license
By Choi Moon-hee

T

he Ministry of Food and Drug
Safety has revoked the license
of Kolon Life Sciences' osteoarthritis gene therapy "Invossa" as it contained an ingredient that derived from a
kidney instead of from cartilage.
The ministry said on May 27, "One of
the main ingredients of Invossa was identified as kidney cells (293 cells), not cartilage cells, and the data submitted by Kolon
Life Sciences were found to be false."
In addition, the ministry will file
criminal charges against Kolon Life
Sciences. The ministry’s action sent a
shockwave through the Korean pharmaceutical industry.
Invossa is an injection of osteoarthritis gene therapy, consisting of a
fluid containing human cartilage cells
and another fluid containing cells transfected with transforming growth factor
β1 (TGF-β1) of cartilage cells. It was
licensed on July 12, 2017, as the country's first gene therapy drug. Recently,
the transfected cells were found to be
kidney cells, not cartilage cells, as stated
in the document submitted by the company for approval.
Until now, the Drug Ministry has been
looking into the data provided by Kolon
Life Sciences that could prove why and
how the substance of the drug had been
changed. It also conducted additional verification, including its own test inspection
of Invossa, on-site investigation of Kolon
Life Sciences and due diligence on its U.S.
subsidiary Kolon TissueGene.
Through this intensive investigation,
the ministry confirmed that Kolon Life
Sciences submitted false data at the time
of the approval and did not submit major
facts it discovered before the approval.
The ministry conducted short tandem
repeats (STR) testing, a genetic system

test, on the two fluids of Invossa, and
found that the second fluid contained
kidney cells, not cartilage cells. In the
second fluid, gag and pole genes found
only in kidney cells were found. Kidney
cells are known to have the possibility of
developing into cancer cells.
In particular, Kolon Life Sciences
fabricated the data it submitted at the
time of the approval to prove that the
second fluid contained cartilage cells.
In order to prove that the second fluid
contained cartilage cells, the fluid had
to be compared with the first fluid. But
Kolon Life Sciences compared it with a
mixture of the two fluids.
Based on the findings, the ministry
concluded that the data submitted by
Kolon Life Sciences at the time of the
approval was false.
The ministry found that Kolon TissueGene as well as Kolon Life Sciences
had recognized in 2017, not recently, that
Invossa's drug ingredients had changed.
While the ministry's investigation was
underway, Kolon Life Sciences also failed
to provide scientific evidence on how and
why the ingredients of Invossa changed
from cartilage to kidney cells. The company also failed to explain why it judged
that the second fluid contained cartilage
cells when it applied for a license.
The ministry said it is not much concerned about the safety of Invossa, noting that cells no longer survive 44 days
after administration. It also said that no
drug-related side effects were identified
from those subject to clinical trials.
However, in order to prepare for possible side effects, the ministry said it will
seek special management of all patients
with the medication and undertake a longterm follow-up investigation for 15 years.
In Korea, 3,707 cases of Invossa were

Kang Seok-yeon, director-general of bio-pharmaceuticals at the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety,
announces the ministry's decision to revoke Kolon Life
Sciences' license for Invossa during a news conference on May 28.

administered in 438 hospitals and clinics.
Regarding the validity of Invossa, the results of the clinical trial itself
were considered respectable. “I believe
the drug can alleviate pain and improve
functions as have been verified through
the clinical tests,” said Kang Seok-yeon,
director of bio-pharmaceuticals at the
ministry.
Meanwhile, the ministry plans to
further strengthen the quality and safety
management of bio-medicine in the wake
of the Invossa case.
In order to strengthen the origin and
development status of cells in the R&D
stage, safety and quality control standards will be prepared in stages from collection of cells to processing, storage and
supply of cells.
In addition, for new drugs that took a
long time to research and development,
test data that was collected in the early
stages of development will be re-tested
with the latest test method. The ministry
is planning to check important verification elements.
In addition, if there is a possibility of
cell mixing, companies will be required
to submit the results of genetic systematic tests on the cells used for research
and development and manufacturing. The
ministry will require long-term follow-up
investigations, including sales and administration details of advanced biologic
drugs and registration of abnormal cases,
during the use phase after approval.
"We will take the case seriously and
strengthen the patient-centered safety
management system so that safer and
better medicines can be developed and
supplied in the future," Kang said.
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First Korean Business Leader
to Meet with Trump

Lotte Chairman Meets
U.S. President Trump
at White House
By Jung Min-hee

L

otte Group chairman Shin Dongbin met with U.S. President Donald
Trump at the White House on May 13 (local
time), becoming the first South Korean business leader to hold such a meeting.
The face-to-face meeting took place
following the completion of Lotte Chemical’s 3.6 trillion-won (US$3.1 billion)
ethylene plant in Louisiana on May 9.
The U.S. president gave an extraordinary welcome to Shin by inviting him to
the Oval Office.
"Great to welcome Chairman Shin
from Lotte Group to the WH," Trump
tweeted. He posted a photo of himself,
seated at the Resolute Desk, talking with

Aiming to Become World's
7th Chemical Company

Lotte Group’s Chemical
Business Unit to Invest
3.7 Tril. Won in Korea
for 3 years
By Jung Min-hee

L

otte Group's Chemical Business
Unit (BU) plans to invest about
3.7 trillion won in Korea by 2022 and
create 30,000 jobs. Based on this, it plans
to boost its global sales to 50 trillion won
by 2030, becoming the world's seventhlargest chemical company.
Shin Dong-bin, chairman of the Lotte
Group, is growing the chemical business
as a future growth engine for the group.
Shin recently attended the inauguration ceremony of the Louisiana plant in the United
States and held an exclusive meeting with
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Shin. He praised Lotte’s large investment: "They just invested $3.1 BILLION
into Louisiana-biggest investment in U.S.
EVER from a South Korean company, &
thousands more jobs for Americans."
Trump added: "Great partners like
ROK (Republic of Korea) know the U.S.
economy is running stronger than ever!"
During the meeting, Trump reportedly appreciated Lotte’s large investment
in the United States and asked about the
products to be produced at the new plant.
Shin introduced Lotte’s global businesses to Trump, including its investment
in Lotte New York Palace, New York's
most iconic hotel. Trump reportedly said
Lotte’s acquisition of the hotel was “a
good investment.” Shin also explained
his plans to make an additional investment in the Louisiana plant.
Lotte Chemical plans to produce 1 million tons of ethylene per year at its Lake
Charles, Louisiana, plant, bringing its ethylene production capacity to a total of 4.5
million tons a year. Depending on the U.S.
market situation, Lotte plans to increase the

U.S. President Donald Trump.
"We will expand production facilities in Korea and invest in chemical
startups, thus contributing to boosting
domestic consumption," Lotte Chemical
announced on May 27.
On May 24, Lotte Chemical signed an
investment agreement with Hyundai Oilbank to build a heavy feed petrochemical
complex (HPC) at a combined investment
of 2.7 trillion won ($2.5 billion).
T he ne w facility w ill produce
750,000 tons of ethylene, 750,000 tons
of polyethylene and 400,000 tons of propylene per annum. It will significantly
reduce manufacturing costs as it uses oil
residue as raw material.
"Lotte Chemical is also expanding
production facilities at its Ulsan and Yeosu
factories along with the construction of
an HPC," said Im Byeong-yeon, CEO of
Lotte Chemical. “Based on the expansion
of global production bases and domestic
investment, the company aims to grow
into the world's seventh-largest chemical

U.S. President Donald Trump (left) meets with Lotte
Group chairman Shin Dong-bin (2nd from right) at
the Oval Office in the White House on May 13, 2019.
(Photo from Trump's Twitter account)

plant’s production capacity by 400,000 tons.
Lotte Chemical holds a 88 percent
stake in the Louisiana plant, with the
remainder owned by its U.S. partner,
Westlake Chemical Corp.
Shin refused to discuss his meeting
with Trump, simply saying that they talked about "various things."
In a congratulatory message for
last week's plant completion ceremony,
Trump hailed the investment as a victory
for both nations and a testament to the
strength of their alliance.
He also noted that the plant is one of
the biggest investments in the U.S. since the
launch of his administration in early 2017.

Lotte Group's Chemical Business Unit plans to invest
about 3.7 trillion won in Korea by 2022 and create
30,000 jobs.

company with 50 trillion won in sales."
Lotte Chemical has been expanding its
meta-xylene (MeX) plant in Ulsan, Korea
and Polycarbonate (PC) plant in Yeosu in
Korea by investing approximately 370 billion won since May 2017. Since January
2018, Lotte Chemical has been building
purified isophthalic acid (PIA) production
facilities in the Ulsan plant with investment
of approximately 50 billion won.
In addition, Lotte Fine Chemical, a chemical affiliate of Lotte Group,
announced that it would invest about 115
billion won in its Ulsan plant, and Lotte BP
Chemicals is planning to expand production facilities in its Ulsan plant.
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Pursuing Both Economic Value
and Social Value

SK Innovation Vows to
Increase Electric Vehicle
Battery Production
20-Fold by 2025
By Jung Min-hee
A plant of Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical in China

SK's Joint Venture in China to Acquire Wuhan Refinery

SK to Unify Its Oil Refining and Chemicals
Value Chains in China
By Jung Min-hee

S

inopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical, a joint venture between SK Global
Chemical and China's Sinopec, has decided to acquire Wuhan Refinery and this acquisition has necessitated the unification of its value chain to
connect oil refining to chemicals. A streamlined value chain will allow the
company to raise profitability by mass producing chemical products, including ethylene, using the naphtha extracted in the oil refining process.
SK Global Chemical announced on April 29 that it is planning to invest
189.80 billion won (US$163.55 million) in cash in taking over a stake in
Wuhan Refinery from Sinopec. Sinopec will also make an in-kind investment
worth 352.60 billion won (US$303.83 million). SK Global Chemical has a 35
percent stake in the joint venture, with Sinopec owning the rest. The two firms’
ownership ratio will remain the same after the acquisition of Wuhan Refinery.
The total acquisition cost amounts to 2.21 trillion won (US$1.90 billion). SK
Global Chemical said that the rest of the funds will come from loans. The
acquisition is planned to be completed by the end of the second half of the year.
The deal is in line with the Chinese government’s strategy to integrate its
oil refining and chemical industries. SK Global Chemical now indirectly owns
oil refining facilities in China through Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical.
Wuhan Refinery is located in Qingshan District, Wuhan, and is capable
of refining 170,000 barrels of oil a day. The company logged around 350
billion won (US$301.59 million) in operating profit in 2017 and 2018, and
it is planning to finish facility expansion and upgrading by the end of next
year. Wuhan Refinery’s profitability is expected to improve further since oil
products are in short supply in Hubei Province where Wuhan Refinery is
located and three other neighboring provinces.
Sinopec-SK Wuhan Petrochemical recorded 2 trillion won (US$1.72
billion) in aggregated operating profit in five years since it has begun commercial operation, becoming one of the successful cases of SK Group’s
business abroad. The joint venture has been expanding its facilities and
output through investments since 2017 and it is highly likely to become the
second largest naphtha cracking firm in China by securing the production
capacity of 1.1 million tons of ethylene a year by 2020.

Kim Joon, president of SK Innovation, explains the company's
new business strategy at a news conference on May 27

S

K Innovation announced on May 27 that
it would ramp up its battery production
20-fold from the current level by 2025.
Kim Joon, president of SK Innovation,
declared his company's determination to pursue
innovation to achieve the new goal at a press
conference at the Four Seasons Hotel in Seoul.
"Through Deep Change 2.0 Management
which has been implemented since 2017, we
have strengthened global competitiveness of our
new and existing businesses, but we feel that
there is still a long way to go," Kim said.
"For instance, the social value of SK Innovation is more than minus 1 trillion won (US$841
million)," Kim said. This means the value of
unintended harm to society caused by the company in the process of its business activities is
worth more than 1 trillion won.
"We will follow a contrarian strategy to
use our negative social value as momentum
for determined push for innovation. We will
pursue both economic value and social value
under a double bottom line (DBL) management
approach," Kim said.
Kim suggested a vision to grow the company's EV battery business into one of the world's
top three by 2025. To this end, SK Innovation
will commercialize "NCM 9½½," a next-generation battery technology for the first time in the
world. The technology uses nickel, cobalt and
manganese at a ratio of 90 percent, 5 percent and
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5 percent, respectively, and a battery cathode which is at least 670 Wh/ℓ. An electric car powered by a battery produced
through this technology can run more than
500 kilometers on a single charge.
SK Innovation aims to inflate its battery order backlog from 430 GWh to 700
GWh by 2025 and dial up production to
100 GWh from the current level of about
5GWh per year.
In the lithium-ion battery separator (LiBS) business, SK Innovation will
aime for a market share of 30 percent by
increasing its production capacity to over
2.5 billion square meters per year. For
this, it plans to secure new production
facilities in addition to those under construction in China and Poland.
SK Innovation will pursue the
growth of the chemical business. The
packaging sector, which was selected as
a new main business area, will secure a

portfolio of high value-added products
through mergers and acquisitions, while
the automotive business unit will focus
on technology development to accelerate
the diffusion of electric vehicles and produce lighter vehicles.
SK Innovation will elevate the proportion of assets in these high-growth
business areas from 30 percent to 60 percent by 2025.
In the petroleum business, the company looks to expand sales of petroleum
products to Southeast Asian nations such
as Vietnam, Myanmar, and the Philippines.
As for the lubricant business, SK
Innovation will expand its global partnership with LeSpol, Pertamina, and JXTG
to other major companies. The company
has also decided to expand its oil exploration and production (E&P) business
to Asia, mainly China, Vietnam and the
United States with rich shale oil.

Late Chairman's Son Takes Hanjin Group's Helm

Cho Won-tae Confirmed as Hanjin Group’s Next Chairman
By Jung Min-hee

C

ho Won-tae, chairman of Hanjin
KAL, has been confirmed as
Hanjin Group’s next chairman.
Hanjin Group announced on May 13
that it filed a formal application with the
Korea Fair Trade Commission (FTC) to
change the group’s chairman from the late
Cho Yang-ho to his son Cho Won-tae.
Analysts say that the submission of
the application to the FTC would eliminate the possibility of sibling rivalry over
the group’s control among Cho Won-tae
and his two sisters, Cho Hyun-ah, former vice president of Korean Air, and
Cho Hyun-min, former senior managing
director of Korean Air.
"Hanjin Group submitted an application to change the group’s chairman
and related documents in the afternoon
of May 13," an FTC official said. “We
will announce the heads of large business groups in Korea, including Hanjin
Group, as scheduled on May 15."
Earlier, Hanjin Group failed to meet
the May 8 deadline for submitting the
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Hanjin Group chairman Cho Won-tae

application form to confirm the change
of the group’s leader. This invited speculation that a dispute over the group’s control erupted among the three children of
the late chairman Cho Yang-ho.
The late chairman held a 17.84 percent stake (based on common stocks) in
Hanjin KAL, the group’s holding company. Cho Won-tae holds 2.34 percent
in Hanjin KAL, not much difference
from Cho Hyun-ah’s 2.31 percent and
Cho Hyun-min’s 2.30 percent. The new
chairman needs to inherit the late father’s
shareholdings to defend his control from
KGCI, an activist private equity fund that
holds a 14.98 percent stake.

Executing a Well-defined
Brand Strategy

Hankook Tire Group
Renames Itself Hankook
Technology Group
By Michael Herh

Hankook Tire Group will change the names of its
holding company and major affiliates as part of
efforts to execute a new brand strategy.

H

ankook Tire Group announced
on May 8 that it would build
an integrated brand system based on its
global brand “Hankook” and will change
the names of its holding company and
major affiliates.
The group said that the name change
is intended to establish an integrated
vision under a new brand strategy. All
this move is part of its efforts to discover
future growth engines and realize sustainable growth.
First of all, Hankook Tire Worldwide,
the holding company of the group, will
change its name to Korea Technology
Group, redefining its identity as a technology-based group. It will concentrate
more on enhancing shareholder value by
raising its brand value and awareness.
Hankook Tire Co., the group’s flagship affiliate, will be renamed Hankook
Tire & Technology. The company will
focus on securing future-oriented innovative technologies to lead Korea’s automotive industry.
In addition, other affiliates will
change their names in line with the
group-level move. AtlasBX will be
renamed Hankook AtlasBX; MK Technology, Hankoook Precision Works; Em
Frontier, Hankook Networks; Daehwa
Industrial Machinery, Hankook Engineering Works; and HK Automotive,
Hankook Car & Life.

Science & Technology
A Technology That Kills 3 Birds with 1 Stone

Korean Researchers Find Way to Produce
Hydrogen and Graphene Using Egg Shell
By Kim Eun-jin

A

team of Korean researchers has
developed a technology that
produces hydrogen by using egg shell,
which is generally considered as food
waste. The principle of the technology is
to use egg shell as a catalyst for the conversion of alcohol to hydrogen. Once the
reaction is complete, graphene is synthesized on the egg shell. This technology
kills three birds with one stone because
it produces both hydrogen and graphene
while recycling waste.
A research team led by Professor Baek Jong-bum of the Department
of Energy and Chemical Engineering at
UNIST made calcium oxide using calcium carbonate, which is the main component of egg shell, and found out that it
can be used as a catalyst to make hydrogen and graphene. Calcium oxide used
as a catalyst allowed the reaction to proceed at a lower temperature than before,
leading to production of hydrogen without any additional separation process. In

the course of the reaction, a thin layer
of carbon deposits on calcium oxide to
synthesize graphene, which can easily
be detached for usage after simple processing.
Hydrogen is obtained from substances that contain hydrogen, such as water,
hydrocarbons, and alcohols, and this process requires a chemical reaction and a
reaction-specific catalyst. Calcium oxide
showed excellent catalytic performance
in the process of producing hydrogen
from alcohol.
As alcohol is obtained through fermentation of plants and microorganisms, it is an eco-friendly energy source
that can continue to be mass-produced
in the future. Because alcohol contains
hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen, it can be
converted to other useful forms. In fact,
a technology of converting alcohol into
steam at a high temperature over 700
degrees Celsius and producing hydrogen and carbon-based materials from

Professor Baek Jong-bum’s team at UNIST
Department of Energy and Chemical Engineering
succeeds in producing graphene (right) using egg
shell (left).

the steam has already been developed
and used. However, at a high temperature over 700 degrees Celsius, by-products like methane, carbon monoxide,
and ethylene are generated in addition
to hydrogen. Therefore, this technology
requires an additional process to separate
hydrogen from the produced gas mixture,
which increases the hydrogen production
unit price in turn.
Baek’s team resolved this problem in
the alcohol-using hydrogen production
by utilizingcalcium oxide made from egg
shell as a catalyst and lowering the reaction temperature to 500 degrees Celsius.
As a result, 99 percent of the produced
gas was hydrogen, and graphene was
also produced in state, where it could be
used after calcium oxide removal with an
acid with no further processing.

Enhancing Anticancer Function of Natural Killer Cells

Korean Research Team Develops More Effective
Anticancer Treatment by Enhancing NK Cell Function
By Choi Moon-hee

A

Korean research team has developed a technology to strengthen
the anticancer function of natural killer
(NK) cells, which are known to attack
cancer cells.
The Korea Research Institute of
Chemical Technology (KCCI) announced
on May 1 that Dr. Lee Chang-hoon's team
has developed a technology that enhances
the cancer cell recognition ability of NK
cells and transferred it to biopharmaceutical company Lepigen MD.
NK cell death is largely divided into
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two stages: cancer cell recognition and
attack. One of the important target proteins in the cancer cell recognition process is the MIC protein.
The research team has developed a
substance that regulates the expression
of MIC proteins by increasing the MIC
protein expression to enhance NK cells’
cancer cell recognition ability. In addition,
the team discovered a substance that can
effectively induce cancer cell death by
enhancing NK cells’ cancer cell recognition ability and developed a NK cell treat-

A Korean research team has developed a technology
to strengthen the anticancer function of natural killer
(NK) cells.

ment with enhanced anticancer function.
The result of in vitro and animal
tests on blood cancer, liver cancer, and
lung cancer cells showed that the newly
developed treatmenthas up to twice higher cancer cell killing effect than the existing NK cells.
This study was done as a part of the
KCCI’s in-house project of stem cellderived customized NK cell treatment
development.

Science & Technology

Scientific Gear for Private Lunar Landers

Korea and United States to Co-Develop Lunar Lander Payloads
By Michael Herh

T

he Ministry of Science and ICT announced on May 7
that the Korean Astronomy and Space Science Institute
and NASA have signed an agreement for co-development of the
payloads for civilian U.S. lunar landers.
NASA plans to land astronauts on the moon in 2024 and
for this it plans to launch more than nine civilian lunar landers
from next year for a scientific investigation of the lunar surface.
The main body of private lunar landers will be manufactured by
American companies, and the payloads will be manufactured by
NASA through U.S. companies and international cooperation.
Korea and the United States will promote the development
of scientific payloads for in-depth investigation of the surface
and surrounding environment of the moon. The two countries
will form a working group to discuss cooperation methods in
detail and expand cooperation for scientific research at the lunar
orbit in the future.

Professor Baek Jong-bum’s team at UNIST Department of Energy and Chemical
Engineering succeeds in producing graphene (right) using egg shell (left).

A New Electrostatic Mist Eliminator Developed

New Technology Reduces Thermal Power Plants’ Fine Dust Emissions by 90%
By Kim Eun-jin

A

South Korean research team has developed an environment-friendly facility that can reduce fine dust emissions from coal-fired thermal power plants to a tenth. The clean
technology can reduce fine dust emissions of thermal power
plants to the level of LNG gas power plants.
The Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials (KIMM)
announced on May 21 that a research team led by Dr. Kim
Yong-jin has developed, in cooperation with Doosan Heavy
Industries & Construction Co., an electrostatic mist eliminator
(EME) which can lower fine dust emissions from coal-fired
thermal power plants to less than 0.5 mg per cubic meter.
Chimneys of coal-fired thermal power plants currently have
a desulfurizer to treat exhaust gases. On the top of the desulfurizer is a mist eliminator (ME) that removes contamination particles using centrifugal force or inertial impaction. However, a
high-priced EME is needed as an ME cannot completely remove
small particles of 20 micrometers or smaller.
The research team integrated an electric precipitator into an
ME to increase the pollutant removal efficiency by more than 10
times. It removes pollutants after electrically pushing pollutant
particles into a corner.
The new equipment can be added in the desulfurization system and it can reduce fine dust levels to less than 0.5 milli-

An electrostatic mist eliminator (EME) installed at a plant of Doosan Heavy
Industries & Construction Co.

grams per cubic meter, which is one tenth of the world’s highest
emission standard, which is 5 milligrams. The research team
successfully completed the test after installing the actual-size
module pilot facility at Doosan Heavy’s plant in Changwon. In
addition, it is planning to finish designing a 500 ㎿ EME and
test it at coal-fired power plants.
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Lifestyle
Expanding Presence in N. America

LG Household & Health Care Takes over
Avon’s Business in U.S. and Canada
By Choi Moon-hee

L

G Household & Health Care has signed an agreement to
acquire Avon’s U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico businesses.
LG Household & Health Care will step up its efforts to
expand its presence in the North American market. The company announced on April 25 that it has signed a deal to take over a
100 percent stake in U.S. cosmetics and personal care company
New Avon for US$125 million.
Avon is the world's largest cosmetics and personal care direct
sales company with 130 years of history. In 2016, the company
separated its North American business, which included the U.S.
market, from its operations and sold it to Cerberus, a private equity
fund. Since then, New Avon has managed Avon’s North American
business, while other regions have been managed by Avon Products Inc.
New Avon has taken over Avon's global business headquarters with sales of 13 trillion won and solid infrastructure in IT,

LG Household & Health Care will acquire Avon’s U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico
businesses for US$125 million.

procurement, logistics, sales, and general management. New
Avon currently operates in the United States, Canada, and Puerto Rico, and posted about 700 billion won in sales in 2018.
The United States is the largest cosmetics and health functional food market in the world, with each segment estimated at
50 trillion won. LG Household & Health Care plans to use the
United States as a base for its expansion to other major foreign
markets including Canada, South America and Europe.
In the meantime, LG Household & Health Care will advance
its brands into the U.S. market by making good use of the North
American infrastructure secured through the takeover.

Tapping into Lazada's E-Commerce Network
in Southeast Asia

Amorepacific Group Beefs Up
Partnership with Lazada Group
By Choi Moon-hee

A

morepacific Group announced on May 16 that it has
signed an MOU on strategic partnership with Lazada
Group, a leading e-commerce company in Southeast Asia.
Ahn Se-hong, president of Amorepacific, and Pierre Poignant, CEO of Lajada Group signed the MOU at Amorepacific
headquarters in Seoul on May 15.
The two companies have agreed to cooperate in launching
new brands, developing a new distribution business linking their
on-line and off-line distribution networks, and carrying out innovative marketing activities based on data. The two sides also
saw eye to eye on establishing a sound distribution order in the
e-commerce of Lazada by protecting intellectual property rights.
Amorepacific Group looks to strengthen its digital business
capabilities in Southeast Asia by harnessing Lazada’s extensive
e-commerce network.
In addition, it expects to strengthen its position in the
ASEAN beauty market by providing innovative products and
differentiated experiences to customers.
"We hope that this MOU will create win-win growth
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Ahn Se-hong (left), president of Amorepacific, and Pierre Poignant (right), CEO of
the Lajada Group, show a signed MOU at Amorepacific headquarters in Seoul.

between Amorepacific Group and Lazada Group in the Southeast Asian beauty care market," Ahn said. "We will put a spur
to expanding our distribution channels and providing innovate
customer experiences for ASEAN customers."
"I anticipate that this MOU will provide the best shopping
experiences through the combination of Amorepacific Group
products and Lazada’s technology in the beauty care segment,
one of the core categories of Lazada." CEO Poignant said.
Currently, Amorepacific Group is offering Laneige, Innisfree and Etude products through Lazada Group's digital distribution platform in the ASEAN market including Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam.

LIFESTYLE

Ulysses Capital to Purchase CosmoCoin

Beauty Blockchain Firm Cosmochain Attracts US$2.50 Mil.
Investment from U.S. Hedge Fund
By Choi Moon-hee

B

eauty blockchain firm Cosmochain has attracted
US$2.50 million (2.98 billion won) token investment
from a U.S. hedge fund.
Cosmochain is a blockchain project that has attracted attention when Samsung Electronics selected it as an initial dApp
partner for its Galaxy S10 Smartphone in March. The Galaxy
Keystore, the native cryptocurrency wallet for the Galaxy S10,
supports “CosmoCoin (COSM),” the cryptocurrency used in
COSMEE, a blockchain-based beauty content platform.
Cosmochain said on May 20 in its official website that it
has attracted the investment from U.S. hedge fund firm Ulysses
Capital located in Los Angeles. Ulysses Capital will purchase
US$2.50 million (2.98 billion won) worth of COSM.
Cosmochain operated a beta version of “COSMEE” for
three months from August last year. During the beta service, it
gained a lot of attention and attracted 150,000 users.
Cosmochain is planning to launch its official blockchainbased app service “FitsMe” within the first half of this year.

Beauty blockchain firm Cosmochain has attracted US$2.50 million (2.98 billion
won) token investment from a U.S. hedge fund.

FitsMe, which is an upgraded version of COSMEE, is a personalized beauty recommendation service. Based on users’ past
purchase data and preference data input, FitsMe recommends
the optimal cosmetics product.

Up 17.8% from 2017

Over 378,000 Foreign Patients Visit South Korea Last Year
By Choi Moon-hee

T

he Ministry of Health and Welfare announced on April
17 that a total of 378,967 foreign patients visited South
Korea in 2018, up 17.8 percent from a year ago, and more than
two million foreign patients visited South Korea for the past 10
years.
The 378,967 foreign patients are from 190 countries in total,
including 118,310 from China, 45,213 from the United States,
42,563 from Japan, 27,185 from Russia and 14,042 from Mongolia. The number of Chinese patients increased 18.5 percent
year on year whereas the number of those from the Middle East
showed a year-on-year decline of 4.8 percent.
Patients with internal diseases accounted for 19.4 percent of
the total last year, followed by plastic surgery patients (14.4 percent), dermatology patients (13.7 percent), medical examinees
(8.9 percent) and ob-gyn customers (5.3 percent).
The number of dermatology and plastic surgery patients
increased 47 percent and 37.1 percent from a year earlier,
respectively. The rate of increase was 21.5 percent for ob-gyn,
14 percent for general surgery, 11.8 percent for internal treat-

A total of 378,967 foreign patients visited South Korea in 2018, up 17.8 percent
from a year ago.

ment and 8.5 percent for oriental medical treatment. On the
other hand, the number of visitors fell 6.2 percent for dental
treatment and 4.1 percent for eye disease treatment.
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